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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis the development of a general finite element model for free surface 
viscoelastic flow is presented. The model uses the weighted residual finite element 
technique in conjunction with the VOF (volume of fluid) method in Arbitrary 
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) and Eulerian frameworks for tracking free surface 
boundaries. Application of the developed model to two different case studies and 
obtained results are discussed and the capabilities of the model are demonstrated. The 
first case study is based on the simulation of an injection moulding process. The 
second case study is based on the modelling of a de-vulcanisation process used for 
recycling of rubber products. 
Modelling of free surface flow or moving boundary tracking is in general viewed as 
an initial value problem. The main concept of the VOF technique is to treat the flow 
regime as a multi-phase system involving the movement of different phases within a 
framework representative of the overall process domain. To track the boundary 
between these phases an independent equation based on the probability density 
function of surface position is solved, simultaneously, with the governing process 
equations. The surface boundary equation represents the convection of the free 
surface position in a transient system is a hyperbolic PDE. Numerical solution of such 
an equation, particularly, in conjunction with viscoelastic constitutive equations, 
which are also hyperbolic non-linear PDEs, is not a trivial task. The presented finite 
element model is shown to produce stable simulations which correspond to theoretical 
expectations and are comparable with available experimental data. 
Dominance of the influence of elastic effects in deformation and flow of long chain 
polymers, such as natural or synthetic rubbers, makes it necessary to account for the 
elongational as well as shear behaviour of elastomeric compounds. Therefore in this 
study the Phan-ThienfTanner (P-Trr) viscoelastic constitutive model, which is known 
to represent both of these effects, is used. 
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Chapter I Introduction 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
A general purpose finite element model for the solution of the governing equations of 
free surface visco-elastic flow has been developed. This model can be applied to 
simulate a wide range of industrially relevant problems. In this thesis two distinct 
applications of considerable importance to modem polymer processing operations 
have been described. 
In a number of polymer processes the influence of fluid elasticity on the flow 
behaviour is small and hence it is reasonable to use the generalised Newtonian 
approach 'to analyse the flow regime. In generalised Newtonian fluids the extra stress 
is explicitly expressed in term of velocity gradients and hence they can be eliminated 
from the equation of motion. This results in the derivation: of Navier-Stokes equations 
with velocity and pressure as the only prime field unknowns. Solution of Navier-
Stokes equations by the finite element method is a well established basis for computer 
modelling of non-elastic polymer flow regimes. In the viscoelastic flow models extra 
stresses can mainly be given through implicit relationships with the rate of strain, and 
hence remain as prime field unknowns in the governing equations. This significantly 
increases complexity of the governing equations of viscoelastic flow which rely on 
Cauchy's equation of motion that includes stress terms. The constitutive equations 
which give the relationship between extra stress terms and rate of deformation for 
viscoelastic fluids are divided into 'differential' and 'integral' types. Although the 
integral type equations appear as explicit relations between stress and rate of strain 
and their solution can only be obtained in Lagrangian frameworks and cannot be used 
to eliminate the stress terms from the governing equation of motion. In addition 
differential type equations are considered to represent more general classes of 
viscoelastic fluids and hence in this work differential viscoelastic equations are used. 
Numerical solution of differential type viscoelastic constitutive equations has been 
the subject of a considerable amount of research in the last decades. 
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The main categories of numerical algorithms used to solve viscoelastic flow problems 
are summarized by Keunings (1989). These schemes are primarily divided into 
coupled and decoupled techniques. In coupled methods, the governing equations of 
continuity, motion and Rheology are solved simultaneously to obtain the whole set of 
velocity, pressure and stress variables as the primary field unknowns. In the 
decoupled methods the equations of continuity and motion are solved separately from 
the rheological (Le. constitutive) equation. The main procedure in both techniques is 
to start using a known velocity/pressure field and calculate the viscoelastic extra stress 
by solving the rheological equation. The calculated stress field is then inserted into the 
equation of motion and the velocity and pressure fields are found. This process is 
iterated until convergence is achieved. Following this approach in the present work a 
decoupled method is used. In this scheme the solution of the constitutive equation is 
started using an arbitrary velocity/pressure field and then the obtained stresses are 
inserted into Cauchy's equation of motion as a pseudo-body force and the flow field is 
updated. The basic iterative procedure for the described decoupled scheme is given in 
the following chart. 
In general, the decoupled method provides an easier approach to construct algorithms 
for the numerical solution of more complex visco-elastic constitutive models. In the 
present work the main aim has been to analyse elastomers processing where complex 
shear and elongational effects determine the outcome of the operation. Therefore it 
was necessary to choose a constitutive model which can take into account 
complexities of the material behaviour under general deformation situations. This can 
only be achieved if models which are considerably more complex than commonly 
used Maxwell type equations are employed. In the anticipation of this requirement it 
was decided from the start that the model constructed in this research should be based 
on a decoupled approach. 
Under high levels of deformation heat dissipation associated with elastomers flow can 
be very significant and hence non-isothermal nature of the process should be taken 
into account. This presents a difficulty in the modelling of non-isothermal visco-
elastic flow as the theoretical analysis of such phenomenon is not complete (Nassehi, 
2002). The main problem arises from the difficulty of relating the rate of elastomer 
macromolecules' response (Le. deformation and relaxation) to thermal energy input in 
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a manner which remains quantitatively consistent with macroscopic measures used in 
deriving the conservation of energy equation. 
However, currently accepted view amongst the experts is that for relatively small « 
50K) temperature variations normal methods of incorporating the energy equation 
with the governing equations of flow for viscous polymers can also be used for 
elastomers. In the case studies presented in this thesis temperature variations are well 
below 50K and hence either isothermal or non-isothermal viscoelastic flow models 
through the inclusion of the conservation of energy are developed. 
The convergence check of finite element solution in the work has been done through 
the comparison of the results obtained on successively refined meshes. As an example 
details of this procedure used in the simulation of pressure distribution within the 
rotor chamber of rubber recycling equipment is shown later in this thesis. 
To simulate the free surface and moving boundary we use the volume of fluid (VOP) 
approach. The main concept in this technique is to solve, simultaneously with the 
governing flow equations, an additional equation that represents the unknown 
boundary. There are three different versions of this method 
1. VOP method in Eulerian frameworks 
2. VOP method in Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian frame works 
3. VOP method in Lagrangian frameworks 
In this work we have used the VOP method in Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 
and Eulerian frameworks In the ALE technique the finite element mesh used for the 
simulations is moved in each time step, according to a predetermined pattern. In this 
procedure the element and node numbers and nodal connectivity is kept constant but 
the shape and position of the element changes from one time step to the next. 
Therefore the solution mesh appears to move with a velocity which is different from 
the flow velocity. 
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Read input data and 
initialize variables 
Using working equations from the elemental stiffness equations, 
assemble the global system, apply boundary conditions and solve to 
obtain velocity and pressure fields 
Using working equations from the elemental stiffness equations 
corresponding to the constitutive equation, assemble the global 
system, apply the boundary conditions and solve to obtain the stress 
field 
Using newly found stress update the RHS of flow 
eqautions and recalculate velocities and pressure 
(Not converged) 
Check convergence 
For 
(velocity and 
pressure) 
(Converged) 
Fig 1. Procedure of the decoupJed scheme. 
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To keep the node numbers and mesh connectivity constant is an essential requirement 
in VOF schemes. This is because that nodal degrees of freedom calculated at the end 
of one time step are used as the initial values for the next time step. Therefore, current 
values of field unknowns should be related to their old values found on the same 
nodes throughout the mesh. The simplicity of VOF schemes based on Eulerian or 
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian frameworks in problems where it is possible to predict 
the variations of the flow domain geometry during a process is the main attraction of 
this technique. Purely Lagrangian techniques for free surface and moving boundary 
tracking, including VOF schemes based on Lagraingian frameworks, are much more 
complicated to use and involve high computational cost. This is due to the difficulty 
of preventing excessive mesh distortions and should only be used if the changes in the 
flow domain geometry cannot be predetermined. 
1.1 Contributions of This Work 
To evaluate the developed model and to prove its applicability it has been used to 
simulate two industrially relevant elastomer processing operations. The first case is an 
example of injection moulding of rubber compounds and the second is based on the 
modelling of flow and deformation through the equipment used for a novel de-
vulcanisation process currently being developed for rubber recycling at the IPTME 
(The Institute of Polymer Technology and Materials Engineering of Loughborough 
University). Both cases are closely related to industrially supported projects. 
Although mould filling is one of the most extensively modelled polymer processes 
investigations using viscoelastic constitutive equations are not extensively reported in 
the literature. Furthermore depending on which type and class of rheological 
equations used model characteristics will be different. Therefore the present work 
which uses the P-TIT model with its specific emphasis on the elongational effects can 
be considered as a step not commonly taken before. Rubber recycling process 
considered here is new and hence the development of various novel steps were 
necessary before a computer simulation for the entire process could be created. 
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1.2 Thesis Overview 
This thesis is composed of 6 chapters with additional sections devoted to the cited 
references and appendices. Following the introductory chapter, chapter 2 gives the 
basic model equations and the reasons for their selection in the present study. In 
chapter 3 the derivation of the working equations of the finite element scheme is 
presented. Chapter 4 is devoted to the description of the case study 1, which as 
mentioned is the modelling of an industrially relevant mould filling for rubber 
compounds. In chapter 5 details of the application of the model to rubber recycling 
process currently being developed by the IPTME in collaboration with Carter Bros 
Ltd of Rochdale (UK) are presented. Chapter 6 contains the conclusion of this study 
and suggestions for further work. Literature survey for each topic presented in this 
thesis is included as preambles and introductory sections in the relevant chapters. 
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2.0 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Computer modelling is regarded as a powerful and convenient method for the 
quantitative analysis of flow and material deformation in different polymer processing 
operations. Therefore it has received a great deal of attention in recent years (Scheirs, 
1998). 
As described by Tucker(1989) the procedure in all types of computer modelling of 
polymer processing can be summarised as follows. 
. 1. Identification of the basic section of a complicated operation in order for each 
section to be modelled as an individual process. 
2. Determination of the physical boundaries of the individual processes and 
introduction of further rational approximations to limit the aspects of the process 
to be modelled. 
3. Quantitative description ofthe parameters at the defined process boundaries. 
4. Derivation of the governing equations of the mathematical model of the process. 
5. Application of a suitable technique to the derived model to obtain a set of working 
equations that can be incorporated into a computer program and solved. 
6. Interpretation and evaluation of the computer simulations. 
2.1 Background To Modelling 
Drawing on the work of Pollack (1959), Klamkin (1970) proposed a five stage model 
of the problem solving process, the stages are 
1. Recognition 
2. Formulation 
3. Solution 
4. Computation 
5. Explanation 
Klamkin described modelling or problem solving as essentially linear process starting 
at stage one and proceeding to stage five at which point the problem is solved. 
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Lin (1977) introduced the concept of evaluation of the results as the final stage of the 
modelling process. In a subsequent paper, Lin (1978) described another important 
concept essential to the mathematical modelling. This is the idea that often there is 
not a single best or most appropriate model of a physical problem, but rather a range 
of possible models. As an approach may be useful for a given problem and another 
modelling strategy for a different purpose. 
Woods (1969), had previously suggested the notion that the modelling should be 
viewed as an iterative process in which via the evaluation of the simulation results by 
comparison with physically observable reality a procedure for the repetitive 
modification of the model should be developed. 
Ford and Hall (1970) also suggested that mathematical foundation of the computer 
models should be re-examined and methods of applied numerical analysis which 
provide a unifying theme for various analysis should be revitalised. Developing these 
ideas they introduced algorithms which are very similar to the stage- by-stage 
modelling process put forward by Woods (1969). 
Hall (1972), building on the work of Ford and Hall, described a procedure for 
mathematical modelling which contains a path for returning from the final validation 
step to the initial recognition of the problem and model step formulations. 
D'Inverno and McLone (1977) described the methodology of mathematical modelling 
as a six-step process. This approach was essentially similar to the concept developed 
by Ford and Hall (1970). McDonald (1977) and Penrose (1978)also defined a similar 
six stage linear progression for model construction. 
Berry and O'Shea (1985), drawing on the work of Penrose and others, also took up 
the theme of the importance of iterative modification of the modelling process. 
In the present work we have adopted a stage-by-stage iterative methodology for 
computer model construction. In this approach through the comparison of the 
simulations obtained for a selected field parameter with experimentally observed 
evidence and data the quality of the analysis steps are evaluated and if necessary the 
modelling steps are modified. Model modifications can be applied at all stages from 
the formulation of the governing equations to the local iteration loops used in the 
numerical solutions to take into account the non-linear nature of physical parameters 
defined in the problem. The selected field variable which its solution indicates the 
convergence, stability and accuracy of computer simulations can change from 
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problem to problem. This is because that the most relevant comparison with 
experimental data under various conditions may be different. For example, in the case 
of mould filling analysis the selected indicator for the quality of numerical solutions 
is the geometry of the moving boundary advancing within the mould by the progress 
of the process. This is both simple to experimentally observe and also is the main 
indicator for the onset of premature cross linking of the rubber compound being 
moulded and hence its accurate prediction is of prime importance in such analysis. 
Comparison of successive positions of flow front within the mould also provides a 
very convenient means for checking whether the numerical solution preserves the 
mass balance. On the other hand the main indicator used to evaluate the quality of the 
numerical solutions obtained for the rotor chamber of de-vulcanisation equipment is 
the predicted pressure at the blade tips between the rotor and chamber walls. The 
selection of pressure as the indicator in this case is again based on the convenience of 
experimental measurements and the straightforward nature of comparing simulated 
and observed values of a scalar variable rather than the stress tensor. 
2.2 Governing Model Equations Used in the Present work 
Using the above described methodology a general formulation based on the equations 
of fluid flow and rheology for non-Newtonian fluids plus the energy and free surface 
probability density function equations is considered. This formulation forms the main 
structure of the models developed in this study. Further modifications of the basic 
formulation, depending on the physical characteristics of a problem being modelled 
and the nature of its boundary conditions, are commonly required in the solution of 
realistic engineering flow processes. As explained later, the basic governing equations 
given here need to be supplemented by other relationships in order to represent 
specific aspects of the problems considered as the case studies in this work. However, 
the advantage of starting with a basic formulation is that it provides a framework to 
develop the main structure of a solution algorithm which can be readily extended to 
include additional features of specific problems. 
Obviously the selected basic formulation reflects fundamental laws of mass, 
momentum and energy conservation which need to be satisfied in all cases. 
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2.2.1 Mass Conservation Equation 
In a two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate system (x, y) mass conservation 
(continuity) equation for an incompressible fluid is given as 
(I) 
where Vx and Vy are the components of the velocity field. 
2.2.2 Momentum Conservation Equation 
Using a two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate system (x, y) in an Eulerian 
(stationary) framework in the absence of body forces the components of momentum 
conservation equation corresponding to a transient flow of a Non-Newtonian fluid are 
given as the following Cauchy's equation of motion 
p(avx+v avx+V avx)=_ap +aTxx+aTyx 
at x ax y ay ax ax ay 
(2) 
( avy avy av
y) ap aT xy aT yy p -+v -+v - =--+--+--at x ax y ay ay ax ay 
Where p is the fluid density, Vx and Vy are the components of the velocity field, P is 
the pressure and T xx etc. are the components of the extra stress tensor. 
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2.2.3 Rbeological Equations 
The Oldroyd-type differential constitutive equations for 
Newtonian fluids can in general be written as (Oldroyd, 1950) 
= [ =J !!J. T = = !!J. D A. a.b., + T = 21] D + A a.b., 
!!J.t !!J.t 
Mathematical Model 
incompressible non-
(3) 
Where A., 1] and A 
!!J. . 
are material parameters and the time derivative ~ of a tensor 
M 
• 
Y is defined as 
= !!J.a~;Y = ~~ +cV.V)Y + ~.Y -Y.117)+a~.Y +Y.D)+bjtrace~.Y)+CDtraceY (4) 
Where j is the unit tensor, D =! [vv + (VVr land 117 =! [vv - (vvr 1 are the 
2 2 
symmetric and anti-symmetric parts of the velocity gradient tensor. Equation (4) gives 
the most general definition of a time derivative of any second-order tensor and it 
contains the local, convective, rotational and strain related changes of the tensor with 
respect to the time variable. Therefore all classes of differential viscoelastic 
constitutive equations can be derived using equation (3). The well known Maxwell 
class of equations are derived as a simple form of equation (3) in which A = O. 
For example, the upper convected Maxwell model is obtained by choosing 
a=-I,b=c=O as 
(5) 
Other combinations of the upper and lower-convected time derivatives of the stress 
tensor in equation (3) can also be used to construct constitutive equations for 
viscoelastic fluids. However, in general, Maxwell or Oldroyd type models do not give 
realistic predictions of the flow and deformation behaviour of polymeric fluids. In 
particular, cases where the flow regime is characterised by elongational deformation 
these models are found to give very poor predictions. There have been many attempts 
to derive constitutive models that incorporate both shear and elongational behaviour 
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of viscoelastic fluids. Phan-Thien and Tanner (1977) used the network theory for 
macromolecules to modify the general Oldroyd equation (3) to account for elongation. 
This model combines the upper and lower convected time derivatives with an 
additional term for elongation and has been shown to give relatively good results for 
elongational flows (Tanner, 1985). The Phan-ThienITanner (P-TfT) equation is 
expressed as 
[ = =] cl == !J. T !J. T = exp(-traceT)T+A (l-q) -100 +q~ =217D 17 2 !J.t 2!J.t (6) 
Where e is defined as a characteristic elongational parameter. In equation(6) the 
parameters e and q, (0 ~ q ~ 2) are representative of the elongational and shear 
behaviour of the fluid, respectively. In a two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate 
system (x,y)components of equation (6) are given as 
(7) 
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Where ~ is a material parameter describing internal motion of a statistical fluid 
particle and e is the characteristic elongational parameter, A is relaxation time, 17 is 
shear viscosity and 1]0 is the material consistency coefficient. The shear viscosity in 
the P-Trr model can be found using simple power-law equation written as 
17 = 17° ; ( In-l (8) 
• 
Where n is the power-law index and r is the shear rate given by 
1 
;=12(0;: r +2[C~ r +(o~x + o~ rlr C8-a) 
If needed extended forms of the power law model, such as the Carreau equation 
(1968), can also be easily used. However, the definition or the measurement of other 
parameters appearing in the p-Trr model is not straightforward and carefully 
designed and conducted rheometric experiments on a case-by-case basis should be 
used to obtain the necessary material data. As explained later in this thesis parameters 
measured at the IPTME are used throughout the present simulations. 
The described flow model should be solved in conjunction with appropriate boundary 
conditions. In purely viscous flow problems these may consist of a suitable inlet 
velocity profile, non-slip wall and stress free exit conditions. If wall slip is known to 
occur (as shown later in this thesis), appropriate slip-stick conditions can also be 
imposed without too much difficulty. However, in case of viscoelastic flow the 
situation is not straightforward and significant complications may arise. Due to the 
importance of this topic here we consider this problem in some detail. 
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2.2.4 Boundary Conditions 
In numerical simulation of flow processes, boundary conditions may include velocity, 
stress, temperature and a datum for pressure. In case of viscoelastic models, where the 
flow inside a domain is influenced by the deformation of fluid before entering through 
an inlet, the identification and imposition of inlet conditions requires some special 
treatment. This depends on the nature of the flow system and in each case a set of 
conditions which is believed to make best possible physical sense, under the given 
conditions(Nassehi, 2002) should be used. 
In general the boundary in a two-dimensional flow domain can be represented as 
shown in figure 2.2.4 
(Inlet) r1 l._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.-.-l r4 (Exit) 
r2 
Fig 2.2.4 Boundary Lines in a Flow Domain 
y 
We first consider the commonly used conditions relevant to case of non-elastic flow 
regimes. 
Inlet Conditions: 
Typically the boundary components along the inlet are given as essential-type 
boundary conditions. For a flow entering the domain shown in figure 2.2.4 can be 
given as 
(9) 
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on f,. To impose this type of boundary conditions the specified values are inserted 
into the working equations of the numerical solution scheme used in a flow model. 
In a viscoelastic model such as P-Tff in addition to conditions described by equation 
(9), stresses at the inlet should be given. There is no universal method to define such 
conditions, however the following options can be considered (Tanner, 2000) 
1. The simulation is treated as an initial value problem in which at a given 
reference time all stresses, including those at inlet, are zero. 
2. The domain is extend by adding sections before the actual domain inlet. 
Arbitrary boundary conditions (such as zero stress) are imposed at the 
artificial starting point and then the solution is iterated to obtain required 
stresses. 
3. A known solution at the inlet is used. 
Line of Symmetry: 
The normal components of velocity and tangential component of surface force are set 
to zero along the line of symmetry. For the domain shown in figure 2.2.4 these are 
expressed as 
{
Vy =0 
a =0 x 
(10) 
on r2 ' where 0' x represents stresses in the x direction. 
Imposition of the first condition is identical to the procedure used for prescribing inlet 
velocity components and the second condition is satisfied using stress free conditions 
(i.e. simply setting boundary line integral in the working equation of motion to zero). 
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Solid Walls: 
On no-slip walls zero velocity components can be readily imposed as the required 
boundary conditions. 
{
Vx =0 
V =0 y 
on r3 . The case of slip walls is discussed in a later section in more detail. 
Exit Conditions: 
(11) 
Typically the exit velocity in a flow domain is unknown and hence the prescription of 
essential boundary conditions at the outlet is not possible. At the outlet of long 
domains fully developed flow conditions can be imposed. This can be written as 
iVy =0 (f = 0 x (12) 
In relatively shorter domains it is usually better to only impose the stress free 
condition leaving Vy as an unknown. In mixed formulations where, pressure is not 
eliminated from the equation of motion prior or during the numerical discretisation a 
pressure datum (such as P = 0 ) at a single computational point at exit is usually 
given. However, it should be noted that setting such a datum for pressure violates the 
incompressibility condition and to avoid any contradiction the continuity equation 
should not be solved at that node. 
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2.2.5 Conservation of Energy Equation 
This equation is the expression of the first law of thermodynamics and, in general, it 
is written as 
DT = - • 
pc- = kV2T +0": VV +S 
Dt 
(13) 
Where p is the fluid density, c and k are specific heat and thermal conductivity, 
. respectively, T is temperature and V2 is the scalar Laplacian. The terms on the right 
hand side of equation represent heat flux due to conduction, viscous heat dissipation 
and a heat source, respectively. In practical applications of equation (l3) the viscous 
heat dissipation term, here expressed as a tensor product of stress and velocity 
gradients, is given in terms of fluid viscosity and shear rate. 
2.2.6 Free Surface Equation 
As mentioned earlier, a major focus of this work has been modelling of moving 
boundary and free surface flow systems. The VOF method used here relies on the 
solution of the following surface position probability density equation 
aF + V aF + V aF = 0 
at xax 'ay (14) 
Where o!> F !> 1 is called the surface position function. 
In the VOF method, originally developed at Los Alamos laboratories USA, the 
moving boundary flow is considered as a two-phase regime in which the filled and the 
voids (air filled) sections are considered as different phases. The follow model is 
solved for the entire domain whilst at each section physical properties relevant to that 
phase are inserted. Simultaneous solution of equation (14) with the flow model 
generates values of F . A value of F between 0 and 1 (usually F = 0.5 ) is taken as 
the boundary between phases and the contour of F equal to this value gives the 
position of the free surface or moving boundary. In actual applications, however, the 
situation is not this simple. For example, as discussed later in this thesis, in systems 
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where voids (or air filled sections) cannot be assumed to move under pressure, as will 
happen in an unrestricted domain, and instead become contracted, compressible flow 
equations in place of the previously described incompressible flow model should be 
used. This creates a significant practical difficulty because the working equations 
representing different phases in a flow domain will not be compatible. Another 
complication arises in cases where after starting from an initial configuration where 
the flow domain is divided into the fluid and air filled sections voids completely 
surrounded by the fluid appear. In this situation these voids should be treated as 
vacuums rather than air filled sections. Therefore the flow regime should effectively 
be regarded as a three phase system in which air filled and vacuum sections have 
different properties. Although these voids are a realistic feature of flow in partially 
filled closed domains in incompressible regimes their treatment should necessarily be 
different from air filled sections. For example, the reduction in the volume of air filled 
sections can be said to follow rules of thermodynamics for ideal gases and is related 
to pressure whilst the voids appear and disappear purely to maintain mass continuity 
of incompressible fluid and do not obey meaningful thermodynamically equations of 
state. As described in later sections in the present work appropriate strategies to deal 
with such problems can be developed. 
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3.0 WORKING EQUATIONS OF THE FINITE 
ELEMENT MODEL 
Overwhelming majority of elastomer engineering operations depend on geometrically 
complex flow and deformation processes. The finite element method which offers 
greatest degree of geometrical flexibility is therefore considered as the main 
technique for quantitative analysis and simulation of these processes and 
mathematically simpler schemes based on finite difference or finite volume methods 
cannot be usually used. Considering the complex nature of the governing equations of 
polymeric flow, however, only the most powerful weighted residual finite element 
schemes give simulations which are compatible with the theoretical expectations or 
available experimental evidence. The selection of finite element discretisation 
schemes for viscoelastic flow should therefore be based on careful examination of the 
problems to be solved. A very important part of such a study is to use all possible 
rational simplifications to reduce the 'problem size' in every case without neglecting 
its significant features. 
As mentioned earlier the viscoelastic flow model developed in the present work is 
based on a decoupled approach. In this approach the simulation cycle starts with the 
solution of Stokes flow equations for incompressible fluids. This solution yields the 
first set of velocity and pressure fields that can be inserted into the P-TIT equations to 
obtain the viscoelastic stress components. Stress gradients are in turn found and 
inserted into the Cauchy's equation of motion as body forces and new velocity and 
pressure fields are found. The cycle consisting of the solution of the P-TIT and 
Cauchy's equations is iterated until convergence is achieved. Time variable is then 
incremented and the cycle is repeated until a predetermined end of simulation. The 
basic algorithm described above may be extended to include local iterations which 
enable updating of material properties because of non-isothermal conditions, stress 
field variations and variations arising from compounding of elastomers with fillers, 
chemical reactions and macromolecule degradation. 
The finite element schemes used to develop the working equations of the present 
model are selected on the basis of their efficiency and cost effectiveness. Some of 
these methods are based on very well known techniques and are very widely reported 
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in readily available literature. Therefore a lengthy literature survey about these 
techniques is not presented here and instead references which can guide the reader to 
other sources are given. To avoid repetition of readily available information the 
details of the most well known finite element schemes used in the present work are 
also not given and again appropriate references are included in the text. Therefore in 
what follows after the explanation of the schemes used in the present model only 
derivations which have some novelty are given in some detail. 
The following is the scheme used to derive the working equations of the described 
decoupled solution algorithm. 
Solution of the Stokes flow equations at the start of the simulation is based on the 
continuous penalty! Galerkin finite element scheme which combines efficiency with 
computing economy (Nassehi, 2002). A similar scheme is used to solve the Cauchy's 
equation of motion. The velocity field obtained using the continuous penalty scheme 
provides the necessary data for generating the pressure field via the variational 
recovery method (Pittman and Nakazawa, 1984). The variational recovery method is 
also used to calculate gradients of all field variables (e.g. stress gradients) at 
computational nodes. In non-isothermal cases the solution of convection dominated 
(Le. high Peelet number) energy equation is based on the Streamlined Petrov-Galerkin 
technique (SUPG), (Petera et aI, 1993). Similarly, the solution of the free surface 
equation, which mainly represents the convection of free surface boundary in line 
with the flow, is based on the SUPG method. Time stepping used in conjunction with 
all of these schemes is based on the well known implicit e method (Nassehi, 2002). 
The set of working equations representing the described schemes are readily available 
in the finite element literature (detailed derivation of these equations are given in 
Ghoreishy, 1997). 
In contrast to the mentioned schemes the discretisation of the P-TIT equation is not 
widely reported in the literature and hence is given here. 
The first step in the derivation of the working equations of Galerkin finite element 
scheme for the present model is to construct an appropriate variational statement (Le. 
binary form) based on the P-TIT equation. We begin by considering the inner product 
(shown by the symbol ( , ) ) of the P-TIT equation with a suitable weighting function. 
This can be written as 
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« 21lD-ex{~~ ~r;)} J-A(V .v;-vV .;- (vv ·;r +~ D.;+ ~ .;r)),lf/i) 
(15) 
Where If/i is the weighting function. Trace of the stress tensor in a two dimensional 
-
Cartesian system used here is given as trt' = t' xx + t'yy. After the expansion of the 
exponential and retention of only its leading term and insertion of components of the 
rate of strain tensor in terms of velocity gradients equation (15) gives the inner 
product representations with the selected weight function for each component of the 
stress tensor. For example the statement corresponding to the first normal stress t' xx is 
written as 
(16) 
Equation (16) essentially provides a variational statement for the first normal stress 
component. After the discretisation of a problem domain into a computational grid, 
consisting of finite elements, variational statements such as equation (16) can be 
written as weighted residual statements in which the field variables are expressed in 
terms of shape functions (rp j ) and elemental degrees of freedom (Le. unknown nodal 
- p 
values) as Vx = Llf'j(Vx)j etc., where p is the number of nodes per element. The 
j=i 
weighted residual statements derived in this manner are the fundamental working 
equations of the present finite element scheme. 
Using quadrilateral CO elements, shape functions are formed as the tensor products of 
Lagrange interpolation formulae. This preserves mathematical consistency of the 
approximation because, similar to the weighting function, these piecewise functions 
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belong to a function space with suitable properties, rp j' lfIi E HA (x, y) on node (x, y) . 
However, CO elements do not satisfy inter-element continuity of the derivatives of 
field unknowns and hence the continuity requirement in the weighted residual 
statements based on equation (15) should be weakened. This is done through the 
application of the Green's theorem (i.e. integration by parts) which reduces the order 
of differentiation in the statements. The obtained weak forms of the weighted residual 
statement for each stress component are then used to derive the final form of the 
required working equations. 
For example, after the application of the Green's theorem the weak form of equation 
(16) is written as 
(17) 
In equation (17) the inner products are replaced by their equivalent integrals over an 
element e, the line integral term is over r which is considered to be continuous 
boundary of element e , nx and nyare the components of unit vector normal in the 
outward direction to r. Over the space of an element e stresses are approximated 
in terms of elemental shape functions and their nodal values. For example the first 
normal stress is given as 
where (x j' Y j) are co-ordinates of nodal points in the discretised domain, and r xx (j) 
is nodal value of the field unknown at node j . 
The elongational viscosity parameter appearing in equation (17) cannot be measured 
with an acceptable degree of certainty by the available rheometric procedures. It is 
usually given as a value proportional to the shear viscosity (e.g. for Newtonian fluids 
it is 3 times the shear viscosity). Our numerical experiments showed that using a 
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variable shear viscosity in the term involving the elongational parameter the stability 
of numerical solutions cannot be maintained. An approximation based on using the 
consistency coefficient 17° is therefore used. 
In the standard Galerkin method we use weight functions which are identical to the 
shape functions. Therefore equation (17) gives 
av (\JT"' P. a 
217 a: fJip,(x. y)dxdy+1ip, nxdx+nydyp! =A~Txx(j)fJip,(x.yJpj(X.Y)atdxdY 
-2At.(I-q)a~ Txx(j)+(a~ -te~ + a~ J}>y(j)fJip,(x.YWj(X.y)dxdY 
P ( JrOip (x.y) JrOip.(x. y) J +A~ VxTxx(j) r lax ip,(x.y)dxdy+VyTxx(j) r Jay ip,(x.y)dxdy (18) 
+ e~ :ti:z-xx(j)(Txx(k)+ Tyy(k)) Hip, (x. yJpj (x. Y )ipk (x.y )dxdy 
1] j=l k=J e 
p 
+ :~)xx(j) Hip,(x.yWj(x.y)dxdy. i=l ....... p 
j=l e 
A simple procedure for the linearisation of equation (18) is to insert old time step 
values for the stress components arising from the trace of the stress tensor in the 
elongation term (i.e. the components represented with respect to index k). However. 
even if a simple forward difference stencil is used to discretise the temporal derivative 
of the stress components. the insertion of old time step values in the elongation term 
does not on its own remove the non-linearity in the P-Tff equations. This is because 
that the material parameters appearing in the coefficient matrix of the current time 
step are functions of state of stress and need to be updated continuously. Simple 
iteration procedures were found to be inadequate for generating accurate results for 
problems where these parameters change significantly from one time step to another. 
Therefore as shown later the current values of the field unknowns were found using 
Newton-Raphson iterations. 
Equation (18) is written in terms of the global co-ordinate system (x. y). This creates a 
significant practical difficulty because in such a system the actual form of 
interpolation functions (and consequently shape functions) will differ from one 
element to another. To preserve the generality of the derived working equations they 
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are mapped into a local (elemental) co-ordinate system (;,,,) where a unique set of 
shape functions can always be used. Furthermore for a quadrilateral element we may 
choose a natural co-ordinate system in which the origin is located at the centre of the 
elements and co-ordinates are normalised such that (-1::;;,,, ~ +1). A further 
advantage of such a mapping is that we may choose appropriate transfer functions 
between (x, y) and (;,,,) such that a distorted element in the global domain is mapped 
into a regular (in this case square) shape. We choose an iso-parametric mapping 
(Nassehi, 2002) for this purpose in which the co-ordinate transfer functions are 
identical to the elemental shape functions. Therefore, components of the Jacobian of 
transformation can be readily found 
(19) 
Where SI etc. are expressions related to the co-ordinate transformation functions. 
These are defined later in this section. Therefore for a nine noded bi-quadratic CO 
element we have 
ffaq';(x, y) ( )dxd If Raf/Jj S af/Jj S } dJ;d .. 1 9 ax f/Jj x,y y= a; 3-a- 2 j ':>'" 1,]= , ..... 
e -I-I" 
(20) 
ffaf/Jj (x, y) ()dx If R af/Jj af/Jj S } dJ;d ., 1 9 --'-'-'-:":"";f/Jj x,y dy= --S4+- I j ':>'" I,J= , ..... 
e ay _1_1 a; a" 
(21) 
frOf/Jj(x,y)af/Jj(x,y) dxd = IfRaf/Jj S _ af/Jj S )(af/Jj S _ af/Jj S }-ldJ;d" J- ax ax y a; 2 a" 3 a; 2 a" 3 ':>' 
e -1-1 
(22) 
i,j = 1, ..... 9 
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Working elemental equations corresponding to the shear and second normal stress 
components are also derived using steps similar to the above described procedure. 
The working equations obtained using the described procedure are ordinary 
differential equations in terms of time variable. Although the temporal discretisation 
of these equations can be based on simple finite difference formulae the influence of 
this step on the stability and accuracy of the derived scheme is usually very 
significant. Using the () method various forms of finite difference discretisation, 
through the selection of () as 0, 0.5 1 (or generally any value between 0 and 1) , are 
obtained. A value of () = 0.5 appears to be the best choice because in this case central 
differencing which has second order accuracy is implemented. However, it was found 
that for highly convection dominated case such as the P-Tff equations this choice 
results in unstable solutions. The best value for (), from the numerical solutions 
stability point of view, was found to be 1 (forward differencing) which generates 
highest possible amount of numerical dissipation (i.e. upwinding) by relating the new 
time step values of the unknowns directly to the known values at the old time step. 
Because of the Iow (first order) accuracy of this discretisation it was found that only 
very small time increments should be used in conjunction with the present model. 
This has also been confirmed by other investigators (Tanner, 2000) and seems to be a 
problem associated with the P-Tff model rather than the time stepping scheme. 
However, because of the necessity of updating stress dependent material parameters 
in the P-Tff model after very small time steps the use of forward differencing with a 
short time increment does not add to the computational costs. Despite the numerical 
problems associated with the solution of the P-Tff equation the ability of this model 
to cope with elongational deformations makes it the most appropriate choice for the 
simulation of elastomers processing. 
3.1 Boundary Conditions 
Appropriate utilisation of the derived scheme depends on the imposition of suitable 
boundary conditions in the solution domain. Both of the case studies presented in this 
thesis are treated as initial value problems where all of the unknowns at a given time 
level at all of the domain boundaries including inlet are assumed to be known. It is 
realistic to assume that in flow regimes involving highly viscous elastomeric fluids 
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slip at solid walls commonly occurs. Imposition of pure slip conditions at walls in 
terms of stresses does not cause a difficulty in the P-Tff model, however, prescription 
of such conditions in the flow model is not trivial and as elaborated later in this thesis 
requires special treatment. On a flow domain consisting of both converging and 
diverging sections the solid walls are shown as in figure 3.1. Ignoring non-uniformity 
caused by heat-exchange and under the assumption of isotropy typical boundary 
conditions are 
Solid Wall 
b L 
x 
v 
Solid Wall 
c 
Fig 3.1 A domain involving converging and diverging sections 
oav av V . given as "xx =0, "xy =0 and "yy =-1] _x_ ,where--x =-I-b-I (the relative ay ay b-c 
velocity between the walls is Vb) and Ib - cl is the variable gap width between the 
walls. In conjunction with the described conditions stress free condition at exit are 
also imposed. 
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3.2 Non-linear Analysis 
The described working equations are utilised according to the following solution 
strategy. 
After the descretisation of the solution domain into a mesh of nine noded tensor 
product (i.e. bi-quadratic) Lagrange elements in which the global co-ordinates of 
nodes are given as (Xi' Y j)' i = 1, ... 9, drpi, drpi can be calculated using equation 
dq dry 
(19). Double integrals in the working equations are then evaluated using Gauss 
'quadrature. Component-wise working equations are assembled to derive the following 
non-linear elemental stiffness equations. The line integrals at the exterior boundaries 
of elements are cancelled during the assembly of the elemental equations for all of the 
elements which are inside of the solution domains. For the elements that border 
outside of the domain these are eliminated through the application of the boundary 
conditions. Therefore in the following equations they are ignored. 
(23) 
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And 
A{fJfP/PjdxdY} • {rxyn+1 (j)}9 +(ill-AJ fJfPifP/[XdY} 
e 9x9 1 e 9x9 
.{rn xy(j)}9 + {AAt[vx fJfPi a~ dxdy+ Vy fJfPi a;j dxdY]} 
e e Y 9x9 
o {rnxy (j)}9 -AA{ a;: _ ;(a~ + a~ )]{ IffPifPjdxdyL9 .{rn xx (j)}9 
_~[a;: _ ;(a~ + a~ )]{ IffPifPjdxdyL9 • {rnyy(j)}9 
+8t ~trnxy(jJ fJ(j?i(j?jdxdY} .{rnxx(k)+rnyy(k)}9 = 
17 1=1 1 , 9x9 
178{ a~ + a~ ){ If(j?i (x, y)dxdy L 
(24) 
And 
(25) 
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As mentioned earlier in equations (23)-C25) T;:'Ck) and ";"Ck) are the old step values 
of the stress components which appear as a consequence of using a simple forward 
difference to discretise the temporal derivatives of stress. However. the non-linearity 
arising from stress dependent nature of material parameters cannot be ignored and the 
above derived working equations are solved using the Newton-Raphson iteration. In 
this procedure nodal values of stress components at time step n+ 1 are iteratively 
updated using their last values found on the basis of old step material parameters. 
Therefore. writing the working equations in the following form for simplicity. we 
obtain the final working equations of the present scheme. 
(NPl)~t~+I) =A{A}9X9 ·k::'}9(m) +[(ill-A)-2A&(1-;)a~ JA}9X9 ·k'J9 + 
{A&[Vx{Bl}+Vy {B2m9X9 .kX}9 -ill[ a~ -~(a~ + a~ JJA}9X9 .{r~}9 + (26) 
ill £~tTx:(jXC}9X9 .{r..nCk)+Ty;Ck)}9 -217ill a~ {ffll'idxdY} ; 
17 J-I e 9 
And 
(NP2);(~+I) =A{A}9x9 ·k;'}9(m) + (Llt-AXA}9x9 • {-r,:'J9 + 
{Mt[Vx {Bl}+ Vy {B2}ll9x9 .kJ9 _ALl{a~ - ;(a~ + a~ )}A}9X9 .kJ9-
ALl [avx _ ; (aVx aVY)]{A} • { n 1 t ay 2 ay + ax 9x9 "yy f9 
+Llt e~i>X:(j){C}9X9 .k:Ck)+Ty;Ck)}9 _17Llt(avX + aVY){HIPid1:dY} ; 17 j=' ay ax e 9 
27) 
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And 
(NP3);(~+l) =A{A}9x9 • {r;:;1}9(m) +[(ru-A)-2AAt(I-dl;; JA}9X9 • {r;J9 + 
{AAt[V.{B1}+Vy{B2}D9x9 • {r;J9 -Llfl~ - ;(a~ + a~ JJA}9X9 • {r;'}9 + (28) 
+M ~ ~>yy " (jXC}9X9 .k "(k) H n yy(k)}9 -21]Llt a;y {ff~;dxdY} . 
1] )=1 Y e 9 
Where 
are found using Gauss quadrature. The iterative solution process starts giving initial 
and boundary conditions for the following variables 
Using the previously described master element used in iso-parametric 
transformations 
{4'j .1]j}= {-I.-I}. {I.-I}. {l,l}. {-I.l}. {a.-I}. {I.o}. {aJ}. {-I.O}. {o.a} 
The bi-quadratic shape functions are generated as the tensor products of quadratic 
one dimensional Lagrange interpolation functions in terms of 4' and 1]. Let 
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;i (1+ ;;i + 1]/7 Xl- ;/1]2 - ;21]2 i)+ 
h(i)= aa~ =~ (M+1]i1])(I-;/1]2-;2172i~i- (i=5, ... 8) 
21]i 2 ;(;;; + 1]i17 Xl + ;i; + 17i1]) 
And, hence 
and 
3.3 Discretisation of the Free Surface Equation 
As explained previously simulation of free surface flows in the present work are 
based on the utilisation of the VOF method in ALE framework Discretisation of this 
equation and the construction of the solution scheme in an ALE system are given in 
this and next sections. 
Following a process similar to the method used to derive the working equations of the 
P-Ttr model the inner product of the free surface probability density function and a 
suitable weight function is constructed as 
• (F,Iji,) +V o 'I1F, Iji) =0, (29) 
Where Iji, represents streamlined upwind weight function given as 
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(30) 
Where (fJi is a weight function identical to the normal shape function corresponding 
to node i, 0< rc~1 is a constant, Vx and Vy are velocity components, and hx and 
hy are characteristic lengths (Petera, et ai, 1993). The upwinded weight function 
defined by equation (30) can be used to obtain stable solution for two dimensional 
problems. The characteristic element lengths in a finite element mesh are defined by 
the following general relation (Petera, et ai, 1993 
(ax + ax)2 +(ay + ay)2 a; aT} a; aT} 
Where (;, T}) is the local co-ordinate defined within the master element. 
As explained previously only through the use of an upwinded weight function stable 
solutions for the convection dominated free surface equation used in the VOF method 
can be found. The use of streamlined upwind Petrov-Galerkin method is known to 
generate smallest amount of cross-wind (parasitic) diffusion in the numerical solution 
scheme (Hughes and Brooks, 1979) and therefore in this work it has been used 
whenever upwinding seemed to be necessary. 
Using equation (29) the following weak statements for the free surface equation are 
found 
fd;\ Wi +(Vx ! Fx )Wildxdy=ilili{nxdx+nydy}ir 
f[ff /ti + (Vy ~ Fy)ljJi ]dxdy = {ljJi(nxdx + nydy}dr 
e ~ r 
(31) 
Within a finite element the unknown function is approximated using shape functions 
p 
as F = LF(j'yPj. This gives 
j=l 
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(32) 
After temporal discretisation an iterative procedure similar to the scheme used to 
obtain a solution for the P-Tff equation is developed to solve the free surface 
equation. Therefore the final working equations of this scheme are written as 
(NP4 );+1 = {A }9X9 • [{F;+1}9 - {F; }9l+ i1fVx {Bl }9X9 .{F; }9; 
(NPS);+1 = {A}9x9 • [{F;+1}9 -{F; }91+ i1fVy {B2 }9x9 .{F; }9' 
Where {A} etc. are defined as given previously. 
3.4 Free Surface Tracking 
3.4.1 VOF Method In Eulerian Frameworks 
( 33) 
The direct application of VOF method in Eulerian frameworks in geometrically 
irregular domains is complicated. To resolve this problem a flexible version of the 
original method has been developed ( Thompson, 1986). This technique is called the 
'pseudo-density' method. In this technique the entire flow domain is simulated at 
once assuming it to be a two-phase regime. Material properties in voids and fluid 
filled regions are then determined as 
(34) 
Where x is a given material parameters (e.g. density), x f and Xv are the values of 
this parameter in the fluid filled and void regions, respectively. Solution starts with a 
known configuration giving the initial fluid filled and void regions. After 
simultaneous solution of the free surface equation with the governing equations of 
fluid flow values of F updated and the solution can progress using updated values of 
material properties at different regions. In cases where 'voids' are actually known to 
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be air filled the described process can be carried out without significant problems 
because meaningful values for material properties everywhere in the domain can be a 
assigned. However, in cases where vacuum bubbles are present in the domain or may 
appear at some stage during the simulation, imaginary (pseudo) values for material 
properties should be used. This may result in significant loss of accuracy and is not 
recommended to be used in an ad hoc manner (Nassehi and Ghoreishy, 2001). 
It should be pointed out that if this loss of accuracy remains restricted to the results 
obtained for the gas filled or vacuum bubbles the simulation can still be regarded as 
successful. Therefore, in the majority of situations, such as the industrial operations 
modelled in the present work, where only the behaviour of the real fluid within the 
domain is of interest it is possible to proceed with the VOF method with arbitrary 
material parameters for the voids. Under certain conditions however, accurate 
simulation of flow within the gas filled regions and the deformation of the void 
bubbles can be important. An example of this case is the tracking of small gas bubbles 
trapped within the fluid in batch internal mixers with long blades (e.g. intermeshing 
rotor blades) used for rubber/carbon mixing. The volume of these bubbles is usually 
so small that errors in calculating their size cannot significantly affect the overall 
material balance within the domain. However, if computed values for the position and 
shape of the gas bubbles trapped within the rubber/carbon matrix involve 
unacceptable errors estimates of the quality of compound produced by the mixing 
process will not be accurate. A long recognised symptom of poor mixing in 
elastomers processing is the production of sponge like compounds. Obviously if a 
mixer design is prone to yield such a product accurate prediction of the problem is 
necessary to prevent further difficulties. 
The VOF technique used in Eulerian approach can be summarised by the following 
steps. 
1. The entire mesh domain of interest is first discretised into a mesh of finite 
elements. 
2. An initial configuration representing the partially filled discretised domain is 
considered and array consisting of the appropriate value of F= 1, 0.5,0, for 
nodes containing fluid, free surface boundary, and air, respectively is 
prepared. The sets of initial values for the nodal velocity, pressure and 
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temperature fields in the solution domain are assumed and stored as input 
arrays. An array containing the boundary condition along the external 
boundaries of the solution domain is prepared and stored. 
3. The time variable is updated, incrementing it by I'1t. 
4. It is initially assumed that the flow field in the entire domain is incompressible 
and using the initial and boundary conditions, the corresponding flow and 
rheological equations are solved to obtain the velocity and pressure and stress 
distributions. 
5. For non-isothermal cases, the obtained velocity field is used to solve the 
temperature equation and thus the temperature field is determined. 
6. New values of the material parameters are determined using the computed 
velocity and temperature fields. 
7. Steps 4-6 are iterated until the solution converges. Air filled regions having 
calculated pressure of more than 10 atm are identified. The solution steps are 
repeated treating the air as a compressible fluid in these regions. 
8. The converged velocity field is used to solve the free surface equation. 
9. Using updated values of the free surface function, the location of the free 
surface are identified and the position of each phase in the current flow 
domain are marked accordingly. 
10. If the current time has reached the final time required for the flow simulation 
then the calculations are terminated, otherwise the steps 3-9 in the above 
algorithm are repeated and the solution is advanced in time. 
3.4.2 VOF Method in the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) 
Frameworks 
In the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian frameworks, the existence of a moving co-
ordinate system is assumed. This system becomes deformed according to a prescribed 
formula with the variable boundary whilst remaining independent of flow field 
velocity. Therefore the governing equation need to be modified to take into account 
the movement of the computational mesh. The time derivative of any physical 
quantity f in a moving mesh can be given by 
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Where the subscripts M and E refer to the moving and fixed frameworks and 
ax and ay are the components of the mesh velocity vector denoted by 
at at 
v nu and V my • Convection terms in the governing equations of the model can hence be 
modified using equation (35). For example, substitution of the Eulerian time 
derivative from equation (35) into the set of governing incompressible flow equations 
gives 
av avy 
_x +--=0 
ax ay (36) 
p(avx +(v -v )avx +(v -v )avx )=_ ap + aT" + aT", 
at x nu ax y my ay ax ax ay (37) 
(avy ( )avy ( )avy ) ap aT", aTyy p -+ V -v -+ V -v - =--+--+--at x nu OX y my ay ay ax ay (38) 
In particular the free surface equation is modified as 
aF aF ( )OF 
-+(v -V )-+ V -V -=0 at x nu ax y my oy (39) 
It can be seen from the above equations that if the components of the mesh velocity 
vector are taken to be zero, the original set of the governing equations in an Eulerian 
framework are obtained. If the mesh velocity is made equal to fluid velocity, then the 
obtained equations represent the governing equations in a purely Lagrangian 
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framework. In the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method, the mesh configuration is 
updated during each time step by assigning an appropriate velocity to the nodal 
points. The mesh velocity can be found either by a mesh updating algorithm, such as 
the one proposed in (Donea, 1992) or the use of a set of pre-generated meshes at a 
pre-processing stage. Therefore, mesh velocity is determined through the following 
formulae as the displacement of the nodal points from one configuration to another in 
successive time steps is known. 
ax =V 
at mx 
ay 
ar=VmY 
Where using backward differencing 
(x)~ _(X)~-8' 
V = ..:....:.."---'-'-''-----
mx t;t 
( )' _ ( )'-8' V = Y n Y n 
my M 
Where (x)~ etc are the co-ordinates of node n at time t . 
(40) 
(41) 
In the above described method the number of elements required to discretised the 
flow domain should remain constant throughout the simulation. 
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4.0 CASE STUDY I: MOULD FILLING 
4.1 Injection Moulding 
4.1.1 Historical Overview 
Injection moulding of plastic materials was developed in the 1930s. In the 1940, it 
was known that injection or transfer method could facilitate uniform vulcanisation of 
thick rubber articles, reduce porosity and ensure adequate flow in intricate, closed 
_moulds(Wheelans, 1974). In 1941 a number of firms were known to be working on 
- the injection moulding of rubber. The advantages of high speed production and lack 
of spew were obvious to the processors of the period. The first use of rubber injection 
moulding wll:s the production of complicated rubber parts for radar equipment during 
world war 11. In 1958 the use of injection moulding was stated to be restricted to 
complicated parts which could not be made economically by either compression or 
transfer moulding. In early days of injection moulding a machine called the Chrysler 
was used for manufacturing of tubing gaskets, bushing and insulators. 
4.1.2 Injection Moulding 
Injection moulding is a cyclic process whereby a heat softened plastic, rubber or 
polymeric material is injected into mould form which is ejected after it has set to the 
shape of the cavity. Most injection moulding materials are based on thermoplastic 
such as polystyrene and polyethylene. These materials are solid at room temperature 
and in order to produce a shapeable melt their temperature must be raised. 
Thermoplastics are not the only materials which are injection moulded, both 
thermosetting plastics and rubbers may be moulded on equipment which is not very 
different to that used for thermoplastics. Injection moulding is a process whereby a 
plastic moulding material is fed in solid form to a machine where it is heated to soften 
it and is then forced under pressure into a mould. In the mould it cools and hardens or 
cures and hardens and in its hardened state can be ejected from the mould which can 
then be closed and the cycle of operations repeated( John, 1980). 
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The machine consist of three basic elements 
1. A Power Unit:- Generally a hydraulic pressure system in which an electric 
motor is used to drive a hydraulic pump to produce hydraulic pressure in a 
fluid which can then be piped to the various section of the machine to actuate 
the moving parts. 
2. A Plasticizing Unit:- For heating and softening the plastic and for forcing the 
softened material into a mould. This is generally achieved by a plunger, close-
fitting to the bore of the cylinder, which is moved forwards and backwards by 
hydraulic power. 
3. A Split Mould:- It can be held closed against the pressure of the injected 
material and opened to remove the resultant moulding. 
4.2 Moulding Cycle 
The operating cycle of injection moulding process consist of following, 
4.2.1 Injection 
The first stage in moulding cycle is injection of material into the mould. It is always 
desirable for the injection to take place as rapidly as possible. 
4.2.2 Plunger Dwell 
This stage is known as plunger-dwell time or holding time. This allows for a little 
more material to enter the mould before it solidifies in the narrowest portion of the 
flow channels into the mould and so prevent material under pressure in the mould 
from flowing back into the cylinder. The length of time required depends on the 
properties of material being moulded. 
4.2.3 Plunger Withdrawal And Freeze Time 
After plunger-dwell the plunger is withdrawn and the next charge of material is fed 
into the cylinder. If at this stage the moulding had become hard enough to be removed 
from the mould without distortion no further cooling time would be necessary, but 
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generally a further period known as the freeze time or indicated on some machines as 
cure time is required. Because the material in the mould starts to cool immediately 
when injection has taken place, the true cooling time the plunger dwell time plus the 
plunger withdrawal time plus the freeze time. The total time depends largely on the 
section thickness. 
4.2.4 Mould Opening and Closing and Mould Ejection 
The mould is open and then the moulding is ejected, after which the mould closes 
again ready for the next cycle to begin. Moulds are relatively massive pieces of metal 
and a considerable amount of power is required to move them. It is desirable both to 
open and close the mould as expeditiously as possible, but too rapid a movement in 
either direction tends to put undue strain on the equipment and if the face of the 
mould come together with sudden force, this can damage the edge of cavities. 
4.3 Moulds 
Moulds used for injection moulding are as varied in design, degree of complexity and 
size as are the components produce from them. In their simplest form, for use on the 
smallest machine, they may consist of two matching pieces of metal in which the 
impression of the article to be moulded is cut. A channel communicates with the 
nozzle of the plasticising cylinder and the assembly is clamped in the correct position 
for moulding by mean of a simple hand vice. In more complex forms, there will be 
means for ejecting the moulding and cooling channels for controlling the temperature. 
The traditional material for the construction of moulds is steel. Cavities and 
communicating channels are cut into blocks of good quality tool steel which can be 
hardened if necessary. Sprue brushes and guide pins and their bushes are made from 
very hard tool steel as are ejector pins and other ejection devices. When long runs are 
contemplated the best possible mould should always be considered. Such moulds will 
be expensive but the cost per unit item when between ten and hundred million items 
are to be made will be very small. 
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4.3.1 Injection Moulds 
After the material has been thermally softened in the injection machine barrel it is 
then transferred to the injection mould so that setting or hardening may occur. After 
the hardening stage has advanced sufficiently the component is then ejected or 
removed from the cavity. An injection mould is therefore rather more than a simple 
shaping device( Whelan, 1984). 
The mould must be designed and constructed so that it is capable of producing the 
required number of components at the desired production rate. Mould cost depend on 
the material of construction, but it is more strongly influenced by part complexity and 
size. Some mould cost more than the machine on which they run. Because of the high 
cost of injection moulds it is essential to ensure that both the components and the 
mould are well design. 
4.3.2 Types of Injection Mould 
There are many types of injection moulds and a brief review of the major type is 
given in the following section. Of the many types of injection moulds possible a 
simple two-plate mould is often used because of its relative simplicity and low cost. 
4.3.2.1 Two-Plate Mould 
If the mould separates into two main pieces or halves on either side of the mould split 
line, then the mould is referred to as a two plate injection mould. 
4.3.2.2 Three Plate Moulds 
This type of mould has three main parts or plates, which on opening are separated one 
from the other to give two daylights. The mouldings drop from one daylight and the 
feed system, in the case of a cold runner type drops from the other. 
4.3.2.3 Stack Moulds 
It is fairly common in the compression moulding industry to increase output by 
employing multi-daylight presses. Here the force applied is used to close and clamp 
many moulds which lie one above the other. The same principle can be used in 
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injection moulding, however the process is complicated by the need to feed each 
cavity from a common feed system. Stack moulding can be used to increase the 
output from a moulding machine and to reduce the clamp pressure required for the 
component. 
4.3.2.4 Family Moulds 
A family mould is used to produce a number of different components at the same 
time. 
4.3.2.5 Vacuum Moulds 
Normally the air within the mould escapes, as the mould is filled, through the slots or 
groves and air-trapping is not usually a problem. Both air trapping and mould fouling 
can be minimised by using a vacuum mould. The mould is fitted inside a two-part 
case which becomes a fully sealed unit in the final phase of the mould closing stroke. 
By application of a vacuum the air within the unit is largely removed. 
4.3.3 Mould Design 
The mould may be simple or complex, but there are some aspect of design that apply 
to all moulds, whatever their degree of complexity. These are 
1. Means of clamping or locking 
2. Means of filling 
3. Means of cooling 
4. Means for ejection of the moulding 
Means of c1amping:-
In the smallest machine the mould may be completely demountable and when being 
filled is held in a simple vice. This can be vertically or horizontally acting to suit the 
cylinder, some of which are down-stroking and some horizontally acting. With 
horizontal cylinder and a vertical clamp the runners and sprue bush are in the same 
plane and often, because the pressures involved are not very great, the hardened sprue 
bush is replaced by a simple runner cut into one or both halves of the mould. 
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Means of filling:-
The way in which the mould is filled is determined by several factors including the 
following: 
(a) the number of impressions 
(b) the size and shape of the articles to be made 
(c) whether the machine is to run automatically or not 
(d) whether it is possible or desirable to mould without making waste material in 
the form of sprues and runners. 
Means of cooling:-
One of the most important aspect of mould design is the provision of suitable and 
adequate cooling arrangements. In all injection moulding even though it may involve 
having a heated mould, the purpose of the mould is to cool the molten plastic. If a 
mould had no means of cooling and was insulated to prevent any escape of heat by 
conduction, convection, or radiation, it would quickly reach the temperature of the 
material being moulded and would no longer fulfil its function. The amount of heat 
which has to be removed can be calculated from the weight of the article and its 
enthalpy at moulding temperature allowing for the fact that the temperature of the 
moulding when ejected will generally be well above ambient. This means that it is 
possible to estimate the amount of cooling required, the dimensions of the cooling 
channels and the flow of coolant. 
Means of ejecting moulding:-
Some moulds require little in the way of ejectors, others need very complicated 
systems, but in all cases ejection should be firm. Ejector pins which puncture the 
surface of the moulding so that it remains impaled upon them instead of falling from 
the mould are worse than useless. The first requirement, then is that ejectors should 
act on parts of moulding which become solid quite quickly and this mean that cooling 
channels should be located fairly close. Thin sections require more careful treatment. 
They often remain on the male portion of the mould as it opens and a sleeve stripper 
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plate can be used instead of pins. Another useful type of ejector is the valve ejector, 
which allows air to enter a hollow moulding such as a bowl or beaker and causes it to 
be ejected. The opening of the valve as the mould opens can be made to coincide with 
a blast of air which will blow the moulding off the form. Ejectors should be designed 
to do their work at a time when the mould is moving slowly and for this reason 
hydraulic ejector system programmed to operate at the correct moment are preferred. 
They can be made to operate gently even though the mould plate is moving rapidly. 
4.4 Gates For Injection Moulds 
The gate is the construction between the feed system and the mould cavity and, serves 
several purposes. It freezes rapidly and prevents material either entering or leaving the 
mould, it provides an easy means of separating moulding from the feed system and it 
provides a small portion of the feed system where very rapid shearing of the material 
occurs. There is no doubt that incorrect gating is one of the most frequent causes of 
fault in injection mouldings. 
4.4.1 Side Gate 
Where a moulding is fed on the side from a runner system a restricted gate may be 
used. It is important with this type of gate to ensure that the jet of material entering 
the cavity is broken up within a short distance of the entry point. If this does not 
occur, the jet travels across the free space, becomes cooled, and fails to fuse properly 
together to form a homogeneous mass. 
4.4.2 Fan Gate 
This is really a restricted gate which is feeding through a slit rather through a hole. 
The runner should be fanned out to the full width of the slit at the same general 
dimension as the reminder of the runner and the land length of the slit should be as 
short as possible. 
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4.4.3 Flash Gate 
This gate feeds through a slit which extend virtually along one side of the moulding. 
The runner should extend beyond the slit at each end by a few millimetres so that the 
material will then completely fill the runner and tend to break through the slit in one 
wave. With a full round runner the gate can be made to feed at the parting line of 
cavity supposing that this is cut in both sides of mould and this avoids giving an 
undue shearing force on one side of the web of material entering the mould. 
4.4.4 Diaphragm Gate 
When making cylindrical articles or feeding into hole in a mould, the runner system is 
extended at its general dimension to almost fill the hole, leaving only a narrow section 
through which a slit allows material to enter the mould. With regard to strength of the 
metal, the conditions as applied to fan gates should be observed. 
4.4.5 Ring Gate 
External, internal or vertical ring gates are used for feeding cylindrical mouldings and 
as the name implies, the runner circles the cavity at its normal dimensions. Used 
instead of a diaphragm gate, there is a saving of material in the runner. 
4.4.6 Pin-Point Or Pine Gate 
Here the gate is cut through a plate of the mould to provide the point of entry for the 
material. It can be fed from a runner system cut into the fixed part of the mould and 
restricted by a floating plate which is in the centre of the mould and carries part of the 
cavity, or from an extended nozzle or hot runner system. 
4.4.7 Sprue Gate 
A sprue gate is often used for making articles such as bucket and bowls. Sprue gates 
are nearly always too large and the incorrect amount of shear is developed in the 
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material as it enters the mould, allowing excessive mould packing and the consequent 
failure in service of the moulding. 
4.5 Injection Moulding Process Studied in this Work 
The Institute of Polymer Technology and Materials Engineering (IPTME) at 
Loughborough University is a well established research centre where pioneering 
investigative work about various aspects of polymer processing operations is carried 
out. Experimentalist researchers at the IPTME have collaborated for more than a 
decade with the finite element modelling team at the Chemical Engineering 
Department of Loughborough University. Both of the case studies presented in this 
thesis are based on such collaborative projects. The first case study, (Le. modelling of 
mould filling), is based on a project funded by the European Community under the 
'Competitive and Sustainable Growth Programme' 1998-2002. Industrial and 
academic partners from UK and Spain as well as researchers based in the 
Loughborough University collaborated in this project. The current collaborators in 
this research are MERL Ltd (UK), Vitamol Ltd (UK), TRW LUCAS GIRLING S.L. 
(ES), Instituto Technologico de Aragon (ES) as well as members of RuPEC (Rubber 
Process Engineering Centre) at Loughborough University. 
Mould filling is regarded as a very important forming process by rubber component 
manufacturers. Design of efficient operations through utilisation of reliable predictive 
simulations is therefore very useful for this industry because it provides a design 
methodology which involves reducing tolling costs and increasing production 
efficiency by reducing waste of material, time and energy. Finite element modelling 
has been extensively used in the simulation of injection moulding of thermoplastics 
(Isayev, 1991). However, rubber behaves very differently from thermoplastics 
because of its significantly different rheological behaviour, high viscosity and rapid 
onset of crosslinking during this type of forming processes. Experimental evidence 
obtained at IPTME showed that the onset of crosslinking is a particularly significant 
factor affecting mould filling of rubber compounds. Further investigation revealed 
that this is mainly due to 'short shot' occurring because of premature crosslinking. 
Therefore to study the onset of crosslinking it became apparent that flow front 
advancement in the mould cavity needed to be simulated and factors affecting the 
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geometry of the front analysed. To obtain reliable simulations it was hence necessary 
to use a finite element scheme which can model free surface viscoelastic flow. 
Injection moulding of rubber is a very rapid process in which the flow never reaches 
steady-state. Therefore, in addition to the study of the flow front geometry, it is 
important to predict injection pressure accurately because it determines whether it is 
possible to fill the mould in a given time. Prediction of temperature changes can also 
be important if the geometry of the mould is such that significant heat dissipation due 
to rapid deformation is expected to occur. 
The mould used to study these effects is oftwo-plate design whose schematic diagram 
is shown in figure 4.5. The feed system for this mould consist of a sprue connected to 
a U shaped runner which ends at a diverging gate. The material is injected through 
sprue at a constant flow rate using an injector. The injection continues until the mould 
is filled. The radius of sprue entrance is 13mm and the diameter of runner is 7mm. 
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Fig 4.5 Schematic Diagram of Injection Moulding Process Studied Here 
The sprue is always a tapered circular channel through which the material flows after 
leaving the nozzle of the injector. The injector is a displacement device which is 
designed to maintain a steady flow rate entering into the runner through the sprue. 
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4.6 Finite Element Modelling of Mould Filling 
The general formulation described in the previous chapters forms the basic model 
used to simulate the above described mould filling process. However, there are certain 
aspects of this process which need specific treatments. The foremost amongst these 
considerations is to recognise that because the mould is originally filled by air the 
flow of rubber into the cavity results in the compression of the air bubble trapped 
between the cavity walls and advancing fluid front. In the VOF method, as mentioned 
earlier, the entire domain is considered as a single two-phase flow regime. Therefore 
to model the mould filling in this case compressible flow equations for the air filled 
parts should be used. In a two-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate system (x, y ) these 
equations are given as 
ap +~(PVJ+~(pv )=0 
at ax ay y (continuity) (42) 
(motion) (43) 
Where 
Tu =11[2 avX _~(avx + aVyJ]+kb(aVX + aVyJ 
ax 3ax ay ax ay 
[ avy 2 (avx avy J] (avx avy J T =11 2--- -+- +kb -+--yy ay 3ax ay ax ay (44) 
T =T =11 __ x +--y (av av J xy yx ay ax 
Where 11 and kb are the shear and volume (bulk) viscosity of the compressible fluid, 
respectively. 
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Linking of these equations with the incompressible flow equations, required by the 
VOF method, causes a problem because after the derivation of the weak form of the 
weighted residual statements the line integrals corresponding to compressible and 
incompressible sets of equations will not be compatible. Therefore normal assembly 
of the working equations for all of the finite elements in the computational mesh 
cannot proceed as usual because the line integrals from opposite sides of inter-element 
boundaries will not cancel each other out. This, in theory, can be solved by keeping 
the line integral between the fluid and air filled parts as unknowns which need to 
found and added to the working equations along the boundary between the two 
phases. Such an operation is practically impossible and in effect diminishes all of the 
advantage gained by using the VOF method. To over come this problem in the present 
work the line integrals corresponding to the phase boundaries (i.e. the moving front) 
are calculated using known old time step values of the field variables. In this way 
these terms can be found using a simple quadrature and added to the right hand sides 
of working equations whenever necessary. Because we need to use a very small time 
step to preserve the validity of the simulations, this approximation has a negligible 
effect on the overall accuracy of the solutions. 
The second factor which is sought to affect mould filling is the variation of 
temperature during the process. As mentioned earlier there is no theoretically 
acceptable technique to analyse non-isothermal flow of viscoelastic (memory 
dependent) fluids (Tanner, 2000). However, it is commonly accepted that for 
relatively small temperature variations (,1T <50 K) these flows can be simply treated 
similar to viscous flow cases (e.g. see FLUENT-POL YFLOW documentations). 
Because mould filling of rubber should be very fast and the injected fluid has a very 
high temperature to reduce viscosity and to facilitate flow through the runner. 
Therefore assumption of relatively small temperature changes may be justified in this 
case. The model used here hence includes the energy equation to calculate the 
temperature field at each time step. Computed temperatures are used to update the 
fluid viscosity through the following temperature dependent form of the Carreau 
equation in the present work. 
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(45) 
Where b is temperature dependency coefficient and T,,! is a known reference 
temperature. 
The last point relevant to the modelling of mould filling is the selection of the most 
suitable framework for the VOF technique. In this case the entire geometry of the 
domain is known before hand and no part of the physical domain boundary moves. 
Therefore VOF formulation in a fixed (Eulerian ) framework can be said to offer the 
most appropriate fluid front tracking technique in this case. 
In view of the above considerations the modelling of the described mould filling is 
carried out. The problem domain shown in figure 4.5 is discretised into a mesh of 
385 nine noded , iso-parametric bi-quadratic finite elements. The known velocity and 
temperature, profile at the inlet, no-slip conditions at solid walls for flow and initially 
previously described perfect slip conditions for the P-TfT equations are imposed. 
After the first time step stresses at the solid walls are computed and old time step 
values are inserted as the boundary conditions for the P-TfT equation to eliminate the 
contradiction between the set of conditions used for the flow and constitutive 
components of the model. 
Physical and rheological data used in the present study are all found by specifically 
designed experiments at the IPTME. The values used in the present simulations are as 
follows, 
(Material properties/or rubber) 
Density = 980 kg m -3 
Consistency coefficient = 88700 kg m -I S-I 
Power law index = 0.28 
Initial Relaxation time = 1.5 s 
(Note that relaxation time changes with variations of stress. Experimentally obtained 
graphs of relaxation time changes w.r.t stress variations are used to update the this 
parameter at each time step, see N assehi and Petera, 1992) 
Reference temperature = 383 K 
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Temperature sensitivity coefficient, b = 0.012 K-1 
Heat capacity = 1255 J kg -I K-1 
Thermal conductivity = 0.13 W m -I K-1 
Case Study I 
Elongation parameter (e) is taken to be 10 times higher than the shear viscosity 
(Note that this value is determined using a specially designed bell-mouth capillary 
rheometer at the IPTME - see Clarke and Petera, 1997) 
Shear dependency parameter in the P-TIT model'; = 1 
(Material properties for air) 
Density = 1.2929 kg m'3 
Viscosity (instantaneous local) = 0.251 *10·4 Pa s 
Bulk viscosity = 10 -7 Pa s 
(Note that this is a rounded approximate value, the insertion of an exact value is not 
needed because bulk viscosity of gases are usually very small) 
Thermal Conductivity = 0.0371 W m -I K-1 
Heat Capacity = 3.0787*10'6 J.KmorlKI 
(Initial and Boundary Conditions) 
Initial Temperature=450K 
Initial Velocity= 0 everywhere 
Inlet Temperature = 450K 
Wall Temperature = 405K 
Inlet Velocity = 45mmlsec (corresponding to a constant volumetric flow rate) 
No slip solid wall conditions are used in flow modelling. 
Stress boundary conditions are similar to the conditions discussed in chapter 3 in 
conjunction with figure 3.1 
At exit stress free conditions imposed i.e. velocity gradients, temperature gradients 
and stresses are set to be zero 
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(Note that in the Penalty method used here pressure is eliminated from the flow 
equations and recovered after velocity calculations using the variational recovery 
technique. Therefore no pressure condition needs to be given.) 
(Parameters used in the finite element computations) 
Penalty parameter, A = 10 \0 
Time increment = 0.0245 s 
4.6.1 Simulated Free Surface in Mould Filling 
The mould filling operation considered here takes 2.5 s in total. Choosing a time 
increment of 0.0245 s the process is simulated through nearly 100 steps. In the 
following figures simulated flow front within the modelled mould cavity obtained at 
various time steps is shown . Brown parts represent rubber filled sections and blue 
signifies air filled regions. The initial configuration is based on rubber filling up to the 
end of the gate just about to enter the mould cavity. Accuracy of the simulations can 
be checked by comparing amount of fluid entered into the mould with the fluid 
injected through the sprue at a steady rate. The amount of fluid entering the mould can 
be estimated by the advancement of the flow front. Position of the phases within the 
mould (separated by the flow front) are determined through the contour plots of free 
surface function F . The plotter constructs the free surface boundary line passing 
through the elements at the flow front by interpolating nodal values of the function F . 
The true boundary lies at the line corresponding to the contour of 0.5, with I showing 
the filled parts and 0 the voids. However, numerical solution of the free surface 
equation generates a range of values between 0 and 1 at the mesh nodes for F . In 
practice these nodal values are rounded so that all values between 0 and 0.4 are 
assumed to be 0, values between 0.4 and 0.6 are taken as 0.5 and values above 0.6 are 
rounded up to become I. The main reason for using a graphical presentation of free 
surface position is the convenience that id provides for the analysis of the simulation 
results. However, if the error resulted from the rounding of F becomes large to an 
extent that simple mesh refinement cannot diminish it in order to check whether fluid 
mass in the computations is conserved a numerical procedure for the summation of 
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nodal values of the amount of fluid within the system should be adopted. In the resu Its 
presented here in order to maintain accuracy of linking incompressible lllld 
compressible flow models we have used a relative ly fllle mesh considering the simple 
geometry of the mo uld being analysed. Therefore, the free suJi"ace plots presented 
here are expected to invo lve an acceptable degree of approximation. An earlier set of 
results using a time incre ment o f 0.245 was shown to be inconsistent and inaccw-ate . 
Such inconsistencies were found to be eliminated after the reduction of the time 
increment to its present value. However, some error at the early stages of simulation is 
detected. This may be because that initially the amount of fluid introduced into the 
mould cavity is small and nodal values of F in many places remains below 0.4 and 
consequently are rounded out in the generation of contour plots. 
After the tirst time step expansion on the sides of the front (representative of die swe ll 
under restricted conditions of tbe mo uld is apparent, figure 4.6. 1 
Fig 4.6. 1 Free Surface Geometry After the I" Time Step 
However, as the fllling stru1S changes of the free surface boundru'y becomes appru·ent. 
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Fig 4.6.1a Free SUliace Geo metry After the 3rd Time Step 
The sequence is fo Uowed as the advancement of the fro m continues. 
Fig 4.6.1 b Free Surface Geometry After the 6"' Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.1c Free Surface Geometry After the gtl. Time Step 
Fig 4.6.1d Free Surface Geometry After the 12tl• Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.1e Free Surface Geometry After the 14°' Time Step 
Fig 4.6.1 f Free Surface Geometry After the 16°' Time Step 
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Fig 4.6. 1g Free Surface Geometry After the 17~' Time Step 
Fig 4.6.1 h Free SUlface Geometry After the 19~' Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.1i Free Swface Geometry After the 22"d Time Step 
Fig 4.6. lj Free Swi'ace Geometl"y After the 24u, Time Step 
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Fig 4.6. 1 k Free Sluface Geometry After the 25 t1 ' Time Step 
Fig 4.6.11 Free Stuface Geometry After the 28"' Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.1111 Free Surface Geometry After the 30tl• Time Step 
Fig 4.6. 1L1 Free Surface Geo metry After the 41 g Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.10 Free SuJi'ace Geometry After the 43rd Time Step 
Fig 4.6.1p Free Surface Geometry After the 4Stl• Time Step 
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Fig 4.6. lq Free Swiace Geometry After the 51 g Time Step 
Fig 4.6.lr Free Surface Geometry After tile 55 tl' Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.15 Free Surface Geometry After the 59tl ' Time Step 
Fig 4.6.1t Free SUlface Geometry After tbe 61 g Time Step 
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Fig 4.6. 1 u Free SUlface Geometry After the 6Stl• Time Step 
As the mould becomes nearly filled air bubbles are formed which increasing ly 
influence the pressure and temperatw'e tie lds within the cavity. 
Fig 4.6.1 v Free SUlt'ace Geometry After the n"d Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.1 w Free Surface Geometry After the 75°' Time Step 
Fig 4.6.1 x Free Surface Geometry After the 84°' Time Step 
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Fig 4.6. ly Free Surface Geometry After the 90"' Time Step 
Finally at the end of tbe injection process the filled cavity with a compressed air 
bubble is obta ined. The above simulation cOITespond to the expected pattern of 
filling. The pressure and temperature fields corresponding to the shown filling pattern 
provide data to analyse the conditions which induce premature crosslillking. 
Fig 4.6. l z Free SUlface Geometry After the 100"' Time Step 
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The observed asymmetry of the tlow front in the results shown above can be 
attributed to various factors such as uncertainty and elTor in inlet stress boundary 
conditions, visco-elastic nature of the tluid which tlowing through a U sbaped runner 
suffers an uneven deformation on its parts and the ad hoc natw'e of inclusion of 
effects of uneven temperature distribution. However, overa ll the results seem to be 
consistent and provide useful data for further analysis of the mould filling process 
under study at the IPTME. 
Note that the actual computational grid used for the simulations shown here continues 
beyond the maximum extent of the domain up to which the tluid is expected to reach 
in order to provide a domain for the air leaving the mo uld cavity to accumulate. In 
reali ty mould have ho les at the end of their cavity to let the air escape. Inc lusion of 
such a feature in the computer analysis of mould filling is not a trivial matter and 
involves very complex (and costly) modelling of swface tension at these locations. 
4.6.2 Simulated Pressure Results 
Colour coding in the fo llowing figures represent an increasing trend in the pressure 
fi eld fi'om blue to red. 
After 72 time steps the simulated pressure field shows a peak at the right camel' of the 
cavity adjacent to the gate. It is expected to have high pressures near the gate which 
cOITesponds to the direction of tlow ( i.e. fi'o m the gate towards the empty cavity). 
However, at this stage an air bubble in tlus side of the cavity is begiwling to form (see 
figure 4.6.1 v) this causes additional resistance to tlow on this side which resulting in a 
higher pressure. 
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Fig 4.6.2 Simulated Pressure Profile After the nnd Time Step 
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Pressure value is increasing gradua lly with the filling o f mould. 
Fig 4.6.2a Simulated Pressure Profile After the 7Stl1 Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.2b Simulated Pressure Profi le After the 90tl• Time Step 
As the mould fiLls the pressme thro ugbout the cavity tends to beco me lID re even . 
Note that the pressure calculated for the air bubble does not correspond to a realistic 
physical situation. This value is found using a thermodynamic equation of state and 
retlects the low temperature within the void. The fluid that has filled the mould 
remain stationary as the total amount of matelial within the mould is now constant. If 
the bubble becomes tilled another bubble of equal size should appear somewhere else 
widlin me do main. 
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Fig 4.6.2c Simu lated Pressure Fie ld COl"esponding to the End of Process 
4.6.3 Simulated Temperature Profiles 
As the mould starts to fill the hot fluid comes into contact with the so lid walls which 
are at a lower temperature and cools. Therefore higher temperature regions are 
expected to be in the middle of the tilled parts of the cavity. Air fi lled sections are 
generally cooler. The overall temperature difference within the domain remains well 
below 50 K and hence the direct app lication of tbe energy equation in the viscoelastic 
simulations presented here has some justification. 
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The fo llowing simulated temperature fields cO'Tespond to time step and final stage. 
As expected the fluid becomes increasingly coo ler as more heat is lost through the 
walls. 
Fig 4.6.3 Simulated Temperature Profi le After the 75°' Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.3a Simulated Temperature Profile After the 90tl• Time Step 
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Fig 4.6.3b Simulated Temperature Pro tile Con'esponding to the end of process 
The initial configuration used to obtain the described simulations is, based on a 
domain which is tilled up to the end of gate. A re latively long runner is used to even 
out any asymmetry in the stress tilled before entering the mo uld. However, as the free 
fi'ont advancement simulations show on initially an unsymmetrical fi'ont is predicted. 
As mentioned earlier this may be due to the intluence of the elTors generated by using 
an approximate method to incorporate temperatw'e variations. The extend of 
approximation introduced thro ugh this treatment is no t known and can oll ly be 
guessed to be small because as the simul ated temperature conto urs show the 
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temperature gradient within the fluid filled parts remains less than 50 K. The 
temperature at the air bubble is irrelevant and does not correspond to a realistic 
physical situation. 
As mentioned earlier in actual situation the air within the mould can escape through 
small holes provided at the top section of cavities. However such a facility cannot be 
incorporated in the model since fluid itself flows out of any opening which may be 
present in the domain. This is because that of surface tension which in reality prevents 
flow of rubber through small openings cannot be satisfactorily incorporated by rigours 
mathematical equations in the model 
The air bubble at the top section can be allowed to become compressed to a very 
small volume by artificially setting a very Iow temperature at that position (Nassehi 
and Ghoreishy, 2001). Such a treatment is, however, not acceptable for an air bubble 
which is left behind the advancing front as it shows a deficiency of the mould design 
or operation. The simulated results are currently being analysed by the IPTME to see 
if a relation between the flow front advances and premature crossIinking can be 
established. 
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5.0 CASE STUDY 11: USED RUBBER PRODUCTS 
RECYCLING 
5.1 Historical Overview 
Appropriate handling of waste rubber products poses a significant challenge to 
modem societies. This can be illustrated by considering magnitude of the problem 
from the studies conducted by the International Rubber Group which estimate that 
approximately 15.6 million tons of virgin rubber have been consumed world-wide 
only in 1996. This resulted in 31 million tons of rubber products with a primary 
wastage rate of 10% during the production phase alone. Therefore even if the 
production capacity world wide is kept constant at 1996 levels there will be around 3 
million tons of waste generated annually during rubber products processing. In 
addition only after few years of service life, the remaining 28 million tons of rubber 
products will be also be classified as post-consumer waste( Manuel and Dierkes, 
1997). 
Around 60-70% of the rubber consumed is used in tyre production. Therefore the 
main focus for the solution of this problem should be on recycling of used tyres. Most 
European countries are currently developing legislative frameworks for the disposal 
and recycling of used tyres. Some countries such as Germany have targets for the 
energy and material recycling rates as high as 100% since 1998. 
The first activities in rubber recycling started not long after vulcanisation was 
developed. It was at its height just after world war 11 when raw materials were scarce 
and recycled rubber was used to fill this gap. However, because of increases in 
production capacity and the reductions in cost of synthetic and natural rubber during 
the fifties use of recycled rubber has declined ever since. In addition technological 
developments during the following decades, such as the introduction of steel-belted 
radial tyres, provided further disincentives to develop effective recycling methods. By 
the middle of the eighties less than one percent of world-wide elastomer consumption 
was in the form of reclaimed material with environmental regulations being the 
primary factors to cause the near-elimination of the reclaim industry. However during 
the nineties the waste management regulations enacted in several European countries 
provided support for the recycling industry. This factor together with the improved 
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quality of recycled rubber resulted in a change of fortune for the rubber recycling 
industry during early nineties. The current situation of the rubber recycling industry is 
characterised by an increasing demand and interest for recycled rubber. 
5.2 Recycling of Used Car Tyres 
Car tyres are mainly made of vulcanised thermoset rubber/carbon compounds. 
However, in recycling a car tyre cannot be just considered as a rubber compound 
because of its composite structure which includes reinforcing parts made of both 
textile fibres and steel wires. Due to inherent strength and resilience ofsuch structures 
reduction in size of used car tyres by shredding (or other operations), which is the first 
necessary stage of all types of recycling, is a complex and intensely energy 
consuming process. Because such a step is unavoidable the main focus of 
investigation towards development of a practical process for reclaiming rubber from 
used tyres is currently on techniques that do not require very intense shredding to very 
small sizes. Fine shredded compounds can be relatively easily removed from the 
environment either by burning as fuel in power stations or being added as fillers to 
cements and materials used in road building as well as tyre manufacture. 
5.2.1 Basic definitions 
De-vulcanisation 
This term is used exclusively for those processes and mechanism which aim or claim 
to break crosslinks in rubber materials. This definition does not mean that during de-
vulcanisation the original vulcanisation reaction will have to be reversed completely, 
such that all of the sulphur bonds are broken within the main chain. 
De-vulcanisation is the main step in recycling of used car tyres as rubber recovered 
after de-vulcanisation is generally considered as re-useable. Therefore the main aim of 
this project has been the design of a de-vulcanisation process which is effective for 
relatively large rubber crumbs. Later in this chapter an over view of all existing de-
vulcanisation processes is given and the method adopted in this project is described. 
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Desulphurisation 
This definition is used for process which actually remove sulphur from the rubber 
scrap material. Most often this term is used in conjunction with older reclaiming 
processes such as the digester method. In these processes, high concentration of free 
sulphur often had to be removed from the rubber scrap, e.g. by alkaline solutions. It 
can also be defined as the reaction step in some processes which removed the bound 
sulphur from a network, which is often then part of a de-vulcanisation reaction. 
Depolymerisation (degrading) 
This term is used to describe the reversal of polymerisation, i.e. to reform the 
monomers that were used to produce the polymer. This process is used to designate 
the breaking of c-c bonds. 
Surface Activation 
Surface activation are the processes where a powdery, highly viscous product is 
produced. 
5.3 De-vulcanisation Processes 
Vulcanisation is the process by which an agent, usually sulphur, is added to rubber in 
the manufacturing process to give the product required characteristics, such as 
strength, hardness and elasticity. Rubber is a macro molecular material. Through 
vulcanisation sulphur molecules form complex crosslinks between and within the 
macromolecular chains of rubber and enhance desirable mechanical properties. 
Therefore at a fundamental level de-vulcanisation can be viewed as a process by 
which the sulphur and rubber molecules are de-linked from each other and stabilised, 
to facilitate the formation of a new cross-linking structure. 
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5.3.1 Chemical De-vulcanisation 
Chemical "de-vulcanisation" is based on the addition of specific agents which 
theoretically can fracture sulphur-sulphur bonds and produce a usable recycled 
rubber. However, in practice in addition to sulphur-sulphur bonds being broken, there 
is also a high possibility of significant de-polymerisation (or degradation) of rubber 
macromolecules in presence of such agents. This renders the recovered material as 
unusable, except for burning provided that it has been shredded to very fine crumbs. 
5.3.2 Ultrasonic De-vulcanisation 
This is a relatively new technology for de-vulcanising rubber crumbs. The ultrasonic 
de-vulcanisation transforms the vulcanised rubber back into a viscous, fluid-like 
material that can be easily reprocessed. However, the feasibility of reusing such a 
material in automotive rubber components in substantial quantities is not yet 
established. The process is most effective for particulate rubber crumb sizes ranging 
from 2mm to O.2mm and basically is not yet economically viable. 
5.3.3 De-vulcanisation By Heating 
Small rubber crumbs have been shown to become de-vulcanised by heating to a 
temperature of about 150C in the presence of the 2-butanol. This technique also has 
the advantage that it does not significantly change the microstructure of recovered 
rubber. However, the process is excessively energy intensive at industrial scales and 
does not provide practical means for used tyre recycling. 
5.3.4 Microwave De-vulcanisation 
Microwave heating becomes effective at rubber crumb sizes of 6 to 10 mm. 
However, residence time in the heating unit depends on the particular characteristics 
of the rubber being processed. Physical properties of the reclaimed material are 
reportedly better than those obtained by other reclaiming methods, especially for 
products made of EPDM and butyl rubbers. However, the costs again become 
prohibitive for industrial scale operations. 
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5.4 The Present Study 
The multi-disciplinary research team of Numerical Process Modelling Group and 
IPTME at Loughborough University has a considerable track record and experience 
in the analysis, design and manufacture of batch internal mixers used in compounding 
of synthetic and natural rubbers with carbon black and other additives. This involves 
experimental studies and technology development carried at the IPTME with 
predictive simulation of mixing processes by the finite element modelling at the 
Chemical Engineering Department. Based on this background, funding from the 
EPSRC for study and design of a continuous rubber de-vulcanisation system based 
on a previously developed continuous rubber mixer was obtained. The main aim is to 
investigate whether the rotor chamber of a partially filled mixer can be so designed 
that it generates a stress field conducive to the break down of sulphur bonds. Such a 
device can be used as a basic de-vulcanisation equipment whilst if needed its 
efficiency can be enhanced by adding chemical agents. The overall aim of modelling 
in this project is to provide a methodology for the prediction of the influence of 
equipment geometry and operational conditions on the efficiency of the process. To 
achieve this goal modelling is used 
a. To aid the initial rotor design. 
b. To estimate stress and strain rate distribution in the rubber from pressure 
transducer data. 
c. To optimise rotor design for process efficiency when the best conditions are 
identified. 
Stress distribution within a partially filled batch internal mixer (adopted for de-
vulcanisation here) is determined by the combined effects of two distinct mechanisms 
resulting from dispersive and distributive flow of material inside the chamber. The 
dispersive flow is almost entirely circumferential, generated and maintained by the 
rotors and regarded to be mainly stress dominated. The strain dominated distributive 
flow occurs along the rotor axis in the direction perpendicular to the rotor blade cross-
section and is mainly due to the pressure difference. Because the main reason for 
break down of sulphur bonds is stress unevenness in the flow domain it is therefore 
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reasonable to construct a two-dimensional model for the simulation of the stress field 
in the cross-sectional plane of rotor blades. 
Experimental evidence showed that temperature variations in both sections of the 
device are very small (less than 3 K) . Therefore, in this case the flow is assumed to 
be isothermal. 
In contrast to the mould filling, parts of the domain boundary move in the present 
example. However, in both feeder and rotor chamber sections variations of the 
domain geometry are known in advance and meshes representing successive 
movement of the boundaries can be prepared at the pre-processing stage of the 
modelling. Therefore free surface tracking in this case is based on the application of 
the VOF techniques in the ALE frameworks. 
5.5 Finite Element Modelling Of De-Vulcanisation Process 
The schematic diagram of the device to be studies used is shown in figure 5.5. This 
device can be considered to consist of two distinct parts namely the feeder section and 
the rotor chamber. 
5.5.1 Feeder Section 
The most important design criterion for the feeder section is to establish a relationship 
between pressure drop and flow rate of material (shredded rubber). Using the analogy 
of a single screw extruder, we treat this section as an assembly of a screw inside a 
barrel used for moving the material (shredded rubber) into rotor chamber section. To 
facilitate flow and to generate high stresses in the rotor chamber it should be kept 
partially filled. Therefore the feed rate through the feeder should be such that under 
operating conditions the chamber remains optimally filled without overfilling or 
starvation. 
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Feeder Screw 
Thermo couple 
Die 
Rotor 
Chamber 
.. ----I~ Pressure Transducer 
Fig 5.5 De-vulcanisation Apparatus. 
The screw in these calculations is treated as a constant depth screw and flow is 
considered to be steady-state with negligible leakage across the flights of the screw. 
Calculations are first based on the assumption that the material moving through the 
barrel is incompressible. This assumption has, however, been dropped to evaluate the 
effects of rubber crumbs being compressed before leaving the barrel. 
Calculation of flow rate through the barrel is based on using the similarity between 
the feeder section of the de-vulcanisation system(Fig 5.5.1) and a single screw 
extruder( Stevens and Covas, 1995). 
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Fig 5.5.1 Details of Feeder Section. 
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In this type of extruders the movement of screw in the barrel generates a regime 
which is the combination of pressure induced (Poiseuille) and drag flows. Some 
material may also flow in the narrow gap between the flights of the screw and barrel 
wall (leakage flow). Therefore the total flow rate through the barrel is found as the 
following sum 
Where 
QL = Leakage Flow Rate 
QD = Drag Flow Rate 
Qp = Poiseuille Flow Rate 
(46) 
As mentioned before we neglect the leakage flow over the flights and hence the total 
flow rate through the barrel is given by the following relation 
This should be equal to the total flow through the die located at the end of the screw. 
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To calculate the inlet flow rate into the rotor chamber we first consider an 
incompressible flow in a domain between infinite parallel walls. The pressure gradient 
in such a domain having width of b and depth of H(see Fig 5.5.1) is given by 
dP 1217Q 
dL = bH 3 
Using the described screw geometry and substituting Q = Qp we have 
Therefore the pressure induced flow is given by following relation 
The total drag flow rate of material through the barrel is calculated as 
W QD =-bH 2 
(48) 
(49) 
(50) 
(52) 
Where QD is the drag flow and w is the circumferential velocity of the barrel. Using 
the screw geometry we have 
1i QD = - DNbH cos f/J (53) 2 
After substituting the values of QD and Qp for the above relation into Eq(47) the 
total flow rate through the feeder section is given by the following relation, 
Q = wbH _ bH 3 dP 
T 2 121] dZ (54) 
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The actual inlet flow into the chamber is found as the point of intersection between 
the curve representing Qr vs. P and Q (Flow rate) vs. P (Pressure) for a circular 
die. However, before plotting these curves the flow rate values found for the regime 
inside the feeder needs to be modified. This is because that the shredded rubber fed to 
the chamber contains voids and hence the applied pressure results in compressing the 
particles of the shredded rubber as well as causing flow. The increase in pressure 
therefore reduces volume effecting the density of the material. 
This type of compressibility can also be defined as change in the fractional volume of 
the fluid element per unit change in pressure( Mckelvey, 1962). According to this 
definition compressibility of the material flowing through the feeder, r is defined as 
I dv Y=---
vdP 
where v = Volume 
dv = Change in Volume 
dP= Change in pressure 
And in terms of density 
1 dp Y=--
p dP 
where p = Density 
dp= Change in Density 
dP = Change in pressure 
(55) 
(56) 
Using the above relations the change in density is found and flow rate is calculated. 
As mentioned before this rate is always less than the amount of material which can 
completely fill the rotor chamber. 
5.5.1.1 Equations used for the flow rate calculations 
Screw Characteristics: 
Q=AN-B( ~J 
1t 
where A=-bDHcosrjJ 
2 
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bH 3 B=-
12Z 
l!J> = Pr essureChange 
1] = Vis cos ity 
N = speed of screw 
Q = Flow rate 
Die Characteristics: 
1[R4 
where K=--
8L 
Operating Equations: 
Q=( AK )N 
B+K 
M=( A )1]N B+K 
Data Used: 
D=90mm 
Z=275mm 
t/J= 18.6° 
P=90mm 
t= 10mm 
11 = 100,000 Pas 
N= 10 rpm 
H=24mm 
Die Radius, R = 23.25mm 
Die Length, L = 85mm 
Pressure Change ~P = 4.83 MPa 
Case Study II 
(58) 
(59) 
(60) 
Classical extruder calculations are based on the assumption of material 
incompressibility. However, rubber crumbs become compressed under pressure. To 
investigate the effects of this phenomena on the flow rate calculations through the 
feeder are repeated by taking into account the change in the volume of the flow 
through the application of pressure. Series of experiments at the IPTME determined 
the changes of the density of rubber crumbs by the application of pressure. This is 
shown in figure 5.5.2. 
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Fig 5.5.2 Variation of density with pressure. 
Using the data from Fig 5.5.2 density dependent viscosity is found. We now consider 
another interpretation for the relation between viscosity and compressibility of a fluid. 
A fluids viscosity depends on the distance between its particles. Therefore in 
incompressible fluids an increase in pressure will decrease this distance and it is 
expected that an increasing pressure will increase viscosity. Therefore the 
compressibility coefficient of the of the material (0) is found via comparing its 
density before and after the application of the pressure. This value is inserted in the 
empirical power law type relation which relates the viscosity of fluid to its 
compressibility ( Mckelvey, 1962) 
o( 8 Jm~l 
17 = 17 8 0 (63) 
Where 1]0 = consistency coefficient (Newtonian viscosity), m= Flow index, (taken to 
be equal to 0.95 given in the extruder design literature) and 0°= A constant given in 
the literature as 10-5 1 
Pa 
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To find an optimal flow rate for the extruder, we plot the flow rate versus pressure. 
The point of intersection of two curves is known as operating point. As in fig 5.5 .2a 
the point of intersection of two curves gives the operating point for the feeder section. 
Results for the incompressible material are plotted first against the pressure and then 
the results for the compressible material. The flow through the die remains constant 
for both compressible ruld incompressible material. As the po int of intersection for the 
compressible material is higher thrul the incompressible material, so compressible 
material gives better flow rate. This shows that with compressible material we have 
somewhat better results (more flow) as the voids between the shredded rubber 
compresses when the pressure is app lied on the material. 
0.25 
0.20 
Q(m3nu ) 0I51_======~~=====-
010 
- Qd 
0 .. --Q C omp 
--Q [ncomp 
ooo ~--__ ----__ ----__ --__ ----__ ----__ --__ ----~ 
0.00 10000 20000 300 00 400.00 500.00 600.00 700 00 800 00 
P(Ps i) 
Fig 5.5.2a Comparison of Flow Rates With Compressible and Incompressible 
Material Flowing Through the De-vulcrulisation Feeder. 
As the above graph shows the influence of compressibiJity in the flow rate 
calculations appear to be small. Tllis was confirmed by experimental data obtained 
using the prototype feeder constructed at Crut er Bros. Under dle supervisio n of dle 
lPTME team. They measured the flow thro ugh the feeder for rubber crumbs of 
different refinement. The change in the flow rate was found to be small. In particular, 
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the influence of compressibility on the flow of finely grinded '40 mesh' size crumbs 
used in the present de-vulcan isation process is found to be insignificant. However, in 
cases where ule compressibility may be regarded as important a better altemative to 
the use of c lassical extruder calcu lations should be used. Tllis can be based on the use 
of fmite element mode lling to find the pressure drop within the feeder and re late it to 
the flow rate. The f1dvantage of dlis approach is that the numerical simulations, unlike 
TIle classical extruder calculations, are not restricted to one-dimensional Newtonian 
situations. 
5.6 Wall Slip in the Feeder Section 
Flow within dIe feeder section is expected to be influenced by the slip at so lid wall s. 
Calculations based on classical extruder design formulations cannot incorpo rate such 
effects. Thereto re we have used finite element modelling to quantify dIe effects of slip 
Oll the flow rate calcu lations. Results obtained in this manner are dlen co mbined with 
class ical extruder calculations to estimate dIe effects of wall slip. 
5.6.1 Slip-Wall Boundary Conditions 
Wall slip in a flow field occurs when the shear stress at walls surpasses a critical 
stress thresho ld. Tllis phenomenon can be described by the Naviers' s slip condition, 
which makes the flux o f the mo mentum tangential to dIe wall , proportional to the 
local slip veloc ity. Navier' s slip condition in a two-dimensional flow domain is given 
by 
(64) 
Where t and /I. are uIlit vectors tangent and normal to the boundary, 7: is the stress 
- -
tensor, f3 is the slip coefficient, V is the fluid ve locity vector and Vb is dIe velocity o f 
tbe so lid wall( Ghoreishy alld Nassehi 
, 1997). 
In additioll to dIe above equations, it is clear dlat there is no flow across the so lid 
walls and dlUs at these regions, the fo llowing equation should be considered as a 
complementary boundary condition 
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V·n=O (65) 
The normal and tangential unit vectors can be re lated thro ugh the to llow ing equations 
(66) 
The substitution o f stress components l1'om equation or = 21]D and the so lution o f 
the set of obtained equations shown above, g ives the slip ve locity components as 
V -V =-nRn 2 - -- nn + -+-- n -n ( (avx av, ] (avx avy]( 2 2 )~ x xb 'lP' y ax ay x y ay ax y x (67) 
V - v = nRn 2 ----- n n + --+-- n - n ( (av, avy] (av., av, ]( 2 2 )~ , yb 'IP' x ax ay " y ay ax y x (68) 
The slip coefficient 13 is defined as 
(69) 
Where 130 is the initial slip coefficient and I is a characteristic now do main 
din1ension, The limit of 13 --7 0 gives no-s lip and the limit of 13 --7 00 is assoc iated 
with the perfect slip co ndition. The slip coeffic ient 13 in general may depend on the 
invariants of stress tensor and sW'face ro uglUJess. A very large value cOlTesponding to 
perfect slip is used for 13 in the present simulations. 
Various methods of incorporation of sLip condition in viscous now models have been 
repolted previously in other publications. However none of these methods has 
universal appLicabi lity. In the present study, we use a Lagrange multiplier technique 
to r the incorporation of the Navier' s slip condition into our working equations. 
Theretore the weak statements of the weighted residual equations arising l1'om the 
tlow equations are treated as 
Modified statement=Original statement +G {Slip B.C (67) or (68)} 2 (70) 
Where G is a Lagrange multiplier. Through the minimisation of the modified 
statement new working equations for the element layers adjacent to the slip walls are 
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obtained. In practice the modified statement is used everywhere but at location where 
the slip condition does not apply, the Lagrange multiplier G is zero, thus the modified 
form becomes equal to the OIiginal statement. The mu ltiplier G is chosen to be a very 
large number at required degree of fi·eedom where the slip condition should be 
imposed. 
5.6.2 Representative Simulations Showing the Effect of Wall Slip 
Longitudinal view 0 f a representative regio n of the feeder sectio n is sbown in figure 
5.6.2. Wall slip is assumed to occur on all surfaces (i.e. both on the screw and the 
banel walls). 
Fig 5.6.2 Schematic diagram representing feeder section used for wall slip 
calculatio ns 
In figure 5.6.2 the highlighted section demonstrates the thickness of layer between tbe 
wall nodes and next row of nodes within the domain where slip conditions are 
imposed. The overall movement of the screw within the ban·el con esponds to the 
mesh disp lacement d il·ectioll shown in figure 5.6.2a 
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Direction o f 
M overnent 
Fig 5.6.2a Figure Representing the Movement o f Mesh 
Case Study II 
A series of meshes that are based on the movement of the representative section along 
the screw balTel cru) be prepru'ed to be used in conjunction with the ALE technique. 
The flow simulation CaJ) then be used to obtain the pressure drop within the domain 
and relate it to the flow rate through the die at the end of the bane!. 
Simulated pressure distribution within the representati ve section after the imposition 
of the slip wall conditions in given in figure 5.6.2b 
Fig 5.6.2b Simulated Pressure Distribution 
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Con'esponding nonnal stress distribution are shown in figure 5.6.2c. As expected after 
the imposition of slip, stresses (i.e. resistance to flow) adjacent to wall surfaces almost 
vrulish. 
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Fig 5.6.2c Simulated Nom1al Stre es 
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Simulated shear stress shown in figure 5.6.2d show a similar pattern. This meaJ.1S that 
applied pressure in the tlow domain either compresses the matel"ial or pushes it 
forward encowltering almost 110 resistance. Therefore the tlow rate is expected to lise 
when slip wall conditions are imposed. 
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Fig 5.6.2d Simulated Sbear Stresses 
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Computed pressure drops for this case are used to calculate flow rate through the die. 
These co mputations are repeated assuming the fluid viscosity to vary due to 
compressibility. The power- law model is used to describe the constitutive behaviour 
of the fluid in these computations. Computed flow rates against the pressure drop for 
all of the described situations are shown in figw'e 5.6.2e. Significantly higher tlow 
rates, predicted after the incorporation o f the wall slip, are confirmed by the 
experimental measurements. 
The predicted flow rates shown here confirm the efficiency of the feeder design as the 
material delivered through the die is within the satisfactory range for keeping the rotor 
chamber partially tilled up to a desirable level throughout the operation. 
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Fig 5.6.2e Comparison of Results Obtained for the Flow Rate Using No-Slip and Slip 
Conditions. 
Direct observation of both feeder and rotor chambers in the prototype device built for 
used rubber recycling showed that the temperature of the material passing through the 
system remains almost constant. Therefore in contrast to dle case study I the 
mathemat ical model used for flow and stress analys is in dlls example is based on 
isothermal governing equations. 
5.7 Finite Element Modelling of Rotor Chamber Section 
The main objective in the simulation of the rotor section is to identify a blade 
geometry that is capable of an uneven stress field that can breakdown the sulphul' 
bonds in vulcanised ru bber without a need for excessive grinding o f ilie shredded 
crumbs into very fine pal1icles. In the mean time material di stri bution within the 
domain should remain as even as possible so dlat the maximum capacity of the 
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chamber is used. This can be determined by track.ing the free surface generated by a 
given blade geometry. 
Based on the practical experience gained through the simulation and design of the 
continuo us mixer which is the basis of the present de-vulcanisation device various 
options were considered. Finite element modelling is then used to obtain detailed 
quantitative compari son between these two blades. 
5.7.1 Simulated Results for Six Blade Rotor 
The first rotor considered is based on a six blade geometry with a cross sect ion as 
shown in figure 5.7. The rotor speed in these simulations is 100 rpm in clockwise 
direction. The ALE method used for Ii'ee sw-face u'acking is based on mesh pre-
prepared for every I degree rotation of the blades. The fi ll factor in the fo llowing 
simulations is 60%. Matelial properties used ill these simulations are identical to those 
used in mould filling analysis given in chapter 4 . 
As mentioned earlier, comparison of the simulations results obtained for successive ly 
refined computational mesh has been used to evaluate convergence of the finite 
element so lutions in this work as an exanlple detai ls of this process for the six blade 
rotor is discussed here. The main parameter used to compare the numerical results 
con'esponding to different computationa l mesh is the simulated pressure at the blade 
tips. We tirst stmted with a mesh consisting of 60 elements. This mesh was found to 
be too com'se and produced obviously inaccurate results (e.g. maximum pressure) 
which is expected to be in Ii'ont of the moving blades was randomly generated. The 
next mesh used consisted of 144 elements, figure 5.7a. This mesh produced 
reasonable results as shown in the pressure fields given in tigures 5.7. l a and 5.7.1b 
cOITesponding to 90 and 120 degree rotation of the rotor, respectively. The next step 
of mesh refinement was to generate a grid consisting of 324 bi-quadratic e lements, 
figure 5.7.lc. The results obtained for this mesh showed small variations Ii'om the 
pressure tield con'esponding to the 144 element mesh. Examples of the pressure fie lds 
generated using 324 element mesh for 90 and 120 degree rotation of the blades are 
shown in figures 5.7. ld and 5.7. l e, respectively. The solution mesh was further 
refined to consist of 576 elements. However, the pressure fie ld obtained using this 
mesh were only slightly different from the values cOlTesponding to the 324 element 
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grid. The variations of average blade tip pressure with respect to the number of 
elements in the finite e lement mesh used in the present simulations is shown in figure 
5.7.lf. Based on this analys is we take that values obtained using 324 element mesh 
represent a converged so lution. The remain results shown in tllis section are all based 
on using this mesh. 
L x 
Rotor 
Blad 
C hamber W a ll 
R= 100mm 
Fig 5.7 Cross-Sectional Plane of the Six Blade Rotor 
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Fig 5.7a Finite Element Mesh of Six Blade Rotor (144 elements) 
Fig 5.7. la Simulated Pressure Results (144 elements)After 90 Degree Rotation 
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Fig 5.7.l b Simulated Pressure Results (144 element) After 120 Degree Rotat.ion 
Fig 5.7 .1c Six Blade Rotor Finite Element Mesh (324 elements) 
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Fig S.7.1d Simulated Pressure Results (324 elements) After 90 Degree Rotation 
Fig S.7.1e Simulated Pressure Results (324 elements) After 120 Degree Rotation 
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Fig 5.7.1f Comparison of simulated pressure used for convergence checking 
Figw'e (5.7. 1g)below represents tbe simulated pressw'e results withjn the rotor 
chamber after 30 degree rotation of the blades. As expected hjghest pressure values 
are predicted to be at the tip o f the blades. Colo ur coding is based on increasing 
values from blue to red. Note that negative pressure values for an incompressible fluid 
such as the materia l within the rotor chamber can be simply made positive by altering 
the datum. Therefore they do not imply any specific physical state of strain within the 
fluid . 
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Fig 5.7. Ig Simulated Pressure Results COITespollding to 30 Degree Rotatioll of the 
Blades 
Fig S.7. lh Simulated Pressure Results After 270 Degree Rotation 
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Fig 5.7.1 i Simulated Pressure Results After 300 Degree Rotatio I1 
This tigure represeI1ts the results after 360 degree rotatioI1 of blade inside tbe 
chamber. 
Fig 5.7. lj Simulated Pressure Results After 360 Degree Rotation 
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5.7.2 Simulated Free Surface Boundary for the Six Blade Rotor 
As mentioned earlier the free surface function value varies between 0 and I therefo re 
fi'ee surface contours should cover this range. However, as figure (5.7.2) 
cOITesponding to the simulated free surface boundaries after 30 degree rotation of the 
blades show by using such a range graded plots are obtained. This can be easily 
avoided by restricting the contour range ( fixed between 0.5 to 0.5) ,as shown in 
figure 5.7.2a 
Fig 5.7.2 Simulated Free Surface Results After 30 Degree Rotation of the Blades. 
Fig 5.7.2a Free Surface Contours Plotted Using A Restricted Range. 
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However, the graded plots are prefelTed because they reflect results exactly as 
generated by computer model. The exact position o f free surface should be found 
using the numerical output rather than plotted results. 
Free surface moves along the movement of rotor. in the figure below the filled parts 
are represented by the dark brown colour and the empty poltion is represented by the 
dark blue co lour. The calcu lation of free surface is based on the ALE technique by 
using the values for the filled prut and empty 
Fig 5.7.2b Free Surface Results After 90 Degree Rotation 
Material is dragged with the movement of rotor as it rotates inside the chamber. 
According to the law of conservation of mass the ruTlOW1t of material is constant as 
there is no loose or gain of material with the movement of rotor. 
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Fig S.7.2c Simulated Free Swface After 180 Degree Rotation 
There is no specific pattem for the free surface to maintain inside the chamber as it is 
randomly moving with the action of the blades. 
Fig S.7.2d Simulated Free Swface After 270 Degree Rotation 
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Fig S.7 .2e Simulated Free Surface After 360 Degree Rotation 
An indictor for the accuracy of the simulations in a partially filled domain is the 
amount o f material within the domain at different time steps. As the flow of material 
in and out of the rotor chamber is kept at a steady rate the total amount fluid within 
the chamber should remain constant. ll1ereto re checking of the mass of fluid within 
the chamber at successive tin1e steps provides a convenient way to assess the overall 
accuracy of the so lutions. Tills examination can be based on comparing the ratio of 
filled to empty parts at various stages of the simulation. The procedW'e to r tillS is to 
cut and weigh the simulated filled and void sections. Such a comparison to r tbe above 
results showed only a small en'or (less than 5%) 
5.7.3 Simulated Stress Results 
Sample profiles of the simulated shear and normal stresses are given in this section. 
As expected stresses rises between nanow sections of tl1e domain. To make a 
judgment about tbe efficiency of this design tl1e degree of unevenness at various 
sections should be analysed. The model output provides the necessary data to can-y 
out such analyses. 
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Fig 5.7.3 Predicted First NOl1l1al Stress Component After 60 Degree Rotation. 
The shear stress is maximum immediately at the front of the blade in the filled 
regions. Most of the simulated results give the same pattern of stress distribution, 
showing minimum value for the air filled regions and maximwn for tbe material 
filled. 
Fig 5.7.3a Predicted Shear Stress Component After 90 Degree RotatiolJ . 
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5.8 Simulated Results for Eight Blade Rotor Chamber 
The rotor plane cross sectional profile Ul this case is shown in figure 5.8. The finite 
element mesh used to analyse this blade consists of 288 e lements. The rotational 
speed is again 100 rpm and the ALE framework can be readily prepared to reflect 
such a speed. 
Chamber Wall 
20mm 
f 
Rotor 8lade~ 
100mm 
Fig 5.8 Cross sectional plane of eight blade rotor. 
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Fig 5.8a Finite element mesh (288 element) in eight blade rotor simulations. 
5.8.1 Simulated Pressure Field For Eight Blade Rotor 
Simulated pressure fie lds corresponding to this geometry are initially re lative ly even 
tlu·oughout the domain. However, as the rotation progresses a more uneven pattem 111 
which highest pressures at tl1e blade tips emerge. 
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Fig 5.8. 1 Pressure Results After 30 Degree Rotation. 
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Fig 5.8. l a Pressure Results After 90 Degree Rotation. 
After 180 degree rotation of rotor the pressure profiles becomes uneven, high pressure 
at the blade tip. 
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Fig 5.S. lb Pressure Results After ISO Degree Rotation. 
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Fig 5.8. le Pressure Results After 210 Degree Rotation 
Figure 5.8. ld represents the pressure profile after 270 degree rotations. 
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Fig 5.S.ld Pressure Results After 270 Degree Rotation. 
This figure gives the final result for pressure in given eight blade geometry. It is clear 
that pressure increases gradually with the mo vement of rotor and high pressure is 
build up in dle ti·ont of rotor and low pressure follows it widl ilie movement of rotor. 
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Fig 5.8.le Pressure Resu lts After 360 Degree ROtatiOIl. 
5.8.2 Simulated Free Surface 
Again starting with a 60% till factor and an even distribution of the material in tbe 
domain free surface boundaries within the domain are simulated. Mesh is partiall y 
filled with rubber material to faci litate the movement of material inside rotor chamber 
and to put high stress OIl material. Results in thi s figure are after 90 degree rotations 
as we can see that materia l is slightly chang ing its position with the movement of 
rotor. 
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Fig 5.8.2 Free SUlface Results After 90 Degree Rotation 
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Fig 5.8.2a Free Swface Result After 180 Degree Rotatioll. 
These results ru'e after 270 degree rotations and rubber material IS randomly 
distributed between rotors blades. 
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Fig 5.8.2b Free SUlface Results After 270 Degree Rotation 
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Fig 5.8.2c Free Surface Results After 360 Degree Rotation 
5.8.3 Simulated Stress Results 
These results also conftrrn that the six blade rotor pro vides more uneven stress fields 
tban tills case. 
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Fig 5.8.3 First N0ll11al Stress Component After 60 Degree Rotation 
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Fig 5.8.3a First Nonnal Stress Component After 90 Degree Rotation 
Figure 5.8.3b represents the shear stress results in eight blade geometry. 
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Fig 5.8.3b Simulated Sbear Stress Component After 60 Degree Rotation 
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Fig 5.8.3c Simulated Shear Stress Component After 90 Degree Rotation 
In general the eight blade rotor seems to generate a less efficient condition for de-
vulcanisation than the six blade rotor. Tills is confullled by experimental observations 
canied out at the IPTME comparing the tensile strengths o f new rubber and the 
recycled products. The tensile strength of newly produced rubber is 20-25 MPas. The 
poorly recycled rubber obtained using the eight blade rotor bas a tensile strength of7-
8 MPas. The tests show that the quality of recycling product is significantly improved 
by using the six blade rotor as the tensile strength of the recycled rubber in this case 
is found to be 17-18 MPas 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Summary of the Conclusions 
Using finite element technique, we have developed a mathematical model for the 
viscoelastic free surface flow. This model is used to simulate and quantitatively 
analyse two different industrially relevant viscoelastic problems. Simulation results in 
both cases appear to be reasonable and hence provide some evidence that the 
developed model is capable of generating useful results. A significant problem in a 
study such as the present work is the lack of reliable rheometric (and to a lesser extent 
physical) data which can be used under realistic conditions. This creates a somewhat 
intractable difficulty for the modeller. Because on the one hand one needs to use 
complex constitutive equations such as the P-Tff model in order to take into account 
various aspects of viscoelastic fluids behaviour. On the other hand these models 
involve material parameters which are poorly understood or cannot be reliably 
measured by the available rheometric experiments. However, based on the experience 
gained from the present work it can be concluded that judicious use of empirical 
relationships and experimental data obtained in-process measurements, rather than 
simplistic rheometry results obtained assuming ideal conditions, provides parameters 
that at least have acceptable validity for selected cases. On this basis the present 
model can be viewed as a general simulation tool for free surface viscoelastic flow 
which can be used to study various types of elastomer processing. Obviously as 
shown in the chapters dealing with the case studies, specific features of each process 
should be carefully analysed and as far as possible included in the model. The general 
model and the adopted de-coupled approach developed in the present work provides a 
high degree of flexibility to enable the extensions/modifications required in dealing 
with specific processes. A very important feature of the developed model which 
contributes to its flexibility is its ability to cope with the simulation of multiple 
random free surface flow regimes. The ALE technique used here combines effective 
handling of boundary tracking with computing economy. Specific problems such as 
wall slip and tracking of compressible air bubbles entrapped in closed sections of flow 
domain have also been treated with methods which can be concluded to have 
universal applicability. 
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6.2 Recommendations for future work 
The case studies presented here are based on two-dimensional modelling. Two-
I 
dimensional simulation of flow and deformation of rubber compounds in the studied 
de-vulcanisation chamber is based on sound scientific reasoning and is considered to 
be a very rational approximation. Although tracking of the progressing free surface in 
the mould is considered in case one here is acceptable the main reason for adopting a 
two-dimensional approach for this problem is for computing economy. Processes 
which offer no justification for such a simplification are also frequently encountered 
in elastomers processing. Therefore the extension of the present model to a three-
dimensional cases is recommended. Such an extension of the present model does not 
involve any theoretical complications and can be achieved in a relatively short time. 
However, considering the power of computers currently used to analyse polymer 
engineering operations, or to investigate such processes in research centres, practical 
difficulty exists. It may therefore be useful to extend the model to axiysmmetric cases 
at first instance. In view of the ever increasing power of computers such a goal may 
not sound so ambitious in the near future. 
As mentioned previously, theoretical analysis of non-isothermal viscoelastic flow is 
not complete. This is mainly due to the difficulty of relating relative change of 
microscopic flow characteristics (i.e. the movement or deformation) of 
macromolecular chains in elastomers to the energy gained through heat dissipation or 
from an external source. It seems that elastomer properties change according to a time 
scale which (an internal clock) does not correspond to the physical time of a process. 
Previous investigators have attempted to tackle this problem by temporal 
transformations and using imaginary time parameters. However, such techniques have 
failed to generate realistic results and cannot be considered as valid. Considering the 
importance of non-isothermal effects in some types of elastomers processing it is 
nevertheless crucial that developments in this area always followed by modellers so 
that new possibilities evaluated may be incorporated in a model such as the one 
described in this work. 
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Appendix 1 Publications 
The present research has led to the publication of following papers: 
1. Nassehi. V, Ali. B, and Freakley, P. K., "Computer Aided Design Of New 
Continuous De-Vulcanisation System For Re-cycling Of Rubber Products", 
Polymer Processing Society Conference, Portugal, 2002. 
Abstract: 
The economic and industrial importance and positive environmental impact of. 
research aimed at development of an efficient process for the de-vulcanisation of 
rubber products cannot be over emphasised. A new process for the creation of 
conditions that effectively break the cross link between rubber and sulphur molecules 
is being developed. This system is based on a continuous mixer design in which 
shredded vulcanised rubber is fed by a screw into a chamber-rotor assembly and is 
subjected to an uneven stress field capable of overcoming the covalent sulphur/rubber 
bond. Computer simulations of different stages of this process provides a valuable 
means for quantitative analysis of crucial factors such as geometrical design of the 
described feeder and chamber-rotor assembly and optimum operating conditions. In 
this paper we describe the mathematical model consisting of the governing equations 
and boundary conditions which are formulated to represent various sections of the 
continuous de-vulcanisation process and the numerical solution techniques used to 
obtain reliable computer simulations. The feeder and process chamber both can be 
partially filled at times. This leads to the creation of random free surfaces inside the 
system and should be included in the mathematical model. We use an arbitrary 
Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme to represent free and moving surface flow domains. 
Another crucial factor to consider is the rheological behaviour of the material under 
consideration. It is recognised that the rubber compound passing through the system 
undergoes a transition from solid to soft-solid and eventually to a liquid form. 
Appropriate visco-elastic constitutive models that can reflect the material properties 
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of the rubber products at these different stages of the process are considered and 
discussed. In this work we use differential type models for visco-elastic solid and 
visco-elastic liquids. Material parameters used in our selected models are found 
through carefully designed rheometric measurements. Numerical tests confirming 
stability, convergence and consistency ofthe developed schemes are also presented in 
this paper. 
2. Nassehi. V, AIi. B, and Freakley, P. K., "Modelling Of Wall Slip In A New 
Continuous De-Vulcanisation System For Rubber Re-cycling", Canadian 
Chemical Engineering Conference, Vancouver, 2002. 
Abstract: 
The economic, industrial importance and positive environmental impact of research 
aimed at development of an efficient process for the de-vulcanisation of rubber 
products cannot be over emphasised. A new process for the creation of conditions that 
effectively break the cross link between rubber and sulphur molecules is being 
developed. This system is based on a continuous mixer design in which shredded 
vulcanised rubber is fed by a screw into a chamber-rotor assembly and is subjected to 
an uneven stress field capable of overcoming the covalent sulphur/rubber bond. 
Computer simulations of the different stages of this process provide a valuable means 
for quantitative analysis of crucial factors such as geometrical design of the feeder, 
chamber-rotor assembly and the optimum operating conditions. In this paper we have 
considered the effect of waIl slip on the design of the feeder section and then the 
recycling chamber. Modelling of the waIl slip provides valuable information for the 
operating conditions and geometrical design of feeder assembly. A finite element 
mesh is developed to accumulate results. The feeder and process chamber both can be 
partially filled at times. This leads to the creation of random free surfaces inside the 
system and should be included in the mathematical model. An Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian (ALE) scheme has been used to represent free and moving surface flow 
domains. The rubber compound passing through the system undergoes a transition 
from solid to soft-solid and eventually to a liquid form so appropriate visco-elastic 
constitutive models at these different stages are considered and discussed. 
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The Following Paper is also being currently prepared for publication in an academic 
journal 
1. AIi. B, and Nassehi. V, "Development Of A Viscoelastic Free Surface 
Flow Model For the Computer Aided Design of Equipment For Rubber 
Recycling" . 
Abstract: 
Rubber is used in major engineering applications, such as tires, vibration control 
systems and fluid seals. After these goods have been downgraded their safe disposal 
becomes a major problem. Recycling of used rubber products is very difficult due to 
the sulphur cross links in the vulcanised rubber used to manufacture them. The most 
efficient de-vulcanisation method is Mechno-Chemical Scission of sulphur-sulphur 
bounds within the vulcanised rubber macromolecules. In order to carry out such an 
operation a device consisting of a screw and barrel assembly through which shredded 
rubber crumbs are fed into a rotor chamber is designed. In theory through the action 
of the blades in the partially filled chamber an uneven stress field within the material 
is generated inducing breakage of sulphur bounds. The effect can be enhanced by 
adding chemicals to the chamber which accelerate the break down of the sulphur 
bounds. However, development of a practical device which can be utilised by industry 
for economically viable recycling of rubber products requires detailed quantitative 
analysis of various phenomena such as flow and deformation history of material 
within passing through different sections of the process equipment. In this paper we 
describe detailed simulation of the feeder and rotor chamber sections of a device 
currently under development at Loughborough University. Our simulations are based 
on the finite element modelling of free surface visco-elastic flow and deformation of 
shredded used rubber products. The constitutive model used in these computations is 
the well known Phan-Thienffanner equation which can take into account both shear 
and elongational behaviour of elastomers. 
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Appendix 2 Simulation Route 
Graphical 
Results 
Mesh.Pbc 1+-------1 
Start of Simulation 
Cosmos 
Mesh 
Generation 
Feut Program 
Used For Data 
Extraction 
Input Data File 
Feafem.f 
Simulation Route 
f-----~ Mesh.Fem 
Results Link to P-TfT .... ---1 L ____________ -' 
Program (Velocity, Pressure, ,-
Temperature) 
Fig 1. Simulation Route 
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Appendix 3 Sample Input Data File of Feafem.f 
Six blade 
144 720 9 288 0 4 1 0 
1 2 3 
8.87D04 
1.2D-2 
1.50DOO 
1 UVT 
6 UVT 
11 UVT 
16 UVT 
0.28DOO 
383.0DOO 
O.OOOD-OO 
1.0DlO 
1255.0DOO 
-106.6200DOO 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.980D03 
O.l3DOO 
676 UVT 
681 UV T 
686 UVT 
691 UVT 
696 UVT 
700 UVT 
705 UVT 
710 UVT 
715 UVT 
720 UVT 
48.8685 11.7052 323.0000 
52.3599 9.4248 323.0000 
57.0723 8.3776 323.0000 
61.7847 7.3304 323.0000 
66.4970 6.2832 323.0000 :.-~ 
N 1 9.5000000 16.000000 
N 2 9.5000000 15.950000 
N 3 9.5000000 15.900000 
N 4 9.5000000 15.850000 
N 5 9.5000000 15.800000 
N 6 9.6749802 16.000000 
N 7 9.6749830 15.950000 
N241 16.400000 6.0999999 
N718 9.3245354 15.678247 
N719 9.3697109 15.511449 
N720 9.4000006 15.350000 
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--' Conditions 
Nodal Coordinates 
Appendices 
1 1 3 13 11 2 8 12 6 7 
2 3 5 15 13 4 10 14 8 9 
3 11 13 23 21 12 18 22 16 17 
7 31 33 43 41 32 38 42 36 37 
8 33 35 45 43 34 40 44 38 39 
9 41 43 53 51 42 48 52 46 47 
74 363 365 375 373 364 370 374 368 369 
75 371 373 383 381 372 378 382 376 377 
142 703 705 715 713 704 710 714 708 709 
143 711 713 3 1 712 718 2 716 717 
144 713 715 5 3 714 720 4 718 719 
0.0 363.0 0.2500 
0.010000000 0.010000000 
0.00000000 0.13888888 1 1.0000 
Physical Data Given 
Mesh.Pbc 
Mesh.Fern 
Physical Data Given 
Sample Input Data File of Feafem.f 
Element 
Connectivi ty 
Fig 2. Input Data File Layout 
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Appendix 4 Sample Output File of Feafem.f 
TITLE: six Blade Model Config 1 (test) 
ANALYSIS TYPE: 
NTRAN= 2 
I - STEADY STATE ( INDEPENDENT OF TIME) 
2 - TRANSIENT (THETA METHOD) 
3 - TRANSIENT ( THETA METHOD & TA YLOR-GALERKIN) 
NNISO= I 
1 - ISOTHERMAL 
- T~ NONISOTHERMAL 
NSUPG= 2 
1 - STANDARD GALERKIN METHOD 
2 - STREAMLINE UPWINDING 
3 - STREAMLINE UPWINDING IPETROV-GALERKIN 
NCYL= 1 
1 - GENERALIZED NEWTONIAN 
2- CEF 
N O. 0 F EL E MEN T S = 324 
NO.OF NODES = 1512 
POWER LAW CONST ANT ... & POWER LAW INDEX .. = 0.88700E+05 
0.28000E+00 
PENALTY .............. = 0.10000E+ll 
DENSITY .............. = 0.98000E+03 
TEMPERATURE SENS .... = 0.01200 
REFERENCE TEMP ...... = 383.00000 
HEAT CAPACITY ........ = 1255.00000 
THERMALCOND ........ = 0.13000 
VISCOSITY EQUATION TYPE ..... = 1 
1 : POWER LAW * 2: CARREAU MODEL 
RELAXATION TIME ................ = 0.15000E+Ol 
SLIP COEFFICIENT ............... = O.OOOOOE+OO 
KINETICS CHARACTERISTIC TIME ... = -0.10662E+03 
FLOW EQUATION TOLERANCE = 0.10000E-0l 
TEMPERATUREEQ. TOLE = O.IDOOOE-Ol 
STARTING TIME ....... = O.OOOOOE+OO 
TIME INCREMENT ....... = 0.16667E-Ol 
NO OF TIME.STEPS ..... = 1 
THETA. ............... = 1.0000 
INITIAL VELOCITy ..... = 0.0000 
INITIAL TEMPERATURE .. = 373.0000 
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INITIAL CONCENTRATION = 0.2500 
- SOLUTION AFTER 4 ITERATION(S)-
- ERROR OVAL ( FL ** ) = 0.076865783 
- ERROR OVAL ( TP** ) = 0.000000000 
SOLUTION AT TIME = 0.1 6667E-0 1 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE = 
MAXIMUM PRESSURE = 
MINIMUM PRESSURE = 
373.00 AT NODE = 1 
OA8156E+08 AT NODE = 161 
-0.32649E+08 AT NODE = 175 
RESULT (NODE NO.-,VX,VY, IVI,-TEMPERATURE,PRESSURE, FREE SURFACE--
FUNCTION) 
1 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.30300E+03 -.21123E+06 O.OOOOOE+OO 
2 -.1208IE+02 -A0715E+OI O.l2749E+02 0.35372E+03 -.61708E+06 0.50000E+OO 
3 -.17396E+02 -.89415E+OI 0.19559E+02 O.35103E+03 -.27624E+06 0.50000E+OO 
4 OA8789E+OI -.l8358E+02 0.18995E+02 0.3631IE+03 -.57876E+06 0.50000E+00 
5 0.61572E+OI -.32457E+02 0.33036E+02 0.3756IE+03 -.l9634E+07 0.50000E+00 
6 0.35728E+02 -.l8749E+02 OA0349E+02 0.3694IE+03 -.l5655E+07 O.50000E+00 
7 0.71209E+02 0.52360E+OI O.71402E+02 0.32300E+03 -.1l770E+07 O.OOOOOE+OO 
8 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.30300E+03 0.26167E+06 O.OOOOOE+OO 
9 -.88819E+OI 0.30459E+OI O.93896E+OI 0.37135E+03 O.19179E+06 0.50000E+OO 
10 -.81477E+OI 0.86095E+OI 0.11854E+02 0.37085E+03 0.16200E+06 0.50000E 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Summary of the Conclusions 
Using finite element technique, we have developed a mathematical model for the 
viscoelastic free surface flow. This model is used to simulate and quantitatively 
analyse two different industrially relevant viscoelastic problems. Simulation results in 
both cases appear to be reasonable and hence provide some evidence that the 
developed model is capable of generating useful results. A significant problem in a 
study such as the present work is the lack of reliable rheometric (and to a lesser extent 
physical) data which can be used under realistic conditions. This creates a somewhat 
intractable difficulty for the modeller. Because on the one hand one needs to use 
complex constitutive equations such as the P-TfT model in order to take into account 
various aspects of viscoelastic fluids behaviour. On the other hand these models 
involve material parameters which are poorly understood or cannot be reliably 
measured by the available rheometric experiments. However, based on the experience 
gained from the present work it can be concluded that judicious use of empirical 
relationships and experimental data obtained in-process measurements, rather than 
simplistic rheometry results obtained assuming ideal conditions, provides parameters 
that at \east have acceptable validity for selected cases. On this basis the present 
model can be viewed as a general simulation tool for free surface viscoelastic flow 
which can be used to study various types of elastomer processing. Obviously as 
shown in the chapters dealing with the case studies, specific features of each process 
should be carefully analysed and as far as possible included in the model. The general 
model and the adopted de-coupled approach developed in the present work provides a 
high degree of flexibility to enable the extensions/modifications required in dealing 
with specific processes. A very important feature of the developed model which 
contributes to its flexibility is its ability to cope with the simulation of multiple 
random free surface flow regimes. The ALE technique used here combines effective 
handling of boundary tracking with computing economy. Specific problems such as 
wall slip and tracking of compressible air bubbles entrapped in closed sections of flow 
domain have also been treated with methods which can be concluded to have 
universal applicability. 
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6.2 Recommendations for future work 
The case studies presented here are based on two-dimensional modelling. Two-
dimensional simulation of flow and deformation of rubber compounds in the studied 
de-vulcanisation chamber is based on sound scientific reasoning and is considered to 
be a very rational approximation. Although tracking of the progressing free surface in 
the mould is considered in case one here is acceptable the main reason for adopting a 
two-dimensional approach for this problem is for computing economy. Processes 
which offer no justification for such a simplification are also frequently encountered 
in elastomers processing. Therefore the extension of the present model to a three-
dimensional cases is recommended. Such an extension of the present model does not 
involve any theoretical complications and can be achieved in a relatively short time. 
However, considering the power of computers currently used to analyse polymer 
engineering operations, or to investigate such processes in research centres, practical 
difficulty exists. It may therefore be useful to extend the model to axiysmmetric cases 
at first instance. In view of the ever increasing power of computers such a goal may 
not sound so ambitious in the near future. 
As mentioned previously, theoretical analysis of non-isothermal viscoelastic flow is 
not complete. This is mainly due to the difficulty of relating relative change of 
microscopic flow characteristics (i.e. the movement or deformation) of 
macromolecular chains in elastomers to the energy gained through heat dissipation or 
from an external source. It seems that elastomer properties change according to a time 
scale which (an internal clock) does not correspond to the physical time of a process. 
Previous investigators have attempted to tackle this problem by temporal 
transformations and using imaginary time parameters. However, such techniques have 
failed to generate realistic results and cannot be considered as valid. Considering the 
importance of non-isothermal effects in some types of elastomers processing it is 
nevertheless crucial that developments in this area always followed by modellers so 
that new possibilities evaluated may be incorporated in a model such as the one 
described in this work. 
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Appendix 1 Publications 
The present research has led to the publication of following papers: 
I. Nassehi. V, AIi. B, and Freakley, P. K., "Computer Aided Design Of New 
Continuous De-Vulcanisation System For Re-cycling Of Rubber Products", 
Polymer Processing Society Conference, Portugal, 2002. 
Abstract: 
The economic and industrial importance and positive environmental impact of 
research aimed at development of an efficient process for the de-vulcanisation of 
rubber products cannot be over emphasised. A new process for the creation of 
conditions that effectively break the cross link between rubber and sulphur molecules 
is being developed. This system is based on a continuous mixer design in which 
shredded vulcanised rubber is fed by a screw into a chamber-rotor assembly and is 
subjected to an uneven stress field capable of overcoming the covalent sulphur/rubber 
bond. Computer simulations of different stages of this process provides a valuable 
means for quantitative analysis of crucial factors such as geometrical design of the 
described feeder and chamber-rotor assembly and optimum operating conditions. In 
this paper we describe the mathematical model consisting of the governing equations 
and boundary conditions which are formulated to represent various sections of the 
continuous de-vulcanisation process and the numerical solution techniques used to 
obtain reliable computer simulations. The feeder and process chamber both can be 
partially filled at times. This leads to the creation of random free surfaces inside the 
system and should be included in the mathematical model. We use an arbitrary 
Lagrangian-Eulerian scheme to represent free and moving surface flow domains. 
Another crucial factor to consider is the rheological behaviour of the material under 
consideration. It is recognised that the rubber compound passing through the system 
undergoes a transition from solid to soft-solid and eventually to a liquid form. 
Appropriate visco-elastic constitutive models that can reflect the material properties 
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of the rubber products at these different stages of the process are considered and 
discussed. In this work we use differential type models for visco-elastic solid and 
visco-elastic liquids. Material parameters used in our selected models are found 
through carefully designed rheometric measurements. Numerical tests confirming 
stability, convergence and consistency of the developed schemes are also presented in 
this paper. 
2. Nassehi. V, Ali. B, and Freakley, P. K., "Modelling Of Wall Slip In A New 
Continuous De-Vulcanisation System For Rubber Re-cycling", Canadian 
Chemical Engineering Conference, Vancouver, 2002. 
Abstract: 
The economic, industrial importance and positive environmental impact of research 
aimed at development of an efficient process for the de-vulcanisation of rubber 
products cannot be over emphasised. A new process for the creation of conditions that 
effectively break the cross link between rubber and sulphur molecules is being 
developed. This system is based on a continuous mixer design in which shredded 
vulcanised rubber is fed by a screw into a chamber-rotor assembly and is subjected to 
an uneven stress field capable of overcoming the covalent sulphur/rubber bond. 
Computer simulations of the different stages of this process provide a valuable means 
for quantitative analysis of crucial factors such as geometrical design of the feeder, 
chamber-rotor assembly and the optimum operating conditions. In this paper we have 
considered the effect of wall slip on the design of the feeder section and then the 
recycling chamber. Modelling of the wall slip provides valuable information for the 
operating conditions and geometrical design of feeder assembly. A finite element 
mesh is developed to accumulate results. The feeder and process chamber both can be 
partially filled at times. This leads to the creation of random free surfaces inside the 
system and should be included in the mathematical model. An Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian (ALE) scheme has been used to represent free and moving surface flow 
domains. The rubber compound passing through the system undergoes a transition 
from solid to soft-solid and eventually to a liquid form so appropriate visco-elastic 
constitutive models at these different stages are considered and discussed. 
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The Following Paper is also being currently prepared for publication in an academic 
journal 
1. Ali. B, and Nassehi. V, "Development Of A Viscoelastic Free Surface 
Flow Model For the Computer Aided Design of Equipment For Rubber 
Recycling". 
Abstract: 
Rubber is used in major engineering applications, such as tires, vibration control 
systems and fluid seals. After these goods have been downgraded their safe disposal 
becomes a major problem. Recycling of used rubber products is very difficult due to 
the sulphur crosslinks in the vulcanised rubber used to manufacture them. The most 
efficient de-vulcanisation method is Mechno-Chemical Scission of sulphur-sulphur 
bounds within the vulcanised rubber macromolecules. In order to carry out such an 
operation a device consisting of a screw and barrel assembly through which shredded 
rubber crumbs are fed into a rotor chamber is designed. In theory through the action 
of the blades in the partially filled chamber an uneven stress field within the material 
is generated inducing breakage of sulphur bounds. The effect can be enhanced by 
adding chemicals to the chamber which accelerate the break down of the sulphur 
bounds. However, development of a practical device which can be utilised by industry 
for economically viable recycling of rubber products requires detailed quantitative 
analysis of various phenomena such as flow and deformation history of material 
within passing through different sections of the process equipment. In this paper we 
describe detailed simulation of the feeder and rotor chamber sections of a device 
currently under development at Loughborough University. Our simulations are based 
on the finite element modelling of free surface visco-elastic flow and deformation of 
shredded used rubber products. The constitutive model used in these computations is 
the well known Phan-ThienfTanner equation which can take into account both shear 
and elongational behaviour of elastomers. 
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Graphical 
Results 
Simulation Route 
Start of Simulation 
Cosmos 
Mesh 
Generation 
Simulation Route 
Mesh.Pbc 1+ ____ ---1 
Feut Program 
Used For Data 
Extraction 
1-------.1 Mesh.Fem 
Input Data File 
Feafem.f 
Results Link to p-Trr .... ---i L ____________ .J 
Program (Velocity, Pressure, r 
Temperature) 
Fig I. Simulation Route 
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Appendix 3 Sample Input Data File of Feafem.f 
Six blade 
144 720 9 288 0 4 
1 2 3 
8.87004 
1.20-2 
1.50000 
0.28000 
383.0DOO 
0.0000-00 
1 0 
1.0010 
1255.0000 
-106.6200DOO 
.980003 
0.13000 
1 UVT 
6 UVT 
11 UVT 
16 UVT 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 --_ 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
.0000 .0000 303.0000 
676 UVT 
681 UVT 
686 UVT 
691 UVT 
696 UVT 
700 UVT 
705 UVT 
710 UVT 
715 U V T 
720 UVT 
48.8685 11.7052 323.0000 
52.3599 9.4248 323.0000 
57.0723 8.3776 323.0000 
61.7847 7.3304 323.0000 
66.4970 6.2832 323.0000 
--~ 
N 1 9.5000000 16.000000 
N 2 9.5000000 15.950000 
N 3 9.5000000 15.900000 
N 4 9.5000000 15.850000 
N 5 9.5000000 15.800000 
N 6 9.6749802 16.000000 
N 7 9.6749830 15.950000 
N241 16.400000 6.0999999 
N718 9.3245354 15.678247 
N719 9.3697109 15.511449 
N720 9.4000006 15.350000 
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1 1 3 13 11 2 8 12 6 7 
2 3 5 15 13 4 10 14 8 9 
3 11 13 23 21 12 18 22 16 17 
7 31 33 43 41 32 38 42 36 37 
8 33 35 45 43 34 40 44 38 39 
9 41 43 53 51 42 48 52 46 47 
74 363 365 375 373 364 370 374 368 369 
75 371 373 383 381 372 378 382 376 377 
142 703 705 715 713 704 710 714 708 709 
143 711 713 3 1 712 718 2 716717 
144 713 715 5 3 714 720 4 718 719 
0.0 363.0 0.2500 
0.010000000 0.010000000 
0.00000000 0.13888888 1 1.0000 
Physical Data Given 
Mesh.Pbc 
Mesh. Fern 
Physical Data Given 
Sample Input Data File of Feafem.f 
Element 
Connectivity 
Fig 2. Input Data File Layout 
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Appendix 4 Sample Output File of Feafem.f 
TITLE: six Blade Model Config 1 (test) 
ANALYSIS TYPE: 
NTRAN= 2 
I - STEADY STATE ( INDEPENDENT OF TIME) 
2 - TRANSIENT ( THETA METHOD) 
3 - TRANSIENT ( THETA METHOD & TA YLOR-GALERKIN) 
NNISO= 1 
I - ISOTHERMAL 
2 - NONISOTHERMAL 
NSUPG= 2 
I - STANDARD GALERKIN METHOD 
2 - STREAMLINE UPWINDING 
3 - STREAMLINE UPWINDING I PETROV-GALERKIN 
NCYL= I 
I - GENERALIZED NEWTONIAN 
2- CEF 
NO. OF ELEMENTS= 324 
NO.OF NODES = 1512 
POWER LAW CONST ANT ... & POWER LAW INDEX .. = 0.88700E+05 
0.28oo0E+00 
PENALTY .............. = O.IOOOOE+II 
DENSITY .............. = 0.98000E+03 
TEMPERATURE SENS .... = 0.01200 
REFERENCE TEMP ...... = 383.00000 
HEAT CAPACITY ........ = 1255.00000 
THERMAL COND ........ = 0.13000 
VISCOSITY EQUATION TYPE ..... = 1 
1 : POWER LAW * 2: CARREAU MODEL 
RELAXATION TIME ................ = 0.15000E+OI 
SLIP COEFFICIENT ............... = O.ooooOE+OO 
KINETICS CHARACTERISTIC TIME ... = -0.10662E+03 
FLOW EQUATION TOLERANCE = 0.10000E-OI 
TEMPERATUREEQ. TOLE = O.IOOOOE-OI 
STARTING TIME ....... = O.OOOOOE+OO 
TIME INCREMENT ....... = 0.16667E-OI 
NO OF TIME.STEPS ..... = I 
THETA ................ = 1.0000 
INITIAL VELOCITy ..... = 0.0000 
INITIAL TEMPERATURE .. = 373.0000 
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INITIAL CONCENTRATION = 0.2500 
- SOLUTION AFTER 4 ITERATION(S)-
- ERROR OVAL (FL**) = 0.076865783 
- ERROR OVAL (TP** ) = 0.000000000 
SOLUTION AT TIME = 0.1 6667E-OI 
MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE = 
MAXIMUM PRESSURE = 
MINIMUM PRESSURE = 
373.00 AT NODE = I 
OA8156E+08 AT NODE = 161 
-0.32649E+08 AT NODE = 175 
RESULT (NODE NO. ,VX, VY, lVI, TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE, FREE SURFACE 
FUNCTION) 
1 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.30300E+03 -.21123E+06 O.OOOOOE+OO 
2 -.l208IE+02 -.40715E+Ol O.l2749E+02 0.35372E+03 -.61708E+06 0.50000E+OO 
3 -.17396E+02 -.89415E+Ol 0.19559E+02 0.35103E+03 -.27624E+06 O.50000E+OO 
4 0.48789E+Ol -.18358E+02 O.l8995E+02 0.36311E+03 -.57876E+06 0.50000E+OO 
5 0.61572E+Ol -.32457E+02 0.33036E+02 O.3756IE+03 -.19634E+07 0.50000E+OO 
6 0.35728E+02 -.18749E+02 OA0349E+02 O.3694IE+03 -.15655E+07 0.50000E+OO 
7 0.71209E+02 0.52360E+Ol 0.71402E+02 0.32300E+03 -.l1770E+07 O.OOOOOE+OO 
8 O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0.30300E+03 O.26167E+06 O.OOOOOE+OO 
9 -.88819E+Ol O.30459E+01 0.93896E+Ol 0.37135E+03 O.19179E+06 0.50000E+OO 
10 -.81477E+Ol 0.86095E+Ol O.l1854E+02 0.37085E+03 0.16200E+06 0.50000E 
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Appendix 5 Program structure for Phan ThienlTanner 
Model 
Start 
• This program calculate the axi-symmetric P-TIT constitutive 
equations based on the moving mesh data. Initial shear stress and 
Navier-Stokes flow are calculated. 
Two main subroutines are used. integrated and gausses are written for 
solving numerical integrated and linear equations. 
In section one input and output data files are described. Variables and 
element matrices declaired in this section will be used and classified 
in the following sections. 
Statement functions are written with Bi-Quardratic approximation 
In this section to calculate the integration of element, the stiffness 
base functions are multiplied. and matrix elements are solved here. 
Inverse of matrix is calculated by calculating linear equation and 
solving P-Tff equation for assembly of elements. 
This section gives the subroutines used for the soloution of equations 
are solving matrixes 
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Appendix 6 Ptst Source Code 
SUBROUTINE PTST(GLOX,GLOY,VX,VY, 
I PSXX,PSXY,PSYY,T AUXX,TAUXY,TAUYY) 
C THIS RPOGRAM CALCULATE THE P-Tff CONSTITUTIVE 
C EQUATION BASED 
C ON THE MOVING MESH DATA (AS BOUNDARY CONDITION). 
C VELOCITY PRESSURE AND TEPERATURE VALUES FOUND BY 
C FEAFEM ARE READ AS NODAL DATA 
C THE SCHEM HEME YIELDS 
C THE RESULTS FOR THE TIME DEPENDENT STRESS VARIABLES 
C ARE IN OUTPUT. 
C TWO SUBROUTINES: INTGRT AND GAUSS(OR F04ARF FOR NAG) 
C ARE WRITTEN FOR SOLVING NUMERICAL INTGRT AND LINEAR 
C EQUATIONS. 
***SECTION ONE. INPUT/OUTPUT DATA FILES. 
*************** 
* THE VARIABLES AND ELEMENT MATRICES DECLAIRED HERE 
WILL BE 
* USED AND CLASSIFIED IN THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS. 
C NUMX,NUMY ARE LOCAL COORDINATES AND GLOX,GLOY ARE 
C GLOBEL COORDINATES; 
C DFI,DF2 ARE DERIVATIVES OF BIQUADRA TIC BASE FUNCTIONS 
C BASFI,BASF2; 
C MATRICES A,B,C,D ARE ELEMENTS OF STIFF MATRICES; Cl IS 
C INVERSE OF A. 
C 
C 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL *8 GLOX(9),GLOY(9),DFI (9,3,3),DF2(9,3,3),DF3(9,3,3), 
I DF4(9,3,3),BASFI(9,3,3),BASF2(9,3,3),BASF3(9,3,3), 
1 BASF4(9,3,3),psxx(9),psxy(9),psyy(9), 
I BASF5(9,3,3),BASF6(9,3,3),BASF7(9,3,3),BASF8(9,3,3), 
I VX(9), VY(9), VMX(9), VMY (9),S I (3,3),S2(3,3),s3(3,3), 
1 S4(3,3) 
C********* 
REAL XAA(3), YAA(3) 
C SAVE IXAIIJYAII,IEII,/Ell/,IEEII,IBASF2/ 
DATA (XAA(I),I=I,3)/0.,-0.7745966692,O.77459666921 
DATA (YAA(I),I=I,3)/0.,-0.7745966692,O.77459666921 
C DATA EPS/15I,ELAMlI.5I,EKXIIO.04/,ET NI 00000.01, RHO/l 055.01 
DATA T/0.ID-12/,MU/O.1I 
DATA NIN/411,NOUTI701 
C COMMON/ONE! STIFF(1396,1500) 
C COMMONN ARI CORD(MAXNP,2) 
C COMMONN ARI 
C CORDI (MAXNP),CORD2(MAXNP),DIS I (MAXNP),DIS2(MAXNP) 
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CCCCCCCCC 
C DATA XAIIO.II,XA2/0.II,XA3/0.1I 
C DATA YAIIO.lI,YA2/0.1/,YA3/0.1I 
CCCCCCCCC 
EXTERNAL INTGRT,INTGRA,INTGRB,GAUSS,F04ARF 
REAL *8 AI (3,3),T AUXX(9),T AUXY (9),TAUYY(9),NUMX(9),NUMY(9), 
1 EI(9,9,3,3),E2(9,9,3,3),E3(9,9,3,3),E4(9,9,3,3),E5(9,9,3,3), 
1 E6(9,9,3,3),E7(9,9,3,3),E8(9,9,3,3), 
1 EII(9,9,3,3),E22(9,9,3,3),E33(9,9,3,3),E44(9,9,3,3),TCXXI(9,9), 
1 E 12(9 ,9,3,3),E23(9,9,3,3),E31 (9,9,3,3),E34(9,9,3,3), 
1 TCXX2(9,9),TCXX3(9,9), 
1 TCXX4(9,9), EEI(9,9,9,3,3),EE2(9,9,9,3,3),EE3(9,9,9,3,3), 
1 EE4(9,9,9,3,3),EE5(9,9,9,3,3), 
1 EE6(9,9,9,3,3),EE7(9,9,9,3,3), EE8(9,9,9,3,3), 
1 TCXX5(9,9),TCXX6(9,9),TCXX7(9,9),TCXX8(9,9), 
1 TCXX9(9,9),TCXYI(9,9), 
1 TCXY2(9,9),TCXY3(9,9),TCXY 4(9,9),TCXY5(9,9), 
1 TCXY6(9,9),TCXY7(9,9), 
1 TCXY8(9,9),TCXY9(9,9),TCYYI (9,9),TCYY2(9 ,9), 
1 TCYY3(9,9),TCYY4(9,9), 
1 TCYY5(9,9),TCYY6(9,9),TCYY7(9,9),TCYY8(9,9), 
1 TCYY9(9,9), 
1 TAUXXI (9),TAUXYI(9),TAUYYI (9), 
1 A(9,9),B1 (9,9),B2(9,9),D(9), C(9,9,9), 
1 AB 1 (9,9),AB2(9,9), ENT1(9,9), ENT2(9,9),ENT3(9,9), 
1 ENT4(9,9,9), ENT5(9),ENT5 1 (9),ENT52(9),ENT1 1(9,9), 
1 ENT41(9,9,9), 
1 ENTI2(9,9),ENT42(9,9,9),ENT43(9,9,9),ENTI3(9,9),ENT23(9,9), 
1 ENT24(9,9), 
1 ENT44(9 ,9 ,9) ,ENT 14(9 ,9),ENT45(9,9 ,9),ENT 15(9,9), 
1 ENT46(9,9,9),ENT16(9,9),ENT47(9,9,9),ENT17(9,9), 
1 ENT48(9 ,9 ,9),ENT 18(9 ,9),ENT21 (9,9),ENT22(9 ,9), 
1 ENT31(9,9),ENT32(9,9),ENT33(9,9),ENT34(9,9), 
1 TTXX 1 (9),TTXX2(9),TTXX3(9),TTXX4(9),TTXX5(9), 
1 TTXX6(9),TTXX7(9),TTXX8(9),TTXX9(9),TTXYI (9), 
1 TTXY2(9),TTXY3(9), 
1 TTXY4(9),TTXY5(9),TTXY6(9),TTXY7(9),TTXY8(9), 
1 TTXY9(9),TTYYI(9), 
1 TTYY2(9),TTYY3(9),TTYY4(9),TTYY5(9),TTYY6(9), 
1 TTYY7(9),TTYY8(9), TTYY9(9), 
1 CCI(9,9),CC2(9,9),CC3(9,9),CC4(9,9), 
1 CC5(9,9),CC6(9,9),CC7(9,9),CC8(9,9), 
1 CC9(9 ,9),T AC 1 (9), T AC2(9), T AC3(9), 
1 PXX(9),PXY(9),PYX(9),PYY(9) 
REAL BB(9,9),BB 1 (9),BB2(9),BB3(9),BB4(9),BB5(9),BB6(9), 
1 BB7(9),BB8(9),BB9(9),RB(3,3), 
1 CII(9),CI2(9),C13(9),CI4(9),CI5(9),CI6(9),CI7(9), 
1 C 18(9),C 19(9) 
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DATA (NUMX(I),I=I,9)/-l,I,I,-1,0,1 ,0,-1,01 
DATA (NUMY(I),I= 1,9)/-1,-1,1,1,-1,0,1,0,01 
COPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='MESH', STATUS='OLD') 
C TYPE*,'CCCCCORD',CORDl,CORD2 
C WRITE(77,11122)CORDl,CORD2 
C11122 FORMAT(IOX,2FI4.4) 
C DO 1111 1=1,9 
C CORD(1,I)=CORDl(NOE) 
C 
C 
COPEN (UNIT=II,FILE='FLOW', STATUS='OLD') 
COPEN (UNIT=12,FILE='TEMP', STATUS='NEW') 
C DO 101101=1,9 
C type* ,'GLOX,GLOY',glox,gloy 
************ 
sxl=GLOX(1) 
sx2=GLOX(3) 
sx3=GLOX(5) 
sx4=GLOX(7) 
sx5=GLOX(2) 
sx6=GLOX(4) 
sx7=GLOX(6) 
sx8=GLOX(8) 
sx9=GLOX(9) 
syl=GLOY(1) 
sy2=GLOY(3) 
sy3=GLOY(5) 
sy4=GLOY(7) 
sy5=GLOY(2) 
sy6=GLOY(4) 
sy7=GLOY(6) 
sy8=GLOY(8) 
sy9=GLOY(9) 
VXl=VX(1) 
VX2=VX(3) 
VX3=VX(5) 
VX4=VX(7) 
VX5=VX(2) 
VX6=VX(4) 
VX7=VX(6) 
VX8=VX(8) 
VX9=VX(9) 
VYl=VY(1) 
VY2=VY(3) 
VY3=VY(5) 
VY4=VY(7) 
VY5=VY(2) 
VY6=VY(4) 
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VY7=VY(6) 
VY8=VY(8) 
VY9=VY(9) 
C ************ 
GLOX(I) =sxl 
GLOX(3) =sx3 
GLOX(5) =sx5 
GLOX(7) =sx7 
GLOX(2) =sx2 
GLOX(4) =sx4 
GLOX(6) =sx6 
GLOX(8) =sx8 
GLOX(9) =sx9 
GLOY(l) =syl 
GLOY(3) =sy3 
GLOY(5) =sy5 
GLOY(7) =sy7 
GLOY(2) =sy2 
GLOY(4) =sy4 
GLOY(6) =sy6 
GLOY(8) =sy8 
GLOY(9) =sy9 
VX(I) =VXl 
VX(3) =VX3 
VX(5)=VX5 
VX(7)=VX7 
VX(2)=VX2 
VX(4)=VX4 
VX(6)=VX6 
VX(8)=VX8 
VX(9)=VX9 
VY(l) =VYl 
VY(3)=VY3 
VY(5)=VY5 
VY(7)=VY7 
VY(2)=VY2 
VY(4)=VY4 
VY(6)=VY6 
VY(8)=VY8 
VY(9)=VY9 
C txx 1 =psxx(l) 
txx2=psxx(3) 
txx3=psxx(5) 
txx4=psxx(7) 
txx5=psxx(2) 
txx6=psxx(4) 
txx7=psxx(6) 
txx8=psxx(8) 
txx9=psxx(9) 
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c 
txyl=psxy(1) 
txy2=psxy(3) 
txy3=psxy(5) 
txy4=psxy(7) 
txy5=psxy(2) 
txy6=psxy( 4) 
txy7=psxy(6) 
txy8=psxy(8) 
txy9=psxy(9) 
tyyl=psyy(l) 
tyy2=psyy(3) 
tyy3=psyy(5) 
tyy4=psyy(7) 
tyy5=psyy(2) 
tyy6=psyy( 4) 
tyy7=psyy(6) 
tyy8=psyy(8) 
tyy9=psyy(9) 
C type* ,'pst',tyy9 
C tauxx(l) =txxl 
tauxx(3) =txx3 
tauxx(5) =txx5 
tauxx(7) =txx7 
tauxx(2) =txx2 
tauxx(4) =txx4 
tauxx(6) =txx6 
tauxx(8) =txx8 
tauxx(9) =txx9 
tauxy(1) =txy 1 
tauxy(3) =txy3 
tauxy(5) =txy5 
tauxy(7) =txy7 
tauxy(2) =txy2 
tauxy(4) =txy4 
tauxy(6) =txy6 
tauxy(8) =txy8 
tauxy(9) =txy9 
tauyy(l) =tyyl 
tauyy(3) =tyy3 
tauyy(5) =tyy5 
tauyy(7) =tyy7 
tauyy(2) =tyy2 
tauyy( 4) =tyy4 
tauyy( 6)= tyy6 
tauyy(8) =tyy8 
tauyy(9) =tyy9 
C NOUT=70 
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10S=0 
C READ(NIN,'(3F6.4)',IOSTAT=IOS)(TAUXX(I),I=1,3) 
C READ(NIN ,'(3F6.4)' ,lOST AT=IOS)(TAUXX(I),1=4,6) 
C READ(NIN ,'(3F6.4)' ,lOST AT=IOS)(T AUXX(I),1=7,9) 
C READ(NIN,'(3F6.4)',IOSTAT=IOS)(TAUXY(I),1=1,3) 
C READ(NIN ,'(3F6.4 )',IOST AT=IOS)(T AUXY(I),I=4,6) 
C READ(NIN,'(3F6.4)',IOSTAT=IOS)(TAUXY(I),1=7,9) 
C READ(NIN,'(3F6.4)',IOSTAT=IOS)(TAUYY(I),1=1,3) 
C READ(NIN ,'(3F6.4 )',IOST A T=IOS)(T AUYY(I),1=4,6) 
C READ(NIN ,'(3F6.4 )',IOST AT=IOS)(T A UYY(I),I= 7,9) 
READ(NIN, '(3F6.4 )',IOST AT=IOS)(VMX(I),I= 1,3) 
READ(NIN,'(3F6.4)',IOSTAT=IOS)(VMX(I),1=4,6) 
READ(NIN,'(3F6.4)',IOSTAT=IOS)(VMX(I),1=7,9) 
READ(NIN ,'(3F6.4 )',IOST AT=IOS)(VMY(I),I= 1 ,3) 
READ(NIN, '(3F6.4 )',IOST A T=IOS)(VMY(I),I=4,6) 
READ(NIN ,'(3F6.4 )',IOST AT=IOS)(VMY(I),1=7 ,9) 
read(nin,'(3f6.4 )',iostat=ios )(pxx(i),i= 1 ,3) 
read(nin,'(3f6.4)',iostat=ios)(pxx(i),i=4,6) 
C 
read( nin, '(3 f6.4)' ,iostat=ios )(pxx(i),i= 7,9) 
read(nin,'(3f6.4 )',iostat=ios )(pxy(i),i= 1 ,3) 
read( nin, '(3 f6.4)' ,iostat=i os )(px y(i ),i=4,6) 
read( nin, '(3 f6.4)' ,iostat=ios )(px y(i),i= 7,9) 
read(nin,'(3f6.4)"iostat=ios )(pyx(i),i= 1 ,3) 
read( nin, '(3 f6.4), ,iostat=ios )(pyx(i),i=4,6) 
read(nin,'(3f6.4 )',iostat=ios )(pyx(i),i=7 ,9) 
read(nin,'(3f6.4 )',iostat=ios )(pyy(i),i= 1 ,3) 
read( nin, '(3 f6.4)' ,iostat=ios )(pyy( i),i=4,6) 
read( nin, '(3 f6.4)' ,iostat=ios )(pyy(i),i= 7,9) 
read( nin, '(3 f6.4)' ,iostat=ios )eps,ekxi,elam 
read(nin,'(2f9.1 )',iostat=ios )eta,rho 
C WRITE(NOUT,10101) 
C CTYPE*,'NODES VALUES',(TAUXX(I),I=I,9) 
C WRITE(NOUT,10101) 
C CTYPE*,'NODES VALUES',(TAUXX(I),1=1,9) 
C 10110 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(NOUT, 102)TAUXX 1 (I),TAUXYl (I),TAUYYl (I) 
C OPEN (UNIT=10,FILE='MESH', STATUS='OLD') 
C READ (5,10100) (VMX(I),VMY(I),I=I,9) 
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C READ (5,10101) (VX(I),VY(I),X,Y,PVXPX(I),PVXPY(I),PVYPX(I), 
C 1 PVYPY(I),TAUXX(I),TAUXY(I),TAUYY(I),I=I,9) 
C TYPE* ,'XAA(I)',(XAA(I),I= 1 ,3) 
C TYPE*,'NUMX(I)',(NUMX(I),1=1,9) 
*************** 
*** SECTION TWO. THE STATEMENT FUNCTIONS. 
*************** 
* 
* 
* 
STATEMENT (BASE) FUNCTIONS ARE WRITTEN WITH 
BIQUADRATIC APPROXIMATION: 
NUMX(I),NUMY(I) ARE LOCAL COORDINATES AFTER MAPPING. 
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DO 10000 L=1,4 
DO 20000 1=1,3 
DO 21000 J=I,3 
DFI(L,1,J)=(NUMX(L)*NUMY(L)*YAA(J)*(I+NUMX(L)*XAA(1»*O+NC 
C UMY(L)*Y AA(J» 
C I C NUMX(L)*NUMX(L)*NUMY(L)*XAA(I)*Y AA(J)*(l +NUMY(L) 
BASFI (L,1,J)=NUMX(L)*NUMY(L)*XAA(I)*Y AA(J)* 
I (l+NUMX(L)*XAA(I»*O+NUMY(L)*YAA(J»/(4) 
C TYPE*,'DFI',DFI(L,1,J) 
21000 CONTINUE 
20000 CONTINUE 
10000 CONTINUE 
DO 10001 LL=5,8 
. DO 20001 1=1,3 
DO 21001 J=I,3 
DF2(LL,1,J)=(NUMX(LL)*( I +NUMX(LL)*XAA(1)+NUMY(LL)*Y AA(J»* 
I (l-(NUMX(LL)**2)*(Y AA(J)**2) 
I -(NUMY(LL)**2)*(XAA(I)**2» 
I +(NUMX(LL)*XAA(I)+NUMY(LL) 
I *y AA(J»*(l-(NUMX(LL)**2) 
I *(Y AA(J)**2) 
I -(NUMY(LL)**2)*(XAA(1)**2» 
I *NUMX(LL)-2*(NUMY(LL)**2) 
I *XAA(I)*(NUMX(LL)*XAA(I) 
I +NUMY(LL)*YAA(J»*(I+NUMX(LL) 
I *XAA(1)+NUMY(LL)*YAA(J»)/2 
BASF2(LL,1,J)=(NUMX(LL)*XAA(1)+NUMY(LL) 
I *YAA(J»*O-NUMX(LL)**2*Y AA(J)**2 
I -NUMY(LL)**2*XAA(I)**2)*O +NUMX(LL) 
I *XAA(1)+NUMY(LL)*Y AA(J»12 
21001 CONTINUE 
20001 CONTINUE 
********** 
C CALL INTGRA(BASF2(LL,I,l),BASF2(LL,I,2),BASF2(LL,I,3), 
C I BASF2(LL,2,1),BASF2(LL,2,2),BASF2(LL,2,3), 
C I BASF2(LL,3,1),BASF2(LL,3,2),BASF2(LL,3,3),N,M,ENT52) 
C ENT5(LL)=ENT52(LL) 
10001 CONTINUE 
DO 20002 1=1,3 
DO 21002 J=I,3 
DF2(9,1,J)=2. *XAA(1)*(YAA(J)**2-1) 
BASF2(9,1,J)=(I-XAA(1)**2)*(l-Y AA(J)**2) 
C TYPE' ,'DF2',DF2(9,1,J) 
21002 CONTINUE 
20002 CONTINUE 
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*************** TO CALCULATE THE INTGRATION OF ELEMENT, THE 
STIFF BASE FUNCTIONS 
** ARE MULTIPIED BY "RB", FOR TRANSFORMATION FROM (X,Y) SPACE 
TO (R,Z) SPACE 
DO 109981=1,3 
DO 10999 J=I,3 
RB(I,J)=GLOX( 1 )*BASFl (I ,1,J)+GLOX(2)*BASFI (2,I,J) 
1 +GLOX(3)*BASFI(3,I,J) 
1 +GLOX(4)*BASFI(4,I,J) 
1 +GLOX(5)*BASF2(5,I,J)+GLOX(6)*BASF2(6,1,J) 
1 +GLOX(7)*BASF2(7,I,J)+GLOX(8)*BASF2(8,I,J) 
1 +GLOX(9)*BASF2(9,I,J) 
C TYPE*,'RB',RB(I,J) 
10999 CONTINUE 
10998 CONTINUE 
******************* 
DO 170001=1,3 
DO 17001 J=I,3 
SI (I,J)=DFI (I ,I,J)*GLOX( 1 )+DFI (2,I,J)*GLOX(2)+DFI (3,1,J)*GLOX(3) 
1 +DFI(4,I,J)*GLOX(4)+ 
1 DF2(5,I,J)*GLOX(5)+DF2(6,I,J)*GLOX(6)+DF2(7,I,J)*GLOX(7) 
1 +DF2(8,I,J)*GLOX(8)+DF2(9,I,J)*GLOX(9) 
S2(I,J)=DFI (I ,I,J)*GLOY( 1 )+DFI (2,I,J)*GLOY(2)+DFI (3,1,J)*GLOY(3) 
1 +DFI(4,I,J)*GLOY(4)+ 
1 DF2(5,I,J)*GLOY(5)+DF2(6,I,J)*GLOY(6)+DF2(7,I,J)*GLOY(7) 
1 +DF2(8,I,J)*GLOY(8)+DF2(9,I,J)*GLOY(9) 
CTYPE* ,'S',S 1 (I,J),S2(1,J) 
17001 CONTINUE 
17000 CONTINUE 
DO 100021=1,9 
NUMXX=NUMY(I) 
NUMYY=NUMX(I) 
NUMX(I)=NUMXX 
NUMY(I)=NUMYY 
10002 CONTINUE 
DO 161001=1,3 
XA=XAA(I) 
XAA(I)= Y AA(I) 
YAA(I)=XA 
16100 CONTINUE 
C TYPE*,'FI(2)',DFI(2) 
DO 11110 L=I,4 
DO 166001=1,3 
DO 16601 J=I,3 
DF3(L,I,J)=(NUMX(L)*NUMY (L)*Y AA(J)*( 1 +NUMX(L)*XAA(I)) 
1 *(l+NUMY(L)*YAA(J)) 
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NUMX(L)*NUMX(L)*NUMY(L)*XAA(I)*Y AA(J)*( I +NUMY(L)*Y AA(J) »/4 
BASF3(L,I,J)=NUMX(L)*NUMY(L)*XAA(I)*YAA(J)* 
I (I +NUMX(L)*XAA(I»*(l +NUMY(L)*Y AA(J»/4 
16601 CONTINUE 
16600 CONTINUE 
11110 CONTINUE 
DO 11111 LL=5,8 
DO 16603 1=1,3 
DO 16604 J=I,3 
DF4(LL,I,J)=(NUMX(LL)*(I+NUMX(LL)*XAA(I)+NUMY(LL)*YAA(J))* 
I (l-(NUMX(LL)**2)*(Y AA(J)**2) 
I -(NUMY(LL)**2)*(XAA(I)**2» 
I +(NUMX(LL)*XAA(I)+NUMY(LL) 
I *YAA(J»*(l-(NUMX(LL)**2) 
I *(YAA(J)**2) 
I -(NUMY(LL)**2)*(XAA(I)**2» 
I *NUMX(LL)-2*(NUMY(LL)**2) 
I *XAA(I)*(NUMX(LL)*XAA(I) 
I +NUMY(LL)*YAA(J»*(l+NUMX(LL) 
I *XAA(I)+NUMY(LL)*YAA(J»)12 
BASF4(LL,I,J)=(NUMX(LL)*XAA(I)+NUMY(LL) 
I *y AA(J»*(l-NUMX(LL)**2*YAA(J)**2 
I -NUMY(LL)**2*XAA(I)**2)*(1 +NUMX(LL) 
I *XAA(I)+NUMY(LL)*Y AA(J»12 
16604 CONTINUE 
16603 CONTINUE 
11111 CONTINUE 
DO 166061=1,3 
DO 16607 J=I,3 
DF4(9 ,1,J)=2. *XAA(I)*(Y AA(J)* *2-1) 
BASF4(9,I,J)=(I-XAA(I)**2)*(l-Y AA(J)**2) 
16607 CONTINUE 
16606 CONTINUE 
DO 170051=1,3 
DO 17006 J=I,3 
S3(1,J)=DF3(1,I,J)*GLOY(I)+DF3(2,I,J)*GLOY(2)+DF3(3,I,J)*GLOY(3) 
1 +DF3(4,I,J)*GLOY(4) 
1 +DF4(5,I,J)*GLOY(5)+DF4(6,I,J)*GLOY(6)+DF4(7,I,J)*GLOY(7) 
I +DF4(8,I,J)*GLOY(8) 
I +DF4(9,I,J)*GLOY(9) 
S4(I,J)=DF3(1,I,J)*GLOX(I)+DF3(2,I,J)*GLOX(2)+ 
I DF3(3,I,J)*GLOX(3)+DF3(4,I,J)*GLOX(4) 
I +DF4(5,1,J)*GLOX(5)+DF4(6,I,J)*GLOX( 6)+DF4(7 ,1,J)*GLOX(7)+ 
I DF4(8,I,J)*GLOX(8) 
I +DF4(9,I,J)*GLOX(9) 
C TYPE* ,'S3,S4',S3(1,J),S4(1,J) 
17006 CONTINUE 
17005 CONTINUE 
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DO 170071=1,3 
DO 17008 J=I,3 
AJ (I,J)=S I (I,J) * S3 (I,J)-S2(I,J)* S4(1,J) 
aj(i,j)=abs( aj(i,j)) 
C TYPE*,'AJ',AJ(I,J) 
. 17008 CONTINUE 
17007 CONTINUE 
************ 
C TYPE*,'BAS233',BAS233 
*** INTGRATING ELEMENTS IN (R,Z) SPACE 
DO 16000 L=1,4 
DO 26000 1=1,3 
DO 26001 J=I,3 
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DFI (L,I,J)=(NUMX(L)*NUMY(L)*Y AA(J)*(1 +NUMX(L)*XAA(I)) 
I *(I+NUMY(L)*YAA(J)) 
I +NUMX(L)*NUMX(L)*NUMY(L)*XAA(I)*YAA(J)*(I+NUMY(L) 
BASFl (L,I,J)=NUMX(L)*NUMY (L)*XAA(I)*Y AA(J)* 
I (I +NUMX(L)*XAA(I))*(I +NUMY(L)*Y AA(J))* AJ(I,J)*RB(I,J)/4 
26001 CONTINUE 
26000 CONTINUE 
BAS 111 =BASFI (L, 1,1) 
BAS 112=BASFI (L, I ,2) 
BAS 113=BASFI (L, I ,3) 
BAS 121 =BASFI (L,2, I) 
BAS I 22=BASFI (L,2,2) 
BAS I 23=BASFI (L,2,3) 
BAS 131=BASFI(L,3,1) 
BASI32=BASFI(L,3,2) 
BAS 133=BASFI (L,3,3) 
C TYPE*,'BASI21 ',BASI21,BASI22,BASI23 
************** 
CALL INTGRA(BASI I I,BASI12,BASI 13, 
1 BASI21,BASI22,BASI23, 
1 BASI31,BAS132,BAS133,N,M,ENT51(L)) 
ENT5(L)=ENT51(L) 
16000 CONTINUE 
DO 16001 LL=5,8 
DO 26004 1=1,3 
DO 26003 J=I,3 
BASF2(LL,I,J)=(NUMX(LL)*XAA(I)+NUMY(LL) 
I *YAA(J))*(1-NUMX(LL)**2*YAA(J)**2 
I -NUMY(LL)**2*XAA(I)**2)*(1 +NUMX(LL) 
I *XAA(I)+NUMY(LL)*YAA(J))* AJ(I,J)*RB(I,J)/2 
C TYPE* ,'BASF2(',BASF2(LL,I,J) 
26003 CONTINUE 
26004 CONTINUE 
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BAS211=BASF2(L,I,I) 
BAS212=BASF2(L,I,2) 
BAS213=BASF2(L,I,3) 
BAS221=BASF2(L,2, I) 
BAS222=BASF2(L,2,2) 
BAS223=BASF2(L,2,3) 
BAS231=BASF2(L,3,1) 
BAS232=BASF2(L,3,2) 
BAS233=BASF2(L,3,3) 
********** 
********** 
CALL INTGRA(BAS211,BAS212,BAS213, 
I BAS221,BAS222,BAS223, 
I ... BAS231,BAS232,BAS233,N,M,ENT52(LL» 
CTYPE* ,'ENT52',ENT52(5) 
*************** 
********* 
********* 
********** 
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C CALL INTGRA(BASF2(LL, I, I ),BASF2(LL, I ,2),BASF2(LL, I ,3), 
C I BASF2(LL,2,1),BASF2(LL,2,2),BASF2(LL,2,3), 
C I BASF2(LL,3,1),BASF2(LL,3,2),BASF2(LL,3,3),N,M,ENT52) 
C ENT5(LL)=ENT52(LL) 
16001 CONTINUE 
DO 160021=1,3 
DO 16002 J=I,3 
DF2(9,I,J)=2. *XAA(I)*(Y AA(J)**2-1) 
BASF2(9,I,J)=(I-XAA(I)**2)*(1-Y AA(J)**2)*RB(I,J)* AJ(I,J) 
16002 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRA(BASF2(9, I, I ),BASF2(9, I ,2),BASF2(9, I ,3), 
I BASF2(9,2, I ),BASF2(9,2,2),BASF2(9,2,3), 
I BASF2(9,3,1),BASF2(9,3,2),BASF2(9,3,3),N,M,ENT52(9» 
ENT5(9)=ENT52(9) 
******** 
********************* 
***SECTION TWO. THE MATRIX ELEMENTS. 
********************* 
N=9 
M=9 
DO 10009 1=5,9 
DO 100IOJ=5,9 
DO 20100 L=1,3 
DO 20101 LL=I,3 
El (I,J ,L,LL)=BASF2(I,L,LL)*BASF2(J ,L,LL)IRB(L,LL)I AJ(L,LL) 
20101 CONTINUE 
20100 CONTINUE 
C TYPE*,'BAS,AJ',BASF2(I,L,LL),AJ 
CALL INTGRB(El (I,J, I, I),EI(I,J, I ,2),EI (I,J, 1,3), 
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I EI(I,J,2,1),EI(I,J,2,2),EI(I,J,2,3), 
I El (I,J,3, I ),E I (I,J ,3,2),E I (I,J ,3,3),N,M,ENT 12(1,J)) 
DO 10011 K=5,9 
DO 20410 L=1,3 
DO 20411 LL=I,3 
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EEl (I,J ,K,L,LL)=E I (I,J ,L,LL)*BASF2(K,L,LL)JRB(L,LL)! AJ(L,LL) 
C TYPE* ,'EE I ',EE I (I,J ,K,L,LL) 
20411 CONTINUE 
20410 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EE I (I,J ,K, I, I ),EE I (I,J ,K, I ,2),EE I (I,J ,K, I ,3), 
I EEI(I,J,K,2, I),EEI (I,J,K,2,2),EEI (I,J ,K,2,3), 
I EE I (I,J ,K,3, I ),EEI (I,J ,K,3,2),EE I (I,J ,K,3,3),N ,M,ENT42(1,J ,K)) 
ENT4(1,J ,K)=ENT42(I,J ,K) 
10011 CONTINUE 
ENT! (I,J)=ENT 12(I,J) 
10010 CONTINUE 
10009 CONTINUE 
DO 100121=5,9 
DO 10013 J=I,4 
DO 20102 L=1,3 
DO 20103 LL=I,3 
E2(1,J ,L,LL)=BASF2(I,L,LL)*BASFI (J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20103 CONTINUE 
20102 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E2(1,J, I, I ),E2(1,J, I ,2),E2(I,J, I ,3), 
I E2(I,J ,2, I ),E2(I,J ,2,2),E2(1,J ,2,3), 
I E2(1,J ,3, I ),E2(I,J,3,2),E2(1,J ,3,3),N ,M ,ENT! 3 (I,J)) 
DO 10014 K=I,4 
DO 20412 L=I,3 
DO 20413 LL= I ,3 
EE2(I,J ,K,L,LL)=E2(1,J ,L,LL)*BASF I (K,L,LL)JRB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20413 CONTINUE 
20412 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EE2(1,J,K, I, I ),EE2(I,J ,K, I ,2),EE2(1,J ,K, I ,3), 
I EE2(1,J ,K,2, I ),EE2(1,J ,K,2,2),EE2(I,J ,K,2,3), 
I EE2(1,J ,K,3, I ),EE2(1,J ,K,3 ,2),EE2(1,J ,K,3 ,3 ),N ,M ,ENT 4 3 (I,J ,K)) 
ENT4(1,J ,K)=ENT43(I,J ,K) 
10014 CONTINUE 
ENT I (I,J)=ENT 13(1,J) 
10013 CONTINUE 
10012 CONTINUE 
DO 100151=1,4 
DO 10016 J=5,9 
DO 20104 L=I,3 
DO 20105 LL=I,3 
E3(1,J ,L,LL)=BASF I (I,L,LL)*BASF2(J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)! AJ (L,LL) 
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20105 CONTINUE 
20104 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E3(I,J,1 ,1),E3(1,J,I,2),E3(1,J,1 ,3), 
I E3(1,J ,2,1 ),E3(1,J ,2,2),E3(1,J,2,3), 
I E3(1,J,3,1),E3(I,J,3,2),E3(I,J,3,3),N,M,ENT!4(1,J» 
DO 10017 K=I,4 
DO 20414 L=I,3 
DO 20415 LL=I,3 
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EE3(I,J ,K,L,LL)=E3(1,J ,L,LL)*BASF I (K,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20415 CONTINUE 
20414 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EE3(1,J ,K,I,I ),EE3(I,J,K,I,2),EE3(I,J ,K,I,3), 
I EE3(I,J,K,2,1 ),EE3(1,J,K,2,2),EE3(I,J ,K,2,3), 
I . EE3(I,J ,K,3 ,I ),EE3 (I,J ,K,3 ,2),EE3(1,J ,K;3;3) ,N ,M,ENT 44(1,J ,K» 
ENT4(1,J ,K)=ENT44(1,J ,K) 
10017 CONTINUE 
ENT! (I,J)=ENT!4(I,J) 
10016 CONTINUE 
10015 CONTINUE 
DO 100181=1,4 
DO 10019 J=I,4 
DO 20106 L=I,3 
DO 20107 LL= 1,3 
E4(1,J ,L,LL)=BASFI (I,L,LL)*BASFI (J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20107 CONTINUE 
20106 CONTINUE 
DO 10020 K=5,9 
DO 20416 L=I,3 
DO 20417 LL=I,3 
EE4(I,J ,K,L,LL)=E4(1,J,L,LL)*BASF2(K,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20417 CONTINUE 
20416 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EE4(1,J ,K,I,I ),EE4(I,J ,K,I,2),EE4(1,J ,K,I,3), 
I EE4(I,J ,K,2, I ),EE4(1,J ,K,2,2),EE4(1,J ,K,2,3), 
I EE4(1,J,K,3,1),EE4(1,J,K,3,2),EE4(1,J,K,3,3),N,M,ENT45(I,J,K)) 
ENT4(1,J ,K)=ENT45(1,J ,K) 
10020 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E4(1,J ,1,1 ),E4(I,J ,I,2),E4(1,J ,1,3), 
I E4(1,J ,2, I ),E4(I,J ,2,2),E4(I,J ,2,3), 
I E4(1,J,3,1),E4(I,J,3,2),E4(1,J,3,3),N,M,ENTI5(1,J)) 
ENT! (I,J)=ENT!5(1,J) 
10019 CONTINUE 
10018 CONTINUE 
DO 10021 1=5,9 
DO 10022 J=5,9 
DO 22107 L=I,3 
DO 20108 LL=I,3 
E5(1,J ,L,LL)=BASF2(I,L,LL)*BASF2(J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
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20108 CONTINUE 
22107 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E5(I,J, 1, 1),E5(I,J,1 ,2),E5(I,J, 1 ,3), 
1 E5(I,J,2,1 ),E5(I,J,2,2),E5(I,J,2,3), 
1 E5(I,J,3,1),E5(I,J,3,2),E5(I,J,3,3),N,M,ENTl6(I,J» 
DO 10023 K=I,4 
DO 20418 L=1,3 
DO 20419 LL=I,3 
Ptst Source Code 
EE5(I,J ,K,L,LL)=E5(I,J ,L,LL)*BASF 1 (K,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20419 CONTINUE 
20418 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EE5(I,J ,K, 1,1 ),EE5(I,J ,K, 1 ,2),EE5(I,J ,K, 1 ,3), 
1 EE5(I,J ,K,2, 1 ),EE5(I,J,K,2,2),EE5(I,J ,K,2,3), 
1 EE5(I,J ,K,3, 1 ),EE5(I,J,K,3,2),EE5(I,J ,K,3,3),N,M,ENT46(I,J ,K» 
ENT4(I,J,K)=ENT46(I,J,K) 
10023 CONTINUE 
CTYPE*,'ENT4',ENT4(I,J,K) 
ENT 1 (I,J)=ENT 16(I,J) 
10022 CONTINUE 
10021 CONTINUE 
DO 100241=1,4 
DO 10025 J=5,9 
DO 20109 L=1,3 
DO 20110 LL=I,3 
E6(I,J,L,LL)=BASF1(I,L,LL)*BASF2(J,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/AJ(L,LL) 
20110 CONTINUE 
20109 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E6(I,J, 1,1 ),E6(I,J, 1 ,2),E6(I,J, 1 ,3), 
1 E6(I,J ,2, l),E6(I,J,2,2),E6(I,J ,2,3), 
1 E6(1,J,3, 1 ),E6(1,J,3,2 ),E6(1,J,3,3 ),N ,M,ENT 17 (I,J» 
DO 10026 K=5,9 
DO 20420 L=1,3 
DO 20421 LL=I,3 
EE6(I,J ,K,L,LL)=E6(I,J ,L,LL)*BASF2(K,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20421 CONTINUE 
20420 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EE6(I,J ,K, 1,1 ),EE6(I,J ,K, 1 ,2),EE6(I,J ,K, 1 ,3), 
1 EE6(1,J ,K,2, 1 ),EE6(1,J ,K,2,2),EE6(1,J,K,2,3), 
1 EE6(I,J ,K,3, 1 ),EE6(I,J ,K,3,2),EE6(I,J,K,3,3),N ,M,ENT47(1,J,K» 
ENT4(I,J ,K)=ENT 47 (I,J ,K) 
10026 CONTINUE 
ENTl (1,J)=ENTl7(I,J) 
10025 CONTINUE 
10024 CONTINUE 
DO 10003 1=5,9 
DO 10004 J=I,4 
DO 20111 L=1,3 
DO 20112 LL=I,3 
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E7 (I,J ,L,LL)=BASF2(1,L,LL)*BASFI (J ,L,LL)/ AJ(L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
20112 CONTINUE 
20111 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E7(I,J, I ,1),E7(I,J,I,2),E7(I,J, I ,3), 
I E7(1,J ,2, I ),E7 (I,J ,2,2),E7(1,J ,2,3), 
I E7(1,J,3,1),E7(1,J,3,2),E7(I,J,3,3),N,M,ENT!S(I,J» 
DO 10005 K=5,9 
DO 20422 L=1,3 
DO 20423 LL=I,3 
EE7(1,J,K,L,LL)=E7 (I,J ,L,LL)*BASF2(K,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20423 CONTINUE 
20422 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EE7 (I,J ,K, I, I ),EE7(I,J ,K, I ,2),EE7(1,J ,K, I ,3), 
I EE7(I,J ,K,2, I ),EE7(I,J ,K,2,2),EE7(I,J ,K,2,3), 
I EE7(1,J ,K,3, I ),EE7(I,J ,K,3,2),EE7(I,J ,K,3,3),N ,M,ENT4S(I,J ,K» 
ENT4(1,J ,K)=ENT4S(I,J ,K) 
10005 CONTINUE 
ENT I (I,J)=ENT IS(I,J) 
10004 CONTINUE 
10003 CONTINUE 
DO 100061=1,4 
DO 10007 J=I,4 
DO 20113 L=1,3 
DO 20114 LL=I,3 
ES(I,J ,L,LL)=BASFI (I,L,LL)*BASFI (J,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20114 CONTINUE 
20113 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(ES(I,J, I, I),ES(I,J, I ,2),ES(I,J, I ,3), 
I ES(I,J ,2, I ),ES(I,J ,2,2),ES(I,J ,2,3), 
I ES(I,J,3,1),ES(I,J,3,2),ES(I,J,3,3),N,M,ENT!I(I,J» 
DO 1000S K=I,4 
DO 20424 L=1,3 
DO 20425 LL=I,3 
EE8(I,J ,K,L,LL)=ES(I,J ,L,LL)*BASF I (K,L,LL)/RB(L,LL)/ AJ (L,LL) 
20425 CONTINUE 
20424 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRT(EES(I,J,K,I,I),EES(I,J,K,I,2),EES(I,J,K,I,3), 
I EES(I,J ,K,2, I ),EES(I,J ,K,2,2),EE8(1,J, K,2,3), 
I EES(I,J ,K,3, I ),EES(I,J,K,3,2),EE8(I,J,K,3,3),N ,M,ENT41 (I,J ,K» 
ENT4(1,J ,K)=ENT 41 (I,J,K) 
10008 CONTINUE 
ENT! (I,J)=ENT!I (I,J) 
10007 CONTINUE 
10006 CONTINUE 
C-------CONVECTION TERM 
DO 31000 L=I,3 
DO 31001 LL=I,3 
DO 10027 1=1,4 
BASF5(1,L,LL)=(DFI(I,L,LL)*S3(L,LL)-DF3(1,L,LL)*S2(L,LL» 
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I *RB(L,LL)*RB(L,LL) 
10027 BASF7(I,L,LL)=(DF3(I,L,LL)*S I (L,LL)-DFI (I,L,LL)* S4(L,LL» 
I *RB(L,LL)*RB(L,LL) 
31001 CONTINUE 
31000 CONTINUE 
DO 31003 L=1,3 
DO 31004 LL=I,3 
DO 100281=5,9 
BASF6(I,L,LL)=(DF2(1,L,LL)* S3(L,LL)-DF4(I,L,LL)* 
I S2(L,LL»*RB(L,LL) 
BASF8(I,L,LL)=(DF4(I,L,LL)* S I (L,LL)-DF2(I,L,LL)* 
I S4(L,LL»*RB(L,LL) 
I 0028 CONTINUE 
31004 CONTINUE 
31003 CONTINUE 
DO 100291=1,4 
DO 10030 J=I,4 
DO 20115 L=1,3 
DO 20116 LL=I,3 
Ell (I,J,L,LL)=BASF5(1,L,LL)*BASFI (J ,L,LL)IRB(L,LL) 
20116 CONTINUE 
20115 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(EII(I,J,I,I),EII(I,J,1,2),EII(I,J,I,3), 
I EII(I,J,2,1),EII(I,J,2,2),EII(I,J,2,3), 
I EII(I,J,3,1),EII (I,J,3,2),EII (I,J,3,3),N,M,ENT21 (I,J» 
ENT2(1,J)=ENT21 (I,J) 
10030 CONTINUE 
10029 CONTINUE 
DO 30029 1= 1,4 
DO 30030 J=5,9 
DO 30115 L=1,3 
DO 30116 LL=I,3 
EI2(I,J,L,LL)=BASF5(I,L,LL)*BASF2(J,L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
30116 CONTINUE 
30115 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(EI2(1,J, I, 1),EI2(I,J,1 ,2),EI2(1,J, I ,3), 
I E 12(1,J ,2, I ),E 12(I,J ,2,2 ),E 12(1,J ,2,3), 
I EI2(1,J,3,1),EI2(1,J,3,2),EI2(1,J,3,3),N,M,ENT22(1,J» 
ENT2(I,J)=ENT22(1,J) 
30030 CONTINUE 
30029 CONTINUE 
DO 30039 1=1,4 
DO 30038 J=I,4 
DO 30215 L=1,3 
DO 30216 LL=I,3 
E31 (I,J ,L,LL)=BASF7(1,L,LL)*BASFI (J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
30216 CONTINUE 
30215 CONTINUE 
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CALL INTGRB(E31 (I,J,I,I),E31(I,J,l,2),E31 (I,J,I,3), 
I E31 (I,J,2,1),E31 (1,J,2,2),E3I (I,J,2,3), 
I E31 (I,J,3,1),E31 (I,J,3,2),E3I(1,J,3,3),N,M,ENT31 (I,J» 
ENT3(1,J)=ENT31 (1,1) 
30038 CONTINUE 
30039 CONTINUE 
DO 10031 1=1,4 
DO 10031 J=5,9 
DO 20117 L=I,3 
DO 20118 LL=I,3 
E33(1,J ,L,LL)=BASF7(1,L,LL)*BASF2(J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
20118 CONTINUE 
20117 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E33(1,J ,1,1 ),E33(1,J ,l,2),E33(I,J ,1,3), 
I E33(1,J,2,1),E33(I,J,2,2),E33(1,J,2,3), 
I E33(1,J,3,1),E33(1,J,3,2),E33(1,J,3,3),N,M,ENT32(1,J» 
ENT3(I,J)=ENT32(1,J) 
10031 CONTINUE 
DO 30049 1=5,9 
DO 30048 J=I,4 
DO 30415 L=I,3 
DO 30416 LL=I,3 
E34(1,J ,L,LL)=BASF8(I,L,LL)*BASFI (J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
30416 CONTINUE 
30415 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E34(I,J ,1,1 ),E34(I,J ,I,2),E34(I,J ,1,3), 
I E34(1,J ,2,1 ),E34(1,J ,2,2),E34(I,J ,2,3), 
I E34(I,J ,3,1 ),E34(I,J ,3,2),E34(1,J ,3,3),N,M,ENT33(I,J» 
ENT3(1,J)=ENT33(I,J) 
30048 CONTINUE 
30049 CONTINUE 
DO 10032 1=5,9 
DO 10032 J=5,9 
DO 20119 L=I,3 
DO 20120 LL=I,3 
E44(1,J ,L,LL)=BASF8(I,L,LL)*BASF2(J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
20120 CONTINUE 
20119 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E44(I,J,I,I),E44(1,J,l ,2),E44(1,J,1 ,3), 
I E44(I,J ,2,1 ),E44(I,J ,2,2),E44(I,J,2,3), 
I E44(1,J,3,1),E44(I,J,3,2),E44(1,J,3,3),N,M,ENT34(I,J» 
ENT3(I,J)=ENT34(I,J) 
10032 CONTINUE 
DO 10033 1=5,9 
DO 10034 J=I,4 
DO 20121 L=I,3 
DO 20122 LL=I,3 
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E22(J,J,L,LL)=BASF6(1,L,LL)*BASFI (J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
20122 CONTINUE 
20121 CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E22(J,J, I, I ),E22(J,J, I ,2),E22(1,J, I ,3), 
I E22(J,J ,2, I ),E22(I,J ,2,2),E22(I,J,2,3), 
I E22(J,J,3, I ),E22(1,J ,3,2 ),E22(1,J,3,3 ),N ,M,ENT23 (I,J» 
ENT2(I,J)=ENT23(1,J) 
10034 CONTINUE 
10033 CONTINUE 
DO 50029 1=5,9 
DO 50030 J=5,9 
DO SOIlS L=1,3 
DO 50116 LL=I,3 
E23(I,J ,L,LL)=BASF6(I,L,LL)*BASF2(J ,L,LL)/RB(L,LL) 
50116 CONTINUE 
SOIlS CONTINUE 
CALL INTGRB(E23(1,J,I, 1),E23(J,J, I ,2),E23(I,J, 1,3), 
I E23(1,J ,2, I ),E23(I,J ,2,2),E23(J,J ,2,3), 
I E23(J,J,3, I ),E23(I,J ,3,2),E23(1,J,3,3),N,M,ENT24(I,J» 
ENT2(I,J)=ENT24(1,J) 
50030 CONTINUE 
50029 CONTINUE 
********** 
* FILLING THE MATRICES A,BI,B2,C(J,J,K),D(I) 
********** 
DO 10035 L=1,9 
D(L)=ENT5(L) 
DO 10036 J=I,9 
A(L,J)=ENT I (L,J) 
B I (L,J)=ENT2(L,J) 
B2(L,J)=ENT3(L,J) 
C TYPE*,'B I ,B2',B I (L,J),B2(L,J) 
DO 10037 K=I,9 
C(L,J,K)=ENT4(L,J ,K) 
10037 CONTINUE 
10036 CONTINUE 
10035 CONTINUE 
***************** 
**'SECTION THREE. INVERSE MATRIX. 
***************** 
Plsl Source Code 
* INVERSE MATRIX OF A IS OBTAINED BY CALCULATING LINEAR 
EQUATION 
* FOR EACH COLM OF Cl: A*CI=BB (9X9). 
DO 1003811=1,9 
DO 10039 JJ=I,9 
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BB(II,JJ)=O. 
IF (II.EQ.JJ) THEN 
BB(II,JJ)= 1. 
ENDIF 
10039 CONTINUE 
10038 CONTINUE 
**************** 
DO 10040 II=I,9 
BB 1 (II)=BB(II, 1) 
BB2(II)=BB(II,2) 
BB3(1I)=BB(II,3) 
BB4(II)=BB(II,4 ) 
BBS(II)=BB(II,S) 
BB6(II)=BB(II,6) 
BB7(II)=BB(II,7) 
BB8(II)=BB(II,8) 
BB9(II)=BB(II,9) 
10040 CONTINUE 
DO 22222 11=1,9 
DO 22222 J=I,9 
22222 CONTINUE 
CALL GAUSS(A,BBl,N,Cll,SL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BB2,N,CI2,SL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BB3,N,C13,SL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BB4,N,CI4,sL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BBS,N,ClS,SL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BB6,N,CI6,SL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BB7,N,C17,SL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BB8,N,CI8,SL,JS) 
CALL GAUSS(A,BB9,N,CI9,SL,JS) 
C TYPE*,'ABl ',AB 1 (I,J) 
10042 CONTINUE 
10041 CONTINUE 
DO 100431=1,9 
DO 10043 K=I,9 
Ptst Source Code 
CCl (I,K)=C 11 (I)*C( 1,1 ,K)+C 12(I)*C(2, 1 ,K)+C 13(1)*C(3, 1 ,K)+ 
1 CI4(I)*C( 4,1 ,K)+C IS(I)*C(S, 1 ,K)+C 16(I)*C(6, 1 ,K)+C 17(I)*C(7, 1 ,K)+ 
1 CI8(I)*C(8,I,K)+CI9(I)*C(9,1 ,K) 
CC2(I,K)=C 11 (I)*C( 1 ,2,K)+C 12(I)*C(2,2,K)+CI3(1)*C(3,2,K)+ 
1 C 14(I)*C( 4,2,K)+C IS(I)*C(S,2,K)+C 16(I)*C(6,2,K)+C 17 (I)*C(7 ,2,K)+ 
1 CI8(I)*C(8,2,K)+CI9(1)*C(9,2,K) 
CC3(I,K)=C 11 (I)*C( 1 ,3,K)+C 12(I)*C(2,3,K)+C 13(I)*C(3,3,K)+ 
1 C 14(I)*C( 4,3,K)+C IS(I)*C(S,3,K)+C 16(I)*C( 6,3,K)+C 17(I)*C(7 ,3,K)+ 
1 CI8(I)*C(8,3,K)+CI9(I)*C(9,3,K) 
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CC4(1,K)=C 11 (I) *C( 1 ,4,K)+C 12(1) *C(2,4,K)+C 13 (I)*C(3 ,4,K)+ 
1 C 14(I)*C( 4,4,K)+C 15(1)*C(5,4,K)+C 16(1)*C(6,4,K)+C 17(1)*C(7 ,4,K)+ 
1 C IS(I)*C(S,4,K)+C 19(I)*C(9,4,K) 
CC5(I,K)=C 11 (I)*C( 1 ,5,K)+CI2(I)*C(2,5,K)+C 13(1)*C(3,5,K)+ 
1 C 14(1)*C( 4,5,K)+C 15(1)*C(5,5,K)+C 16(1)*C(6,5,K)+C 17(l)*C(7 ,5,K)+ 
1 CI8(I)*C(8,5,K)+CI9(l)*C(9,5,K) 
CC6(I,K)=C 11 (I)*C( 1 ,6,K)+CI2(I)*C(2,6,K)+C 13(1)*C(3,6,K)+ 
1 C 14(1)*C( 4,6,K)+C 15(I)*C(5,6,K)+C 16(1)*C( 6,6,K)+C 17(I)*C(7 ,6,K)+ 
1 C 18(1)*C(8,6,K)+CI9(1)*C(9,6,K) 
CC7(1,K)=CII(I)*C(1,7,K)+CI2(I)*C(2,7,K)+CI3(1)*C(3,7,K)+ 
1 CI4(I)*C(4,7,K)+CI5(1)*C(5,7,K)+CI6(1)*C(6,7,K)+CI7(I)*C(7,7,K)+ 
I CI8(I)*C(8,7,K)+CI9(l)*C(9,7,K) 
CC8(I,K)=C 11 (l) *C( 1 ,8,K)+C 12(I)*C(2,8,K)+C 13(I)*C(3 ,8,K)+ 
I C 14(I)*C( 4,8,K)+C 15(l)*C(5,8,K)+C 16(l)*C(6,8,K)+C 17(I)*C(7 ,8,K)+ 
1 C 18(l)*C(8,8,K)+CI9(l)*C(9,8,K) 
CC9(I,K)=C 11 (I)*C( 1,9 ,K)+C 12(I)*C(2,9,K)+C 13(I)*C(3,9,K)+ 
I C 14(I)*C( 4,9 ,K)+C 15(l)*C(5,9,K)+C 16(l)*C(6,9 ,K)+C 17(I)*C(7,9 ,K)+ 
I C 18(l)*C(8,9 ,K)+C 19(I)*C(9,9 ,K) 
10043 CONTINUE 
****TAUl(E)=[K]{TAU(E)} IS VARIABLE DEPENDENT* 
C DO 55000 M=I,5 
DO 110021=1,9 
DO 11001 K=I,9 
TCXXI(I,K)=TAUXX(I)*CCI(l,K) 
TCXX2(I,K)=T AUXX(2)*CC2(l,K) 
TCXX3(I,K)=T AUXX(3)*CC3(l,K) 
TCXX4(I,K)=T AUXX( 4)*CC4(I,K) 
TCXX5(I,K)=T AUXX(5)*CC5(I,K) 
TCXX6(l,K)=T AUXX( 6)*CC6(l,K) 
TCXX7(l,K)=T AUXX(7)*CC7(l,K) 
TCXX8(I,K)=T AUXX(8)*CCS(l,K) 
TCXX9(l,K)=T AUXX(9)*CC9(l,K) 
TCXYI (I,K)=TAUXY(I)*CC I (l,K) 
TCXY2(l,K)=T AUXY(2)*CC2(I,K) 
TCXY3(I,K)=T AUXY(3)*CC3(l,K) 
TCXY 4(I,K)=T AUXY( 4 )*CC4(l,K) 
TCXY5(I,K)=T AUXY(5)*CC5(l,K) 
TCXY6(I,K)=T AUXY(6)*CC6(I,K) 
TCXY7(I,K)=T AUXY(7)*CC7 (l,K) 
TCXY8(I,K)=T AUXY(8)*CCS(I,K) 
TCXY9(I,K)=T AUXX(9)*CC9(I,K) 
TCYYI(I,K)=TAUYY(I)*CCI(I,K) 
TCYY2(I,K)=T AUYY(2)*CC2(I,K) 
TCYY3(I,K)=T AUYY (3)*CC3(I,K) 
TCYY4(I,K)=TAUYY(4)*CC4(I,K) 
TCYY5(I,K)=TAUYY(5)*CC5(I,K) 
TCYY6(I,K)=T AUYY(6)*CC6(I,K) 
TCYY7 (I,K)=T AUYY (7)*CC7 (I,K) 
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TCYY8(I,K)=T AUYY(8)*CC8(I,K) 
TCYY9(I,K)=T AUYY(9)*CC9(I,K) 
11001 CONTINUE 
11002 CONTINUE 
DO 110001=1,9 
TTXX 1 (I)=TCXX 1 (I, I)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(I)) 
1 +TCXX1(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2))+ 
PIs! Source Code 
1 TCXX1(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3))+TCXX1(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4))+TCXXI(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5))+ 
1 TCXXI(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6))+ 
1 TCXX1(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7))+ 
1 TCXX1(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8))+ 
1 TCXX1(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9)) 
*** 
TTXX2(I)=TCXX2(I,I)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(I)) 
1 + TCXX2(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2))+ 
1 TCXX2(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3))+ TCXX2(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4))+TCXX2(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5))+ 
1 TCXX2(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6))+ 
1 TCXX2(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7))+ 
1 TCXX2(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8))+ 
1 TCXX2(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9)) 
* **** 
TTXX3(I)=TCXX3(I,I)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(I)) 
1 +TCXX3(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2))+ 
1 TCXX3(I,3)*(T AUXX(3)+ T AUYY(3))+ TCXX3(I,4)* (TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4))+TCXX3(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5))+ 
1 TCXX3(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6))+ 
1 TCXX3(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7))+ 
1 TCXX3(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8))+ 
1 TCXX3(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9)) 
TTXX4(I)=TCXX4(I,I)*(TAUXX(l)+ T AUYY(l)) 
1 + TCXX4(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ T AUYY(2))+ 
1 TCXX4(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3))+ TCXX4(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4))+TCXX4(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5))+ 
1 TCXX4(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+ TAUYY(6))+ 
1 TCXX4(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7))+ 
1 TCXX4(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8))+ 
1 TCXX4(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9)) 
* **** 
TTXX5(I)=TCXX5(I,I)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(l)) 
1 + TCXX5(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2))+ 
1 TCXX5(I,3)*(T AUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3))+ TCXX5(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 + T AUYY(4))+ TCXX5(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+ TAUYY(5))+ 
1 TCXX5(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6))+ 
1 TCXX5(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+ TAUYY(7))+ 
1 TCXX5(1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8))+ 
1 TCXX5(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9)) 
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TIXX6(I)=TCXX6(I,I)*(TAUXX(1)+TAUYY(1» 
1 +TCXX6(1,2)* (TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
Ptst Source Code 
1 TCXX6(1,3)*(T AUXX(3)+ T AUYY(3»+ TCXX6(1,4 )*(T AUXX( 4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXX6(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXX6(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXX6(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXX6(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXX6(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
TTXX7(I)=TCXX4(1,1)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(I» 
1 +TCXX7(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXX7(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ T AUYY(3»+ TCXX7(1,4 )*(T AUXX( 4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXX7(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXX7(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
.1 TCXX7(1,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXX7(1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXX7(1,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9» 
* **** 
TIXX8(I)=TCXX8(1,I)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(I» 
1 +TCXX8(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXX8(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCXX8(1,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXX8(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXX8(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXX8(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXX8(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXX8(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9» 
**** 
TIXX9(I)=TCXX9(1,I)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(1» 
1 +TCXX9(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXX9(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCXX9(1,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXX9(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXX9(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXX9(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXX9(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXX9(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ T AUYY(9» 
************** 
TAC 1 (I)=TTXX 1 (D+TIXX2(D+TIXX3(1)+TIXX4CD+TIXX5(1) 
1 + TTXX6(I)+ TTXX7(1)+ TIXX8(1)+ TTXX9(1) 
************** 
TIXYI (I)=TCXYI (I, I)*(TAUXX(I)+ T AUYY(I» 
1 + TCXYI (1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXYI(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCXYI(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXYl(l,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXYI(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXYl(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXYI (1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ T AUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXYI(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
***** 
TTXY2(I)=TCXY2(1,1)*(TAUXX(1)+TAUYY(1» 
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1 +TCXY2(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXY2(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCXY2(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXY2(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXY2(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+ TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXY2(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXY2(1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXY2(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
* **** 
TTXY3(I)=TCXY3(I,1)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(1» 
1 +TCXY3(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXY3(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCXY3(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 + TAUYY(4»+ TCXY3(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+ TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXY3(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+ TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXY3(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXY3(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXY3(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9» 
TTXY4(I)=TCXY4(I,1)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(l» 
1 +TCXY4(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXY4(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCXY4(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXY4(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXY4(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXY 4(1,7)*(TAUXX(7)+ T AUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXY4(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXY 4(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9» 
***** 
TTXY5(I)=TCXY5(1,l)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(1» 
1 + TCXY5(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXY5(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCXY5(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 + TAUYY( 4»+ TCXY5(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+ TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXY5(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXY5(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+ T AUYY(7)+ 
1 TCXY5(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ T AUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXY5(I,9)*(T AUXX(9)+ T AUYY(9» 
TTXY6(I)=TCXY6(1,l)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(1» 
1 + TCXY6(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXY6(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCXY6(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXY6(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXY6(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXY6(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCXY6(I,8)*(T AUXX(8)+ T AUYY(8»+ 
1 TCXY6(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ T AUYY(9» 
TTXY7(I)=TCXY4(1,l)*(TAUXX(1)+TAUYY(I» 
1 + TCXY7(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCXY7(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCXY7(1,4)*(TAUXX( 4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCXY7(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCXY7(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCXY7(1,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
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I TCXY7(1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
I TCXY7(1,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9» 
* **** 
TTXY8(1)=TCXY8(I,I)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(I» 
I + TCXY8(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
Ptst Source Code 
I TCXY8(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ T AUYY(3»+ TCXY8(1,4)*(T AUXX(4) 
I +TAUYY(4»+TCXY8(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
I TCXY8(1,6)*(T AUXX(6)+ TAUYY(6»+ 
I TCXY8(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
I TCXY8(I,8)*(T AUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
I TCXY8(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
**** 
TTXY9(I)=TCXY9(1,1)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(l» 
.. I +TCXY9(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
. I TCXY9(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCXY9(1,4)*(TAUXX( 4) 
I + TAUYY(4»+ TCXY9(1,5)*(T AUXX(5)+ TAUYY(5»+ 
I TCXY9(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
I TCXY9(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
I TCXY9(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
I TCXY9(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9» 
**** 
TAC2(I)=TTXYI(I)+ TTXY2(1)+ TTXY3(I)+ TTXY 4(1)+ TTXY5(1) 
I + TTXY7 (I)+ TTXY8(I)+ TTXY9(I) 
**** 
TTYY I (I)=TCYYI (I, I)*(T AUXX(I)+ T AUYY( I» 
I +TCYYI(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
I TCYYI(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCYYI(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
I +TAUYY(4»+TCYYI(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
I TCYYI(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
I TCYYI(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
I TCYYI(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
I TCYYI(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
******* 
TTYY2(I)=TCYY2(I,I)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(I» 
I + TCYY2(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
I TCYY2(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCYY2(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
I + TAUYY( 4»+ TCYY2(1,5)*(TAUXX(5)+ T AUYY(5»+ 
I TCYY2(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+ T AUYY(6»+ 
I TCYY2(1,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
I TCYY2(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ T AUYY(8»+ 
I TCYY2(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ TAUYY(9» 
* **** 
TTYY3(1)=TCYY3(1, I )*(T AUXX(l)+ T AUYY( I» 
I + TCYY3(I,2)*(T AUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
I TCYY3(I,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ T AUYY(3»+ TCYY3(1,4)*(T AUXX( 4) 
I + TAUYY(4»+ TCYY3(I,5)*(T AUXX(5)+ TAUYY(5»+ 
I TCYY3(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
I TCYY3(I,7)*(T AUXX(7)+ TAUYY(7»+ 
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1 TCYY3(1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCYY3(1,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
TTYY4(I)=TCYY4(I,I)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(l» 
1 + TCYY 4(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
Ptst Source Code 
1 TCYY4(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCYY4(1,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCYY4(I,S)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCYY 4(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+ TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCYY 4(1,7)*(T AUXX(7)+ TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCYY 4(1,8)*(T AUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCYY4(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
* **** 
TTYYS(I)=TCYY5(1,I)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(l» 
1 +TCYY5(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCYY5(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCYY5(1,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 + TAUYY(4»+ TCYY5(1,5)*(T AUXX(S)+ TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCYY5(1,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCYY5(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCYY5(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCYYS(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+ T AUYY(9» 
****** 
TTYY6(1)=TCYY6(1,I)*(TAUXX(l)+TAUYY(l» 
1 + TCYY6(I,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCYY6(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+TAUYY(3»+TCYY6(I,4)*(TAUXX(4) 
1 + TAUYY(4»+ TCYY6(1,5)*(TAUXX(S)+ TAUYY(5»+ 
1 TCYY6(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCYY6(1,7)*(TAUXX(7)+ TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCYY6(1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCYY6(1,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
TTYY7(1)=TCYY7(1,I)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(I» 
1 + TCYY7(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCYY7(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCYY7(1,4)*(T AUXX( 4) 
1 +TAUYY(4»+TCYY7(1,S)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(S»+ 
1 TCYY7(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCYY7(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCYY7(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+ TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCYY7(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
* **** 
TTYY8(I)=TCYY8(I,I)*(TAUXX(I)+TAUYY(I» 
1 +TCYY8(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCYY8(I,3)*(T AUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCYY8(1,4)*(T AUXX(4) 
1 + T AUYY(4»+ TCYY8(I,5)*(TAUXX(S)+ T AUYY(S»+ 
1 TCYY8(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6»+ 
1 TCYY8(1,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7»+ 
1 TCYY8(1,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8»+ 
1 TCYY8(1,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9» 
TTYY9(1)=TCYY9(1,I)*(TAUXX(I)+ T AUYY(1» 
1 + TCYY9(1,2)*(TAUXX(2)+ TAUYY(2»+ 
1 TCYY9(1,3)*(TAUXX(3)+ TAUYY(3»+ TCYY9(I,4)*(T AUXX(4) 
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1 +TAUYY(4))+TCYY9(I,5)*(TAUXX(5)+TAUYY(5))+ 
1 TCYY9(I,6)*(TAUXX(6)+TAUYY(6))+ 
1 TCYY9(I,7)*(TAUXX(7)+TAUYY(7))+ 
1 TCYY9(I,8)*(TAUXX(8)+TAUYY(8))+ 
1 TCYY9(I,9)*(TAUXX(9)+TAUYY(9)) 
************** 
Ptst Source Code 
T AC3(1)=TTYYI (1)+ TTYY2(1)+ TTYY3(I)+ TTYY 4(1)+ TTYY5(I) 
1 + TTYY6(I)+ TTYY7(1)+ TTYY8(1)+ TTYY9(I) 
************** 
11000 CONTINUE 
******** FULL P-Tff EQAUTlON FROM ASSEMBLY OF ELEMENTS 
DO 55000 M=I,4 
T=T*M 
DO 50000 NN=I,9 
TAUXXI(NN)=(2*T*(I-EKXI)*PXX(NN)-(TIELAM-I))* 
1 TAUXX(NN)-T*(VMX(NN)-VX(NN))*( 
1 AB 1 (NN, 1)*TAUXX(1)+AB 1 (NN,2)*TAUXX(2) 
1 +AB1 (NN,3)*TAUXX(3) 
1 +AB1 (NN,4)*TAUXX(4)+ 
1 AB 1 (NN,5)*TAUXX(5)+AB 1 (NN,6)*TAUXX(6) 
1 +AB1 (NN,7)*TAUXX(7)+ 
1 ABI(NN,8)*TAUXX(8)+ABI(NN,9)*TAUXX(9)) 
1 -T*(VMY(NN)-VY(NN))*(AB2(NN,I)*TAUXX(1)+ 
1 AB2(NN,2)*TAUXX(2)+AB2(NN,3)*TAUXX(3) 
1 +AB2(NN,4)*TAUXX(4)+AB2(NN,5) 
1 *T AUXX(5)+AB2(NN,6)*TAUXX(6) 
1 +AB2(NN,7)*TAUXX(7)+AB2(NN,8)* 
1 TAUXX(8)+AB2(NN,9)*TAUXX(9)) 
1 + TIELAM*(PXY(NN)-EKXII2 *(PXY(NN)+PYX(NN)) )*T AUXY(NN) 
1 -
T*EPSIETA*TACI(NN)+2*ETA*TIELAM*PXX(NN)*(CII(NN)*D(I)+CI2(NN) 
1 *D(2)+ 
1 CI3(NN)*D(3)+CI4(NN)*D(4)+CI5(NN)*D(5)+CI6(NN)*D(6)+ 
1 C 17(NN)*D(7)+C 18(NN)*D(8)+C 19(NN)*D(9)) 
C TYPE*,'TAUXXI ',TAUXXI (NN) 
T AUXY 1 (NN)=( 1-TIELAM)*T AUXY (NN)-T*(VMX(NN)-VX(NN)) 
1 *(ABI(NN,I)*TAUXY(1)+ABI(NN,2)*TAUXY(2)+ 
1 AB 1 (NN,3)*TAUXY(3) 
1 +ABI(NN,4)*TAUXY(4)+ABI(NN,5) 
1 *TAUXY(5)+AB 1 (NN,6)*T AUXY(6) 
1 +ABI(NN,7)*TAUXY(7)+ 
1 AB 1 (NN,8)*TAUXY(8)+AB 1 (NN,9)*T AUXY(9)) 
1 -T*(VMY(NN)-VY(NN))*(AB2(NN, 1 )*TAUXY(1)+ 
1 AB2(NN,2)*TAUXY(2)+AB2(NN,3)*T AUXY(3) 
1 +AB2(NN,4)*TAUXY(4)+AB2(NN,5)* 
1 TAUXY(5)+AB2(NN,6)*TAUXY(6) 
1 +AB2(NN,7)*TAUXY(7)+AB2(NN,8) 
1 *TAUXY(8)+AB2(NN,9)*TAUXY(9)) 
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1 +TIELAM*(PYX(NN)-EKXII2*(PXY(NN)+PYX(NN)))*TAUXY(NN) 
1 + TIELAM*(PXY(NN)-EKXII2*(PXY(NN)+PYX(NN)) )*T A UYY(NN) 
1 -T*EPSIET A *TAC2(NN)+2*ETA *TIELAM*«PXY(NN)+PYX(NN)) 
1 *(Cll(NN)*D(I)+CI2(NN)*D(2)+ 
1 CI3(NN)*D(3)+CI4(NN)*D(4)+CI5(NN)*D(5)+CI6(NN)*D(6)+ 
1 CI7(NN)*D(7)+C1S(NN)*D(S)+CI9(NN)*D(9))) 
T AUYY 1 (NN)=(2 *T*( 1-EKXI)*PXX(NN)-(TIELAM-I)) 
1 *TAUYY(NN)-T*(VMX(NN)-VX(NN)) 
1 *(AB1(NN,l)*TAUYY(l)+AB1(NN,2)*TAUYY(2)+ 
1 AB 1 (NN,4)*TAUYY(4)+AB 1 (NN,3)*TAUYY(3) 
1 +AB1 (NN,5) 
1 *TAUYY(5)+AB 1 (NN,6)*TAUYY(6) 
1 +AB1(NN,7)*TAUYY(7)+ 
1 AB1(NN,S) 
1 *TAUYY(S)+AB 1 (NN,9)*TAUYY(9)) 
1 -T*(VMY(NN)-VY(NN))*(AB2(NN,I)*TAUYY(I)+ 
1 AB2(NN,2)*TAUYY(2)+AB2(NN,3)*TAUYY(3) 
1 +AB2(NN,4)*TAUYY(4)+AB2(NN,5) 
1 *TAUYY(5)+AB2(NN,6)*TAUYY(6) 
1 +AB2(NN,7)*TAUYY(7)+ 
1 AB2(NN,S)*TAUYY(S)+AB2(NN,9)*TAUYY(9)) 
1 + TIELAM*(PXY(NN)-EKXII2*(PXY(NN)+PYX(NN)))*T A UXY(NN) 
1 CI3(NN)*D(3)+CI4(NN)*D(4)+CI5(NN)*D(5)+CI6(NN)*D(6)+ 
1 C 17(NN)*D(7)+C IS(NN)*D(S)+C 19(NN)*D(9)) 
C CCCCC CALCULATEA1*TAU=C 
C Al(I,J)= ..... 
C C(I)= ..... 
C ICALL GAUSS(Al,C,N,M,IFAIL,LP,LQ,R) 
C ITAUXX(I)=TAU(I) 
50000 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(NOUT,10101) 
C 0101 FORMAT(IX,'OUTPUT STRESS RESULT:T TAURR TAUZZ') 
DO 5500111=1,9 
TAUXX(II)=TAUXX1(1I) 
TAUXY(II)=TAUXY1(II) 
TAUYY(II)=TAUYY 1 (11) 
C T=M*T 
C TYPE* ,'T,STRESS',T,TAUXX(II),T AUXY(II),TAUYY(II) 
C WRITE(NOUT,1 01 02)T,TAUXX(II),TAUXY(II),T AUYY(II) 
C 0102 FORMAT(IX,F6.4,3E1S.4) 
55001 CONTINUE 
T=0.ID-12 
55000 CONTINUE 
C STOP 
TXX1=TAUXX(l) 
TXX3=T AUXX(2) 
TXX5=TAUXX(3) 
TXX7=TAUXX(4) 
TXX2=T AUXX(5) 
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TXX4=TAUXX(6) 
TXX6=T AUXX(7) 
TXX8=T AUXX(8) 
TXX9=T AUXX(9) 
TXYl=TAUXY(l) 
TXY3=TAUXY(2) 
TXY5=TAUXY(3) 
TXY7=TAUXY(4) 
TXY2=TAUXY(5) 
TXY4=TAUXY(6) 
TXY6=TAUXY(7) 
TXY8=TAUXY(8) 
TXY9=TAUXY(9) 
TYYl=TAUYY(l) 
TYY3=TAUYY(2) 
TYY5=TAUYY(3) 
TYY7=TAUYY(4) 
TYY2=TAUYY(5) 
TYY 4=TAUYY(6) 
TYY6=TAUYY(7) 
TYY8=TAUYY(8) 
TYY9=TAUYY(9) 
tauxx( 1 )=txx 1 
tauxx(2)=txx2 
tauxx(3)=txx3 
tauxx(4)=txx4 
tauxx(S)=txxS 
tauxx(6)=txx6 
tauxx(7)=txx7 
tauxx(8)=txx8 
tauxx(9)=txx9 
tauxy(1)=txyl 
tauxy(2)=txy2 
tauxy(3)=txy3 
tauxy(4)=txy4 
tauxy(S)=txyS 
tauxy(6)=txy6 
taux y(7)=tx y7 
tauxy(8)=txy8 
tauxy(9)=txy9 
tauyy(l )=tyy 1 
tauyy(2)=tyy2 
tauyy(3)=tyy3 
tauyy( 4 )=tyy4 
tauyy(5)=tyy5 
tauyy(6)=tyy6 
tauyy(7)=tyy7 
tauyy(8)=tyy8 
tauyy(9)=tyy9 
Ptst Source Code 
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type* ,'tau',tauyy(9) 
RETURN 
END 
c************** 
*SECTION FIVE. THE SUBROUTINES. 
************** 
Ptst Source Code 
SUBROUTINE INTGRA(EIII,EI12,EII3,EI21,EI22,EI23, 
1 EI3I,EI32,E133,N,M,ENT5) 
*------A -E(I,J);B-Ell ,E22(I,J); C-EE(I,J ,K);D-BASF I (I),BASF2(1)-------------------* 
C COMMON IXAIIXAA(3)/y AllY AA(3) 
C SAVE IXAII /Y AII,IE II,IE 1I/,IEE 1I,IBASF2/ 
DIMENSION YA(3) 
DATA (Y A(I),I=I,3)/0.8888888889,0.5555555556,0.5555555556/ 
C----- INT=SUM(K=I,3)MK(SUM(K=I,3)MK*(SFI(NK,NK») 
SFI=YA(I)*EI 1 I +YA(2)*E I 12 
I + YA(3)*EII3 
SF2=Y A(I )*EI21 + YA(2)*EI22 
I +YA(3)*EI23 
SF3=YA(I)*EI31+YA(2)*EI32 
1 +YA(3)*E133 
ENT5=(SFI +SF2+SF3) 
RETURN 
END 
********* 
SUBROUTINE INTGRB(ElI11,EII12,EIII3, 
1 EI121,EI122,EI123, 
1 EI131,El132,EI133,N,M,ENT2) 
* ------A -E(I,J);B -Ell ,E22(I,J); C-EE(I,J ,K);D-BASF I (I),BAS F2(I)-------------------* 
C COMMON IXAIIXAA(3),IYAIIYAA(3) 
C SAVE IXAII,/YAII,IEII,IEII/,IEEI/,IBASF2/ 
DIMENSION Y A(3) 
DATA (Y A(I),I= I ,3)/0.8888888889,0.5555555556,0.5555555556/ 
C----- INT=SUM(K=I,3)MK(SUM(K=I,3)MK*(SF1(NK,NK») 
SFI=YA(I)*Ellll+ YA(2)*EII12 
1 + YA(3)*Elll3 
SF2=YA(I)*EIl21+YA(2)*EI122 
1 +YA(3)*E1l23 
SF3=YA(I)*EIl31+YA(2)*EI132 
1 +YA(3)*El133 
ENT2=SFI+SF2+SF3 
RETURN 
END 
************** 
SUBROUTINE INTGRT(EElll,EEI12,EEII3, 
1 EEI21,EEI22,EEI23, 
1 EE13I,EEI32,EE133,N,M,ENT4) 
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* ------A -E(I,J);B -Ell ,E22(I,J); C-EE(I,J ,K);D-BASFl (I),BASF2(1)-------------------* 
C COMMON IXAIIXAA(3),fYAlfYAA(3) 
C SAVE IXAII,/Y AII,/EII,/EllI,IEEII,IBASF2/ 
DIMENSION Y A(3) 
DATA (Y A(I),I=I,3)/0.8888888889,0.5555555556,0.5555555556/ 
C----- INT=SUM(K= I ,3)MK(SUM(K= I ,3)MK*(SFI (NK,NK») 
SFI=YA(l)*EEI I I+YA(2)*EEI 12 
I +YA(3)*EE113 
SF2= Y A(l )*EE 121 + Y A(2)*EEI22 
I +YA(3)*EEI23 
SF3=YA(l )*EE131 + Y A(2)*EEI32 
I +YA(3)*EEI33 
ENT4=SFI+SF2+SF3 
RETURN 
END 
C SUBROUTINE F04ARF (A,B,N,M,IFAIL,LP,LQ,R) 
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(A,B,N,X,L,JS) 
REAL A(N,N),X(N),B(N),JS(N) 
L=I 
DO 10044 K=I,N-I 
DS=O.O 
DO 10045 I=K,N 
DO 10045 J=K,N 
IF(ABS(A(I,J».GT.O) THEN 
D=ABS(A(I,J» 
JS(K)=J 
IS=I 
ENDIF 
10045 CONTINUE 
IF(D+ I.O.EQ.I.O)THEN 
L=O 
ELSE 
IF(JS(K).NE.K)THEN 
DO 10046 I=K,N 
T=A(I,K) 
A(I,K)=A(I,JS(K» 
A(I,JS(K»=T 
10046 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
IF(lS.NE.K)THEN 
DO 10047 J=K,N 
T=A(K,J) 
A(K,J)=A(lS,J) 
A(IS,J)=T 
10047 CONTINUE 
T=B(K) 
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B(K)=B(IS) 
B(IS)=T 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF(L.EQ.O)THEN 
C WRITE(*,10053) 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
DO 10048 J=K+I,N 
A(K,J)=A(K,J)! A(K,K) 
10048 CONTINUE 
B(K)=B(K)/ A(K,K) 
DO 10049 I=K+I,N 
DO 10050 J=K+I,N 
A(I,J)=A(I,J)-A(I,K)* A(K,J) 
10050 CONTINUE 
B(I)=B(I)-A(I,K)*B(K) 
10049 CONTINUE 
10044 CONTINUE 
IF(ABS(A(N,N»+I.O.EQ.I.O)THEN 
L=O 
C WRITE(*,10053) 
RETURN 
ENDIF 
X(N)=B(N)!A(N,N) 
DO 10051 I=N-I,I,-I 
T=O.O 
DO 10052 J=I+I,N 
T=T +A(I,J)*X(J) 
10052 CONTINUE 
X(I)=B(I)-T 
10051 CONTINUE 
10053 FORMAT(lX,'FAIL') 
JS(N)=N 
DO 10054 K=N,I,-I 
IF(JS(K).NE.K)THEN 
T=X(K) 
X(K)=X(JS(K» 
X(JS(K»=T 
ENDIF 
10054 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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